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15 Smiling Amigos Arrive Signal Festival Beginning
Royal Welcome Accorded Group
By Hundreds Of Local- People
Led by a police car with flashing signal light,
a chartered bus pulled up at the bandstand on Lake
Street Tuesday night and unloaded fifteen Amigos
from Ecuador along with their chaperones. The
Amigos are in Fulton for a ten day visit during the
Fifth International Banana Festival.
On hand to greet the Amigos were their host
families and hundreds of townspeople.
As each smiling Amigo left the bus, there were
cheers from the huge crowd that thronged the main
street.
A musical welcome was extended the visitors
by the newly organized Twin City Sing-Out group.
One of the Amigos, Ruben Cevallos, a semi-profes-
sional singer, responded with a song and dance that
had an enthusiastic audience clapping and patting
their feet.
Mrs. Ward Bushart, president of the Banana
Festival, welcomed the visitors and introduced Mrs.
Bill Fenwick, chairman of the Amigo project. Tilt
(Continued on page Eight)
Vanderbilt University, Sept. 18-Somewhat in
the dark recesses of my memory there's an old poem
that goes something like:
The woman was old and ragged and gray
And bent with the chill of the winter's day.
Today as I walked along the campus of thi:,
lovely, old and historic university alongside of
young and vibrant young people, Ow meter of that
bit of poetry kept haunting my thoughts.
Yet the words kept dancing around in a se-
quence like:
The student was old and frightened and gray,
And bent with fear of her first college day.
Actually, fear is not the word to describe the
foreboding that saturated my every sense of com-
prehension as I registered for my very first adven-
ture into academia. The word that fitted my atti-
tude, rather than the meter of the poem is "be-
wilderment," but you can well see that it is not
compatible with the rhyme, nor the nature of this
poetic situation.
Fortunately, oh yes, that dear sweet Lady
Luck was with me. For the emoluments granted
to me under the terms of my Ford Founda-
tion Fellowship, it was not necessary for me to cue
up in the endless line of students who were also re-
gistering for the Fall term here. My visit to the of-
fice of Dr. Leonard Beach, Dean of
Institutional Relations for the Uni-
versity, was anticipated.
Upon introducing myself to a
cordial and understanding secre-
tary, who surely must have been
briefed that Old Lady Time was
to register that day. I was immedi-
ately ushered into Dean Beach's of-
fice. Having met him when I ap-
peared before the Selection Com-
mittee in Atlanta, I viewed his
(Continued On Page Eight)
THE FESTIVAL IS FOR EVERYBODY ... and while the grown-folks
put bumper stickers on their autos Nathanial Ray sports this home-made
sot of pennants that fly' behind his bicycle. Nathanial is the son of Ruby
Nelle Ray, South Fulton.
ONE WEEK
Till Banana Festival
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Cleanup Begins After $500,000 Sunday Fire
IT'S A MESS—Workmen fasten wire barrier across shattered and burned store fronts.
Shindig Star Lineup Is A Go-Go
Attraction Of Friday's Festival
The Shindig a Go-Go "Record
Review of Stars" to be held Friday
night, September 29, at the Kitty
League Park during the Fifth In-
Judge Cruce
Serving On
Ward Group
Every Democratic county judge
in Kentucky has agreed to serve on
a County Judges For Henry Ward
Campaign Committee, Foster Ock-
erman, state campaign chairman,
announced.
J. E. Cruce, of Fulton County is
on the Ward Committee.
"We appreciate this support from
all across Kentucky by people who
are respected in their communi-
ties—by people who have won the
support of their neighbors," Ocker-
man said.
"The campaign for Henry Wird
and the successful nominees run-
ning with him is based on broad
participation of good people," Ock-
erman said. "Committees are form-
ed in the counties, with member-
ships made up of people from var-
ious businesses, trades, occupa-
tions, age groups and interests,"
he said.
ternational Banana Festival will
feature the Ebb-Tides, a young
vocal and instrumental group who
are a top teen attraction, plus other
talented performers. The Shindig
will resemble the "Shindig" and
"Hullabaloo" television programs.
Also featured on the show with
the Ebb-Tides will be Charlene, the
Varju Brothers, and the Ginny
Kelly Dancers.
Charlene, a five-foot-tall song-
stress, is known as the Tiny Bundle
of Dynamite. She is slated for
stardom according to those in the
know in show business.
Known as the "Musical Maniacs "
the Varju Brothers are comics
who perform with eighteen differ-
ent harmonicas.
The Ginny Kelly Dancers, famed
for their choreography, perform to-
day's dances and those of yester-
year also. These girls have Pee-
sented shows all across the coun-
try.
The Shindig will also feature
audience participation and free re-
cords in a show that will appeal to
teenagers and the entire family.
See the Shindig in the tent at the
Kitty League Park on Friday, Sep-
tember 29, at 7:30 p. m.
Training and experience receiv-
ed in 4-H helps youngsters in fu-
ture career choice.
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SPORTING bOODS
(Photo courtesy Union City Messenger)
Kentucky Windage °
BP P. W.
Exhausted as I was last Saturday
night from days and nights working
on the preliminary stages of this
week's paper ,the sound of five fire
alarms caused me to jump out of
bed in a hurry and get downtown as
fast as I could. Obviously it was
either a terrible fire, or a riot, or a
major derailment in the middle of
town, and I wondered as I drove in
just which it could be. The creek
couldn't be overflowing.
The assembling crowd along
Lake Street, standing silently fac-
ing City Drug must have dressed
as quickly as I, and if there was
any humor to be found during the
disastrous night, it would have
been in their appearance. Pajamas.
night robes, hair in pin curlers, bed-
room slippers . . . . just anything
one could throw on quickly.
But it was not a night of humor.
Thirty firemen throwing everything
they had from front and back, try-
(Continued on Page Pour/
Do You Have Any Unused Clothing?
Clothes Bank Would Like To Have It
Between November 23, 1966, and
September 9, 1967, 1217 people made
use of the services offered by our
Fulton-Obion Counties Clothes
Bank. During that time 860 children
and 357 adults received 11,496 ar-
ticles of clothing.
During the same period of time
the local Clothes Bank assisted in
the stocking of the new- Hickman
Clothes Bank, sending them nearly
150 articles of clothing.
This much-needed and extremely
helpful service provides for the
less fortunate citizens of the area.
And you can have an important
part in the fine service by giving
your family's outgrown or discard-
ed clothing to the Clothes Bank for
distribution! Now at the change of
seasons is a good opportunity to let
someone else wear that outfit you
did not wear all last year.
The need at this time is especially
great for babies, and pre-school
children's clothing. The Clothes
Bank is in the Sams' Building at
429 East State Line.
The wearisome work of cleaning
up, salvaging whatever can be
gleaned from the mass of blacken-
ed rubble, reconstruction records,
working with insurance adjusters
and making plans for relocations or
rebuilding began this week for five
Lake Street business firms.
A disastrous 3: a. m. Sunday fire,
out of control for over four hours,
completely gutted City Drug Corn-
pany, The L and S Store, Leader
Athletic and Sporting Goods, the
Fulton Electric System office and
Noffel's Department Store, along
More Pictures
On Page 5
with the second-floor Elks Club. The
Fulton Bank, separated from the
heat of the inferno by a solid brick
firewall, nevertheless sultained
considerable damage from heat,
smoke and water and although open
for business, is undergoing an ex-
tensive clean-up and repair job ta,
its machinery.
It was probably the most disas-
trous fire in Fulton's history, with
damage estimated upwards to a
million dollars.
The Fulton Electric system of-
fice managed to move its machines
and records out before the creep-
ing flames engulfed it, and was
• • • •
THANKS .. . WHOEVER
YOU WERE!
Fulton Electric System man-
ager Robert Graham asked The
News to convey the utmost thanks
to all of those persons who pitch-
ed in Sunday morning in helping
move records, equipment and
furnishings from the office.
"Many of the records we saved
were irreplaceable, and if it were
not for the willingness of so
many, most of whom were total
strangers to me, we could not
possibly have cleaned out our of-
fice as we did," he stated.
• • • •
open in temporary quarters this
week on Main Street at the location
formerly occupied by the Tiny
Toggery. For the others, escape
was not so simple, nor is reopen-
ing nearly as imminent.
The fire was discovered by a fire-
man, J. P. Wade, about 2:45 a. m.
Sunday morning as Wade was en
route to the fire station. Fire Chief
(Continued on Page Five
OUR BIGGEST PAPER EVERI
There is lots of reading, lots of
advertising, lots of pictures in to-
day's issue, which is the largest
single issue The News has pub-
lished in 20 years of current
ownership.
So that you may find these spe-
cific items quickly, we list the
following:
AMIGOS, (individual pictures)
section C, pages 3, 11, 13
PRINCESS PAGEANT CON-
TESTANTS, section B, pages 4,
5, 8
A&P Grocery ad, section B,
pages 6, 7
E. W. James grocery ad, sec-
tion B, page 3
Piggly Wiggly grocery ad, sec-
tion B, page 12
FESTIVAL SCHEDULE, section
"C", page 3
Extra copies of this issue are
available at: Evans Drug Store,
Traveler's Inn Restaurant, Derby
Restaurant, The News Office and,
of course, from Edmond Khouria
on Lake Street.
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Through The Tragic Death Of Everett Knupp
Our Communities May Have Lost An Industry
- The fatal shooting last week of
Everett Knupp. owner of a small
polishing and buffing industry in South
Fulton that was just "getting going" as
a new firm here, may have deprived
lhe Twin Cities of a promising new in-
dustry.
We hope that it hasn't. We hope
that Mrs. Knupp will keep the men on
the job, the wheels turning, and let the
industry become a part of the com-
munity, despite her tragic loss.
We went down to visit Mr. Knupp
when his little industry first started,
intending to take some pictures, do a
feature story on the industry and let
the whole community know what kind
of a firm this was, but we were asked
to wait a few more weeks until all the
machinery was installed and work was
going "full swing". Just about the time
things were all ready, it was too late.
The Knupp firm employs men. . .
and we have lots of men around here
who are looking for work. It is our un-
derstanding that the firm has a good
crew of men on the job, and those who
have come here from the Northern Illi-
nois area like the community and
would like to stay. We feel sure that
had more businessmen known about
the firm and its anticipated growth,
more would have visited the Knupp
family, made them feel more at home.
and would have expressed the appre-
ciation of the communities for locating
here. That was the intended purpose of
our feature story . . . which never got
to be written or published.
So all we can do at this time is to
express our sorrow to Mrs. Knupp and
her family over the tragic turn of
events, and ask her to give her earnest
consideration to keeping the firm here
and letting it become an important and
appreciated part of the business life of
South Fulton and Fulton.
No firm is too small to be appre-
ciated. Even though this firm was only
employing some 10 to 20 men, it could
conceivably grow to where it might
employ 100 to 200, and we would be
the first ones to try to help it.
The High School Dropout Is Tomorrow's Tragedy
More than ever, this country needs
trained, educated people to continue
the progress America has made and to
take their rightful places in the society
that is developing.
Much of the poverty and unem-
ployment that exists today is directly
related to the lack of education and
preparation by previous generations.
Right now there are 2 million
youngsters in this country in the 16 to
21 age group who dropped out of school
before earning their high school diplo-
ma. Nearly a fourth of them are unem-
ployed. Most of the rest are stuck in
dead-end jobs, without any real future.
Large gains have been made in the
fight against ignorance, unemployment
and poverty during the past several
tears. Secretary of Labor Willard
Wirtz recently reported that 2 million
more people are working and 1 million
more are in high school and college
than the population increase of the last
three years accounts for.
The Education Campaign of the
past two years has helped in this pro-
gress. It has paid big dividends by in-
spiring dropouts to return to the class-
rooms and encouraging the undecided
to finish their education. In 1960 the
dropout rate was 25 percent. Last year
it had decreased to 18 percent.
But 18 percent is too high for a Na-
tion to tolerate. The frightening fact
remains that at the current dropout
rate by 1975 there will be 32 million
adults in the labor force without a high
school education-32 million who will
be unqualified for most of the jobs
available then.
This newspaper supports the ef-
forts being made to keep our youth in
school and help them from becoming
future victims of deprivation and pov-
erty.
But it takes more than our sup-
port. It needs and commands the sup-
port and effort of every citizen.
Youngsters who have already
dropped out of school need special help.
They need to be counseled and guided
into training that will help them de-
velop skills for today's jobs. Others on
the verge of leaving school before
completing their education drop out
many times to earn money to support
their families or to buy necessities for
themselves. Action by the business
community in the form of part-time
jobs is needed to help them stay in
school.
You can serve your country best
by helping to insure that tomorrow's
leaders are educated today.
Kentucky Growth Rate Doubles In Ten Years
KENTUCKY'S POPULATION
GROWTH has accelerated to the ex-
tent the State is growing twice as fast
as it was a decade ago . . University of
Kentucky's Department of Sociology,
reporting "Births, Deaths, and Migra-
tion", says there has been rapid growth
in the 17-county Bluegrass region and
a decline in the rate of out-state migra-
tion from the Eastern Kentucky moun-
tain areas . . . Ten years ago, Ken-
tucky was losing average of 40,000
residents a year through out-migration.
Current estimates cut this figure to,,,
about 17,000 per year, which more -
than offsets declining birthrate. . .
Kentucky's population, as of July 1,
1966, estimated at 3,166,000, increase
of 128,000 since 1960 census. In the
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decade, 1950-1960, the State's popula-
tion increase was only 93,000. . . Bust-
ling Bluegrass area's growth rate was
estimated at 18.9 for each 1,000 popula-
tion (up from-10.1 in the 1950's) and,
the report stated, indicates "continued
economic growth in Lexington and sur-
rounding communities" . . . Slower
growth rates were indicated for the
Louisville area and the Lincoln Trail
region . . . Jefferson County birthrate,
averaging 15,000 per year in the 50's,
dropped to 13,000 in 1965 High
growth rate counties included Bullitt
36.6 (for each 1,000 population); Fay-
ette, 32.7; Boone, 30.7; Madison, 25.9;
Franklin, 23.4; Meade, 23.4; Rowan,
20.8: and Hardin, 20.5.
— THE KENTUCKY REPORT
FARM WORTH!
The Arizona Farm Bureau Fed-
eration says: "A new government re-
port shows that the average American
farm is worth $59,800, and that the
average value of farmland and build-
ings has increased to $164 per acre. It
says the market value of farm real
estate has increased 8 per cent during
1966. Nearly 40 per cent of the farmers
selling land intended to retire-16 per
cent bought another farm—and 12 per
cent planned to quit farming."
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HOW TO BE HAPPY
Are you almost disgusted with life, little man?
I'll tell you a wonderful trick
That will bring you contentment, if anything can,
Do_samething for somebody, quick!
Are you awfully tired with play, little girl?
Wearied, discouraged, and sick -
I'll tell you the loveliest game in the world.
Do something for somebody. quick!
Though it rains, like the rain of the flood, little man,
And the clouds are forbidding and thick,
You can make the sun shine in your soul, little man,
Do something for somebody, quick!
Though the stars are like brass overhead, little girl.
And the walks like a well-heated brick,
And our earthly affairs in a terrible whirl,
Do something for somebody, quick!
— Unknown
+N.
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—Of Other News
A transformation has taken plac.
in public library facilities acro—
Kentucky in recent years.
Libraries, for decades, have beer,
recognized as a source of educatio:.
beyond the classroom.
It has been my goal, as well, t ,
see them become the informationa'
cultural and recreational centers
the communities in which they a:
located.
toward this, the State.
k,A.oring 
during my term of office, has more
than doubled the library budget—
from a total of $641,000 to $1.4 mil-
lion for 1966-67 and $1.5 million
forThe current budget for Kentucky
public libraries is more.than
times that of 10 years ago, and Ke,.
tucky has qualified by its bud:,
for the full amount of Fed,'!.
rtment of Librarie.
fund 
 
Our
 s sat‘a: at ei apbel pe a.
presently has 19 regional library
systems with a total of 92 bbrar.,-
in 84 Counties. These libraries
furnished with books, record‘.
films. magazines, other materiak.
and regional staff help.
To complement the librare.
Kentucky has more State-oune,1
Bookmobiles than any other sta:e
They carry books and other ,t'r
v ices to readers who cannot c.n
‘eniently get to Libraries.
In the past three years, 66 ne.A
larger Bookmobiles, holding up •.,
2.000 hooks, have been purchased .•
'Continued on Pape Seven)
The Written Word:
Words are the bridges we build
To reach each other.
Hands can talk. By touch they say
Many things in a clear, distinct
way.
They can wave, hold, shake, pat
and point,
Soothe, slap, curl, give, take and
anoint.
Eyes can talk. By look they tell
Many a thing that mouths hide well.
But to bring an idea from back of a
face
Shaped to perfection and spun into
space,
And held up to feast the whole hu-
man race
Alive in performance, still supple
and true
This—only the written word can do!
NIGHT FALLS ON THE CITY,
by Sarah Gainham. The cast of
characters in this book is a large
and brilliant one, involving all seg-
ments of a society rich in tradition
and European hi,tory• actors, ac-
. Pr -*Mt 'VellErrinliMiliMinir1
Comm-
Rowlett
tres,es. lawyers, politicians, jour-
nalists, civil servants. peasants.
workers, and soldiers At the cc. 'er
of the stage stands Juba Hombui
beautiful leading lady of the int..
nationally famous Burgtheatre
SANCTUARY, by Frank Sc inner-
ton. Behind The Abbey's elegant
Georgian facade, on fashionable
Pleasaunce Road in London, live
eight old ladies. In this charming
house. Lady Horsham maintains a
home for some indigent old friends,
who have, in one si ay or another,
contributed to her life. Presiding
over them all is Miss Goodmayes.
who operates The Abbey as if it
were a real home, thus shielding
the inmates from the harsher real-
ities of sweet charity as it is prac-
ticed in the outside world. The At).
bey is a sanctuary. indeed.
THE SAVAGES, by Ronald
Hardy. This is a raw and violent
novel of the Congo during the early
months of its independence, and of
people reduced to their most primi-
tt:ve emotions and instincts. Two
• - -------
men stand out against the turbulent
background of tribal car and hat-
red a doctor fresh from the battle,.
in Malaya and the Yemen. and a
Congolese bush-boy who has been
graduated from an exclusive Bel-
gian military school. Civil car turns
these two into enemies bent on de-
,troying each other and eliminating
Pt erytlung standing in their c ay
THE GABRIEl. HOUNDS. by
Mary Stec art. There's a change of
scene in this new book of Mary
;tewart's, this one taking.place in
Lebanon %here, according to le-
gend. "the Gabriel Hounds run in a
pack which hunts through the sky
cith Death.- To a mysterious val-
ley. coursed by the River of the
Hounds. come two young and head•
strong relati‘es in search of their
eccentric aunt, a recluse who lives
in a crumbling Arabian Nights type
place.
AN OPERATIONAL NECES-
SITY, by Gwyn Griffin. A powerful
and superbly written story of war-
time murder in the South Atlantic
in World War II, followed by guilt
and retribution, and climaxed by
one of the moat electrifying court-
room scenes in modern fiction.
THE SILVER SABER. by Carter
A. Vaughn. A thrilling swiftly
-paced
story of an indentured servant in
the American colonies who in the
1740. ansuer. England's call I, 7
mobilization against the Fre:,
and ga,n, h:s freedom when •
helps force the retreat of the erten..
to Quebec It is the story of Jc.:
Hale. whose fondness far cench.r..:
and gambling sends him—a -
time Lieutenant of the Dragoon,—
to Nevi gate' Prison.
WHERE DEATH DELIGHTS.
Marshall Houts. This is a lass i
about the corld's leading
detective, a man who has figurer: .-
hundreds of dramatic courtroom
cases—most recently the trials
Dr. Carl Coppolino. He is Dr M
ton H. Helpern, Chief Medica: 1 :
aminer of the City of Neu V -t
a "Sherlock Holmes can a rt.. --•
scope." and one of the most 7,5
markable aspects of this fasc-:-%i ,
tion account of crime and crime
solving ia Dr. Helpern's eye-oper_
ing commentary on the Bethes,:i
autospsy of Pesident John F. Ker.
nedy, which remains the most tan-
talizing piece in the whole jigsac
puzzle of the assination.
IMPERIAL COLrRTESAN. by F
W Kenyon. A lively and moving
portrait of one of history's loveliest
women. whose slim hands could
bring her lover—Napoleon III an
imperial crown, but whose hear
was to suffer both the extremes of
joy and sorrow of brolten hopes
Turning Back The Clock—
September 26, 1947
TVA recently constructed and placed in operation
a new substation at Clinton to provide improved service
to consumers of the Hickman-Fulton Counties RECC.
Before a crowd of approximately 2000 spectators
the Fulton Horse Show sponsored by the American Le-
gion, proved the outstanding sports event of the season.
Held last Tuesday night at Fairfield Park, horse fanciers
locally and many from surrounding states exhibited
some of the finest breeds of horses ever shown in west-
ern Kentucky. Under the general dirction of Bob White,
thirteen classes of thoroughbred horses strutted before
the judges to win handsome trophies, ribbons and cash
awards, donated by local businessmen.
Hello World: Mr. and Mrs. James Dickerson an-
nounce the birth of a son, John William, born Monday,
September 22 at Jones Clinic.
Mr. and Mrs. Leahman Boulton are the parents of a
six-pound and nine-ounce baby girl, born September 16
at Haws Memorial Hospital. The baby has been named
Glinda Kay.
The First Methodist Church was the scene of a wed-
ding of beauty and simplicity Sunday afternoon when
Retta Eaves, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Eaves, be-
came the bride of Layton Minton, nephew of Mr. and
Mrs. W. E. Minton of Cadiz, Kentucky. The double ring
ceremony was performed by Rev. W. E. Mischke. The
couple will be at home after October 1 at Elizabethtown,
Tennessee.
Little Ken Bowlin was honored on his"third birth-
day with a party by his mother, Mrs. Gilbert Bowlin at
their home on West State Line on Setpember 20, Ice
cream and cake was served and favors of bubble gum
were given to each guest. Those attending were Michael
McClain, Paula Fay Campbell, Al Bennett, Frankie Ellis,
Sarah Lee Cathey, Donna and Annette Campbell, John-
nie and Rose Ann Green, Pat Greengrass, Jesge BellGambill, Sug and Bobby Perkins and John Wesley
Warner.
Mrs. L. 0. Bradford was hostess to the members ofher bridge club Tuesday afternoon at her home on Third
Street. Mrs. T. M. Franklin received high score prize.
Mrs. Vester Freeman was a guest. At the close of thegames refreshments were served.
Mrs. Leon Hutchens was hostess at a six o'clockdinner Wednesday evening at her home on CentralStreet, complimenting members of her club. Games ofhearts were enjoyed during the evening, with Mrs. T. D.
Boaz winning high score prize and Mrs. Moore Joynerbooby prize. Members present were Mrs. Boaz, Mrs.
Joyner, Mrs. Carl Kimberland, Mrs. David Holloway.Mrs. Bud Huff and Mrs. Hutchens,
LATHAIVI: Mr. and Mrs. Jack Williams from Illi-
nois moved into our community last week to Mut Wil-
liams' place. They need no introduction, as they livedhere three years ago.
Don't forget our school fair on October 10 and thefunniest play that night, "Aunt Jerushy on the WarPath."
AUSTIN SPRINGS: Work began on the Herbert
Roberts house the past week and the remodeling will
add much to the appearance.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Bates Byars a fine young miss
at the Jones Clinic the past week. Their first, both aredoing nicely.
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1 The News Reports . ..About People and ThingsBy Mary Louise Grissomsomc
"Nothing is frumpier than a ma-
tron wearing a skirt inches too
high, walking duck-like in heels too
low—so low her legs look ugly and
her bush seems to cave in," so says
a noted fashion expert.
Well, I'll have to go along with
the expert. I wholeheartedly concur
with him, but my question is this:
What are we supposed to do about
it? Everything is geared for the
young.
If you're over 35, and particularly
if you wear a small size, just try
to find a dress to fit you that
doesn't look as if it were designed
for your teenage daughter. What's
worse they will all be inches above
the knee.
Never until this year have I
bought a dress that didn't have to
be taken up an inch or so in the
hem. This fall, however, the prob-
lem was in reverse. I had to let the
hem down. And the miracle fabrics
of today are the type that you can
take up, but can't let out very well.
The original hem line wants to show
even after repeated ironings. Final-
ly. I reached the point where I can
still see the crease, but I hope no
one else will notice it. It was either
leave it at that or put the original
hem back in and try to look like a
teenager, and at my age that's well
nigh impossible.
I guess all we can do is wear last
year's dresses and hope that next
year's fashions will put the hem
back down in the vicinity of where
it should have been this year.
Betty Vowell, one of Fulton's
leading golfers, was medalist at
iumboldt. Tennessee Thursday at
.he West Tennessee Association
Inter-City Tournament. Betty shot
alt,00 to lead a field of 72 golfers.
Louise Higgs and Doris Henson
attended the Kar-Hill Beauty Show
in Memphis last week.
Brenda McBride left Saturday
for Macon, Georgia where she will
enter Mercer University as a fresh-
man. She was accompanied by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. I.. M. Mc-
Bride.
Visitors in the home of Mrs. J. T.
Powell. have been her daughter,
Mrs. Billy Hatter, and granddaugh-
ter, Belinda, of Lubbock, Texas.
Fred and Margaret Homra have
returned from a visit to her moth-
er, Mrs. H. M. Khourie, and other
relatives in Sacremento, California.
They also visited their daughter,
Pam Shdeed, and Mr. Shdeed in
Oklahoma City.
Carolinda Hales, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Hales, has returned
to the University of Indiana at
Bloomington, where she will be a
senior. Danny Hales is a freshman
at the University of Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon McAlister
are visiting relatives in Florida.
The Twin Cities Sing-Outs are still
singing right along. Wednesday
night they wowed another large and
appreciative audience at the First
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - • -
Your Insurance Needs
Rice Agency
Fulion 472-1341
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on Interstate 70
SCATTERED PATTER
Methodist Church in Fulton. Mon-
day they sang at both Fulton and
South Fulton High Schools. Montelle
Tripp and Kimball Coburn, minister
of the Water Valley-Palestine Meth-
odist churches, are doing a fine job
with the group.
Bobby DeZonia, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Fields DeZonia of
Memphis, formerly of Fulton, has
accepted the position of executive
director of Independent Colleges
and Universities of the state of
Wisconsin. He is married to the
former "Fish" Hodgson of Mem-
phis, and they have seven children,
five girls and two boys.
Last Thursday was a big day at
our house. Our younger son cele-
brated his 12th birthday and also
played in his first junior high foot-
ball game. We won't mention the
score.
Shirley and Charles Homra and
children of Murray were week-end
guest of her Parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Foad Homra.
When the Fulton Kindergarten
opened this year there was a re-
cord enrollment of 45. That's an
awful lot of "little people", but
Jane Sloan, who has been with the
Kindergarten since its beginnings,
always has everything under con-
trol.
Mrs. Joe Cochran and daughter,
Shirley, and Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Roberts left Saturday for Charles-
ton, West Virginia to visit Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Edwards and family.
Mrs. Don Campbell, the former
Mildred Graham, of Charlevoix,
Michigan is visiting relatives in
Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Bennett
and daughter are visiting his moth-
er Mrs. Lela P. Boone. Mr. Bennett
has just returned from Saigon", Viet-
nam. where he was employed by
the United States government.
A quote that I picked up from a
church publication: "Wouldn't it
be fine if all those who point a
finger would hold out a hand in-
stead?"
Delma Houston is a patient in
Bowlds Hospital in Memphis, room
204-B. Cards from friends would
help a lot.
Tee Time At
Night-time
For Golfers
Darkness won't stop golfers any
longer at Jenny Wiley State Park
at Prestonsburg.
A new golf course lighting sys-
tem has been installed, enabling
players to drive, hook and slice into
the night.
There are 158 new lights strategi-
cally placed around the nine-hole
regulation course. Along the fair-
ways are nine metal poles which
support key lights. Twenty-eight
wooden poles with lights are spot-
ted around the course and many
lights are situated in trees. Special
quartz bulbs—some up to 1,500
watts — provide a strong, clear
light.
All wiring is underground except
for the primary line. The lighting
project cost $13,775, the State Parks
Department reported.
Even with the lights, there is still
a curfew. The course closes at 10
p. m. with the last tee-off no later
than 9 p. m.
In St Louis
THE
HILTON INN
IS A
HONEYMOON
HIDE- AWAY!
Hide away in a luxurious chalet on our
12 acres ... adjacent to the Municipal
Airport. There's tennis and shuffle board
courts and a swimming pool. You'll love
your "honeyroom", complete with patio
or balcony, gift bottle of champagne
and snack in your room. Munch a com-
plimentary brunch for two ...and tak•
your actual registration card and a room
key as souvenirs when you leave. Yours
for just $24.50 a night.
ArAa CALL 314-426-5500
or write for Honeymoon Brochure, or for ad
Vance, private reservations. Hilton Inn, P.O
Boo 6127 lambert Field Branch, St Louis.
• PILOT OAR
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
The weather is much warmer.
We may have a late summer in
October, who knows?
Mesdames Onie Lowry, Lexie
Floyd and Allene Lowry shopped in
Mayfield Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Givens, of
Near Water Valley, and Mrs. 0. F.
Taylor, of Pilot Oak, were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland, of
Lynn Grove, reeently.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr. and
Mrs. John Yates.
Mrs. Maggie Pankey spent Mon-
day with her sister, Mrs. Ammie
Seay, of the Water Valley communi-
ty.
Mr. .and Mrs. Edwin Carr and
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Givens went to
Mayfield Tuesday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lowry at-
tended a baby shower Saturday
night, honoring the adopted baby of
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Ladd of the
Beelerton vicinity.
Mrs. Parvin Walker and daugh-
ter, Peggy, of Mayfield, were
Thursday visitors oT her aunt, Mrs.
Pankey.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Casey enter-
tained their daughter, Mrs. L. T.
Williams, of Mayfield, with a birth-
day supper in their home at Pilot
Oak one night last week.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry visited
their son, Jimmie Lowry, and fam-
ily in Memphis over the week end.
Saturday afternoon visitors of
Mrs. Ira Raines were Mrs. Dal Gil-
liam and Mrs. Edna Waggoner.
Euwin Rowland is a patient in
Hillview Hospital at this time. Hope
he soon feels better and can come
home.
Sunday afternoon visitors of Mrs.
0. F. Taylor were her daughter,
Mrs. Joyce Scott;-and daughters of
Lone Oak, and Mrs. Ruth Weems.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Yates, of
Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. John
Yates had supper with Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Yates Friday night,
celebrating Mrs. Yates' birthday
anniversary.
Mrs. Hattie Puckett is slowly im-
proving in a hospital in Paducah.
• PIERCE STATION
By Mrs. Char-lea Lowe
Service was called off Sunday
night at Johnson's Grove and sev-
eral of the members went to Davis
Chapel to hear Bro. J. E. Bennett
preach in Bro. Forrest's place.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hall DeMyer
of Lansing, Mich., have been visit-
ing relatives here the last ten days.
They will return home Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Adams and
son, Robert Lee, and family of
Martin visited Mr. and Mrs. Bud
Stem Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. William Greer and
Dennis accompanied their daughter,
Pamela, to Knoxville over the week
end. Pamela will enter school for
the winter. The Greers visited with
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Raymond in
Nashville on the"return trip.
Homer Bennett is a patient in a
Memphis hospital, where he under-
went surgery on his eye last Fri-
day. Mrs. Ed Hay and Mrs. Vir-
ginia Hay spent Friday with him
and Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Bennett
spent Sunday with him.
Mrs. Hubert Adams, of Fulton,
spent the week end with Mrs. C. E.
Lowe.
David Long left Sunday morning
'or Knoxville, where he will enter
school for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Brown and
Mrs. 011ie Floyd of Rockford, Ind.,
Mrs. Raymond Lowery of Dalton,
Ky., and Riley Smith of Fulton
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
DeMyer for lunch Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cobb and
family visited relatives in Rives
Sunday.
OES TO MEET
Fulton City Chapter No. 41, Order
of the Eastern Star, will meet Tues-
day night, September 26, at 7:30 in
the Masonic Hall, for installation
of officers for the coming year. All
members are urged to attend and
visitors are welcome.
James' Hideout
Lost River Cave, two miles south
of Bowling Green, is said to have
been a hideout of the James Bro-
thers, notorious outlaws.
TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Antennas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3649
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WILDCAT BACKGROUND
BRIEFS
UK's Football Squad
David Weld, who came to Ken-
tucky with credentials not exactly
considered "blue chip," has kicked
his way into a scholarship assign-
ment with Charlie Bradshaw's Wild-
Cats.
The 5-foot-9, 108 lb. native of Mal-
very, Pa., made All-Chester Coun-
ty, All-Chestnut and honorable
mention All-Philadelphia as a half-
back and middle guard at Cones-
toga and Grety Valley high schools,
enough to interest Hardin-Simmons
University.
After a year of freshman basket-
ball, Weld decided that Texas
wasn't 'is cup of tea. He told Ben-
jamin Levy, president of Atlantic
City Raceway and an amateur
coach, that he was interested in
transferring.
Levy got in touch with John
M r r s, who boards Levy's
thoroughbreds on his farm in Lex-
ington and Marrs immediately set
wheels in motion.
Weld enrolled at the University
and for one year led the life of an
average student.
"I just got back the urge I want-
ed to play ball again," he said, "so
I asked Coach Bradshaw."
Bradshaw said yes and Weld
started as a regular backfield can-
didate. He was relegated to kicking
duties after Bradshaw saw him put
a few through the goal posts.
As a result, Weld will be kicking
on scholarship when the Wildcats
open against Indiana September 23
at Bloomington .
DAVID BAIR, OB, Soph., 6-0, 180.
What a difference a year has
made for David Bair.
The former all-state quarterback
for Salem high school in Greens-
burg, Pa., was a very worried
young man when he reported for
the 1966 freshman football team at
the University of Kentucky; now,
he is a picture of confidence as the
Wildcats prepare for their opening
game September 23 against Indiana— between Martin and Union City
at Bloomington .
Bair explains his 1966 worries
and lack of confidence stemmed
from a damaged knee cartilage
which was repaired in the winter of
1965, after his final season at Sa-
lem.
As a Kitten, Bair was 11th (last)
in rushing with -22 yards in four
carries, third (last) in passing with
one completion in seven attempts
for 14.3 yards and two interceptions
and second in kicking with 15 punts
for 453 yards, an unimpressive 30.2
average.
He worked hard on the knee all
last winter and came to spring
practice "real loose and ready to
play." Bair showed such improve-
ment he was soon fighting fellow
sophomore Stan Forston for the
role of No. 2 quarterback behind
senior Terry Beadles. He also filled
in well as a running back.
Bair should give the Wildcats
their best quarterbacking depth
since Bradshaw becarr..3 head coach
in 1962.
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Sept. 21, 22, 23
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk
ELVIS PRF,SLEY
Double Trouble
And
Secret Seven
Sunday, Monday, Sept. 24, 25
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk
Jeanne Crain, Dana Andrews
What Did You Do In
The War, Daddy?
AND
Hot Rods To Hell
— CLOSED —
Tuesday Wednesday
September 26 - 27
Dramatic!
Distinctive!
Daringly new!
St
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 Chevy!! Nova
Camaro—"The Hugger"
Chevrolet Impala
•
68 Chevrolets
The 1968 Chevrolets are the very
essence of modern design. Every line,
every curve is in close harmony. It's a
smooth, uncluttered look with roof
lines compatible with body lines,
grilles and bumpers that blend grace-
fully into long, rounded fenders. Clean,
flowing, beautiful in their simplicity,
these '68 Chevrolets are rich and ad-
vanced in styling beyond any you've
ever seen.
A MORE SILENT RIDE
And for 1968, we've gone to every
length to give you more peace and
quiet inside. The most sophisticated
computers have been used to strategi-
cally place body mounts and success-
fully isolate noise and vibration.
Shock absorbers have been improved.
The wheel stance on many models is
wider for greater smoothness. Ex-
haust systems have been redesigned
to make them whisper-quiet. Even the
clocks tick more softly. A sound car is
a silent car. The '68 Chevrolets are the
Most silent, highest quality cars we've
ever built.
BETTER PERFORMANCE
There are new engines, a bigger
Standard Six and V8. There's a new
250-hp V8 you can order that runs on
regular fuel. Many new engine com-
ponents increase dependability and
keep your new Chevrolet running
stronger. There's a new rear axle
ratio you can add for greater econ-
omy. On most engines equipped with
automatic transmissions, there's a
special heater for the carburetor
which gives you more efficient per-
formance in cold weather. And with
every engine, you get the new GM
exhaust emission control.
UNIQUE ASTRO VENTILATION
There's a whole new idea in ventila-
tion, called Astro Ventilation, for Ca-
maro, Corvette and the elegant Ca-
price Coupe. It's also available on
many other models. By opening two
new vent-ports on the instrument
panel, you bring in outside air that
can be directed where you want it.
This way, you can leave your windows
rolled up and add still more to your
peace and quiet.
PROVED SAFETY FEATURES
You get the proved GM-developed
energy absorbing steering column,
folding front seat back latches, dual
master cylinder brake system with
warning light, plus many more new
features. Among them: energy absorb-
ing front seat backs, and safety arm-
rests that shield the door handles.
MUCH MORE THAT'S NEW
There are new roof lines, some formal
and graceful, others sporty and quick.
There are new instrument panels,
richly designed and all controls within
easy reach. There are new interiors,
new vinyls, new fabrics, new colors.
There are models with Hide-A-Way
windshield wipers and headlights that
disappear behind grilles. There are
new side marker lamps, new recessed
taillights. There's even a new ignition
alarm buzzer that reminds you not to
walk away and leave your keys in the
car.
These are the newest, the most differ-
ent, the most dramatically changed
Chevrolets ever. And they're at your
Chevrolet dealer's now. You'll thor-
oughly enjoy slipping behind the
wheel, experiencing the smooth new
handling and library-quiet ride and,
more than anything, seeing and feel-
ing the even greater quality built into
every new Chevrolet for 1968.
Be smart! Be sure! Buy now at your Chevrolet dealer's.
CHEVROLET
T'-.ere's more quality and value built into Chevrolets than ever before, making every new 1968 model an even better buy!
Taylor Chevrolet - Buick, Inc.
PHONE 472 2466KY 307 JUST OFF BY-PASS
New All-Kentucky Train Show Enroute
To Festival Exhibit
The first all-Kentucky show at the Fifth International Banana Festival.
The Guild Train is sponsored by
of the Guild Train will open
the Kentucky Guild of Artists
and the LAN Railroad. It will be in Fulton from Wed
For the convenience of the many Festival visitors
track on Lake Street.
One car will contain arts and crafts from all over
hand-woven baskets, and various other arts and crafts
Included will be exhibits from area people such as
from Mayfield, Emily Wolfson of Murray and Trudy
of Fulton.
In the other car visitors can see a demonstration
hibitions of craftsmen at their work.
Jerry Workman from Pine Mountain, Kentucky, is the new director
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
September 20:
FULTON HOSPITAL
Harry Shupe, Mrs. Marguerite
Stephens, Fulton; Virginia Clark,
Mrs. Alva Morris, Gracia Howard,
Mrs. CleIla Fields, Harry Jones,
Mrs. Verna Neely, Mrs. Archlie
Hornsby, South Fulton; Mrs. Ray-
mond Pewitt, Roy Cruce, Route 1,
Fulton; Keith Pruitt, Route 2, Ful-
ton; Mrs. Hattie Anderson, Route
3, Fulton; Edward Matheny, Mrs.
Della Bryant, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs.
Lilly Jones, Mrs. Evie Rucker,
Route 5, Fulton; Mrs. Eva Sanders,
Arthur Tarver, Route 1, Crutch-
field; Mrs. Ina Lee, Clinton; Mrs.
Edgar Smith, Route 3, Clinton;
Mrs. Joan Lacewell and baby,
Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. Corene Cum-
mings and baby, Mack Brown,
Route 3, Martin; Mrs. Prather
Mangold, Hickman.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Ernest Jenkins, Kenneth
Asbell, Fred Brown, Mrs. Maudie
Glasco, little Georgie Broyles, Mrs.
Marvin Easley, Mrs. Donald Charl-
ton and baby, Mrs. Patricia Stepp,
Fulton; Jack Haddad, Paul Wade,
Mrs. R. B. Hale, Mrs. William
Ward, South Fulton; Jessie Smith,
Hickman; Mrs. Alma Ceorthen,
Dukedom; Mrs. Josephine French,
James A. Rhodes, Ralph Eddie Al-
len, Water Valley; Mrs. Billie Sim-
rell and baby, R. T. Prather, Union
City.
and Craftsmen in cooperation with the state
nesday, September 27, through Saturday, September 30.
the two-car train this year will be located on a side
the state of Kentucky. Pottery, stoneware, paintings,
will be on display.
Bob Evans of Paducah, Edith Heise, Jean Denton
Thompson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson
of the use of the potter's wheel, as well as other ex.
of the Guild Train.
RADIO OPERATING
Union City (Tenn.) police have
installed and are now using radar
in city cruisers. The units can
check cars as far as two blocks
away.
MINSTREL DATE SET
The date of the annual Lions Club
Minstrel has been set for Monday
and Tuesday nights, November 6
and 7, in Carr Auditorium.
LAMBUTH CONFERENCE
Methodists from all parts of the
Memphis Conference of The Meth-
odist Church will convene on the
Lambuth College campus Sept. 23
for the first annual meeting of the
newly organized group called the
Lambuth College House of Repre-
sentatives.
KY. WINDAGE-- -
(Continued From Page Onti)
ing desperately to confine the blaze
to City Drug and the part of the
Elks Club over that store, and
knowing all the while that it would
probably spread despite their ef-
forts. And also fearing that if any
kind of a wind should come up, the
flames would probably jump from
roof to roof all the way up the
block.
The firemen fought hard and
well with the equipment that they
have. In this instance it would have
taken the sophisticated equipment
from a city the size of Paducah to
have snuffed it out any quicker, al-
though Union City and its aerial
"snorkel" sure helped a lot.
In times like these one appreci-
ates lire-walls and fire doors. The
irony of the tragedy was the fact
that while the firewall between the
I,14S store and the Leader Sporting
Goods store had a fire door on it
that worked, as did the Elks club-
room upstairs, yet there remained
an unprotected "dumb-waiter"
opening upstairs that permitted the
fire to jump through the firewall
and engulf three additional build-
ings.
I left to go to get some sleep at
5: am because the fire was dying
down and it looked like things were
finished. When I came back for a
visit after Sunday church I dis-
covered that three more buildings
had meanwhile gone.
It was a bad night. I guess it
could have been even worse if
that 200 pounds of gunpowder in the
Sporting Goods store had gone off.
I recall some years ago going to
a fire at the old Science Hall at
Fulton High School, staying until
it was apparently under control, in
fact nearly out, and then returning
next morning to discover the whole
thing burned down.
If the fire cast a pall of gloom
over the community, the arrival of
the Amigos Tuesday night did
a lot to dispel it. From now on
through next week's Festival, these
youngsters will be poking all
around town, having a gay time.
confusing hosts, hostesses and
store clerks with the efforts to com-
municate in part-English and part
Spanish, but injecting that real Lat•
in flavor throughout the community
that is the real spirit of the occas-
ion. If you can't speak the langu-
age, a smile and a handshake will
generally serve nicely.
Talked to Jo at Vanderbilt a
couple of times this week, and she's
getting a little like the school-AGE
members of our family—a little
anxious to know what's going on
here in her absence. It's going to be
my painful duty to tell her pretty
soon just exactly what she tells the
children: quit making long-distance
calls when a Sc stamp will do just
as-well. I know she will appreciate
Distilled higher fo niellownes
Dee char-barrel for smoothness.
The only "Mellow Ma ha" Bourbon.
It's Bourbon Country's top seller.
The anatomy of
Kentucky's
No.lBourbon.$49°T
Kentuckl Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky.
that! (Maybe she will understand
Mary Jo's feelings a little better.)
And I hope they'll send me her
report card. And I wish they would
send me a permission slip (like
Mary Jo's school) which has to be
signed and returned before they
will let her leave the area on week-
nights. If I could get her confined
a little maybe she would slow down
from this torrid pace she drives
herself Who knows.
September, Time
To Organize 4-H
September is the month for or-
ganization of 4-11 Clubs.
Club work offers young pen-
ple an educational program to help
them prepare for and grow into
adulthood successfully. Youth learn
through project work, which is wide
and varied.
Any boy or girl 9 - 19 may join a
4-H Club.
Clubs already existing in the
County are: Hickman 5th Grade,
Hickman 6th Grade, Hickman 7th
Grade, Hickman 8th Grade, Cayce
5th and 6th Grade, Cayce 7th and
8th, Western 5th and 6th, Western
7th and 8th. Riverview 5th and 6th,
Carr Elementary, and Fulton Tech.
'fhere is a great need for 'adult
or juni ir leadership. Will you help
is smut. thifleadership? If you do
not belong to a 4-11 (71ub, join one of
the above clubs or start one in your
com munity.
Hats off to the leaders that ser-
ved last year and previous years.
As a token of appreciation, we may
salute different 4-H leaders each
month with a short sketch of their
activities.
ROBEY'S ANTIQUES
2' miles south of Fulton on Highway 45-E has
a good selecticn of general antiques in all categories
indicative of this area.
We are also constantly buying and we believe
we pay more for good antiques. At present we are
in need of old china dolls, silver, pewter, cut glass,
art glass, china, dough trays, bells, clocks and furni-
ture.
Write Box 269, Fulton, Ky. or call 479-2668.
To All Banana Festival Visitors—We Extend
our best wishes for a pleasant tour.
eTpst °L14 Joins The Twin
Cities In Inviting You To the
Fifth International
BANANA FESTIVAL!
Wherever you go during the Festival --Pepsi Cola Our special guest will be Miss
will be there. -- "The taste that beats the others cold" Kentucky of 1967, Miss Jo Ann Clark
PEPSI - COLA BOTTLING COMPANY of FULTON
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Hundreds Watch Helplessly As Fire Creeps Along
Scenes at 4: a. m. Sunday morning
-4•11101111111
'iii
Fire breaks through the Elks Club roof at the rear of
City Drug
The whole roof is ablaze
The roof collapses in an inferno
The aerial snorkel" ladder truck from Union City
poured water over the high brick fronts and stopped at
the Dotty Shop firewall.
CLEAN-UP BEGINS—
(Continued Irom Page One)
Nemo Williams stated that by the
time he reached the City Drug
Company, where the fire was re-
ported, the intense heat had ex-
ploded the front windows, and the
entire rear of the store, together
with the rear of the Elks Club over-
head on the second floor was a
mass of flames. Knowing that the
row of old buildings posed a po-
tential major disaster, Williams
called for every available man and
piece of equipment from both Ful-
ton and South Fulton, and in a mat-
ter of minutes six hoses were play-
ing through available openings
both in front and back.
The unheard-of series of alarms
sounded by both departments
brought out hundreds of business-
men and onlookers in whatever
clothing they could hastily locate,
but for the next -two hours all any-
one could do was stand around and
watch the flames eat their way
through the Elks Club and then
down into the L&S store, complete-
ly gutting the building.
When it became apparent that the
high wall in front of the row of
buildings was too much of a bar-
rier to effectively reach the fire
with ground hoses, Mayor DeMyer
called for help from Union City,
and a pumper and the tall "snork-
el" nozzle arrived and were put to
work. -Despite thousands of gallons
of water pouring from every direc-
tion, the flames inched along from
building to building under a metal
roof, for four hours, before being
finally stopped by a solid firewall
at the Dotty Shop building. The
Dotty Shop was undamaged, and
was open for business on Monday
morning as usual.
Origin of the fire remains un-
known, as does the cause. Some
speculate that it started in the Elks
Club, and some speculate that it
began in the rear of City Drug.
The Elks Club owned the L&S
and Leader Athletic store building;
the John Melton estate owned the
Fulton Electric and Noffel's build-
ings, and E. N. DeMyer the build-
ing occupied by the Fulton Electric
system.
DISASTER LOANS OKAYED
Rep. Frank Stubblefield advis-
ed The News Tuesday that in re-
sponse to his request, the Small
Business Administration has de-
clared the fire area a disaster
area and will grant three percent
disaster loans to those whose
property was destroyed or dam-
aged.
Monday morning Ed Holt, owner
of City Drug, said, "Either Wednes-
day or Thursday we'll have a new
stock of merchandise. Holt said
that they planned to build as soon
as possible at the same location on
Lake Street. At present City Drug
is occupying a building next door
to the Department of Public Assist-
ance on Main Street.
At Noffel's, smoke and water
damage was heavy. Their stock-
room, located over the Fulton Elec-
tric Company, was completely de-
stroyed by fire. "Junior" Noffel, as-
sociated in business with his father,
Alec Noffel, said that their plans
were uncertain.
According to Bill Homra, the
Leader Sporting Goods will open
as soon as possible over the Leader
Store. This will be a temporary
location until he can rebuild at his
present site. Homra said that no
definite plans have been made in
regard to the opening of the L&S.
The Elks have reached no deci-
sion in regard to the future of the
Elks Home, but several possibilities
are being considered.
WEARY FIREMAN, NEIL CLINARD 
FINDS A COOL DRINK in fountain springing from leaky hose
.
(Union City Messenger photo)
FIRE CHIEF NEMO WILLIAMS keeps a weary vigil as he continues to play a 
heavy stream of water' on smouldering contents of Alec Noffel's
stockroom over the Electric system office Sunday afternoon. The row of secon
d-floor blackened windows marks buildings destroyed.
Photo courtesy Union City Messenger.
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MIGHT AS WELL TAKE IT EASY, says Dan Hastings, so he 
unfolded his chair right in the middle of Lake Street.
Vowell, Bushart
Receive Trophies
Jasper Vowell and Miss Nancy
Bushart, the 1967 Fulton Country
Airport Construction
A new 3,200-foot runway is being
built at the Goodall Airport near
Junction City in Boyle County. The
State Aeronautics Department says
the new paved airstrip will be 800
feet longer than the old strip and
will be completed in November.
Club golf champions received
trophies Sunday night at the annual
Awards Dinner hel,1 at the club-
house. The club president, Bill Fos-
sett, made the presentations.
The Ladies Handicap winner was
Mrs. George Winter and Miss
Nancy Bushart the runner-up.
Seventy members and guests at-
tended the affair which was cater-
Other trophy winners included: 
James T. Nanney and Mrs. Jasper
Vowell, runners-up. First flight win- Paris For All Electric
ners, Cecil Wade and Mrs. C. H.
Newton; First flight runners-up.
David Homra and Mrs. Tom Ma
han; Second flight winners. Ken
neth Crews and Mrs. J. D. Hales,
Second flight runners-up, Gilbert
DeMyer and Mrs. Charles Dixon;
Third flight winner, was Don Camp-
bell with Ed Wiley the runner-up.
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
(Messenger Photo)
ed by the House of Grace of Pad
cah.
S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 &roadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee C•rpetIng
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints
The Fulton News, Thursday, Sept. 21 1967
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
TENNESSEE COTTON PRO-
SPECTS LOWEST SINCE
1901
The State's cotton crop is forecast
at 225,000 bales as of September 1,
according to the Tennessee Crop
Reporting Service. This is .5,000
bales below the August 1 forecast
and the lowest since 1901, The Sep-
tember 1 forecast of 225,000 bales
is 38 percent below last year's pro-
duction and 63 percent below the
1961-65 average.
The indicated yield of 415 pounds
aer acre is 60 pounds below last
year's yield of 475 pounds, and 157
pounds below the five-year average.
Excessive rains early in the sea-
son delayed or prevented planting.
Frequent rains during the growing
season, along with below normal
temperatures and heavy insect ac-
:ivity, have made this the poorest
season for cotton in many years.
a small percentage of the bolls
were open by September 1 and har-
vest is expected to begin two weeks
to a month later than last year.
The cotton situation in Obion
County is even worse than the rest
af Tennessee. The cotton allotment
in Obion County is about 9200 acres.
9ver 30 percent of Obion County
icreage was diverted according to
government cotton program, and
'his year due to weather conditions,
3tc. only a little over 2000 acres of
cotton remains in our county.
The yield of cotton in our area
ler acre will be very low. I have
aeen in several cotton fields lately
'hat last year made two bales per
icre that this year will not make a
',ale to the acre. A lot of people
fail to realize how important cot-
:on is to the economy of Obion
County, but without a doubt Obion
:minty will suffer this year because
If the short cotton crop.
CONTROL CATTLE GRUBS NOW
September and October are good
months to treat cattle for the con-
'rol of grubs. Two recommended
chemicals (Ruelene and Co-Rool)
ire recommended that are absorbed
'hrough the skin of the animal.
Mese materials kill grubs inside
he animal, before they reach the
'iack. They can be used on beef cat.
le or non-milking dairy animals.
Recently during our grub control
iemonstrations we used Ruelene as
I pour on method to control grubs,
lies, lice, and also some worm
'control. The animals crowded into
3 pen and a dipper full of the ma-
terial was poured on the back of
each animal. This method is fast
and efficient for on Mr. Knox Dan-
iels and Dr. Byron Garner Farm 70
Hereford cows were treated in 30
minutes, and on the W. T. Garri-
gan, Jr. and George Jones Farm
over 60 Angus cattle were treated
in about 30 minutes.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
September 21 - Feeder Pig Sale •
Dresden.
October 10 - Feeder Calf Sale -
Newbern.
October 9 and 11 - Feeder Call
Sales - Brownsville.
October 12 - Feeder Calf Sale -
Huntington.
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
County 4-H
Members At
Area Meets
Senior and Junior 4-H Achieve-
ment meetings for the Purchase
Area were held September 1st and
September 9th, according to Cath-
erine Wilson, Area Youth Agent.
The Area Senior Achievement was
held at Murray, Kentucky with a
dinner meeting. The dinners were
sponsored by West Kentucky RECC,
Jackson Purchase RECC and Ful-
ton-Hickman Counties RECC. Joyce
Lee of Fulton County led group
singing.
Those attending from Fulton
County were:
Fonda Adams - Clothing and
Leadership; Joyce Lee - Foods &
Nutrition; Mrs. Percy Lee - 4-H
Leader.
Junior Area Achievement was
held in Mayfield with greater par-
ticipation. Those attending were:
Nancy Taylor - Clothing; Carol
Cardwell - Health and Food Pres-
ervation; Debbie Sowell - Beef;
Jeannie Turner - Food Preserva-
tion.
Farmers Asked
To Remember
ASC Election
Farmers were reminded today of
a very important part of the elec-
tion process for Agricultural Stab-
ilization and Conservation (ASC)
community committeemen, espec-
ially where ballots are mailed in to
the ASCS county office. In Tennes-
see, the deadline for returning bal-
lots in the community elections is
September 22.
Narvel Seals, Chairman, Obion
County ASC Committee, points out
that two envelopes have been mail-
ed with the ballots sent to all eligi-
ble voters of record in the county
office. One envelope is plain, and
the other has a statement printed
on the back which the farmer needs
to sign. A witnessed mark will also
qualify as a signature.
The ballot should be marked and
sealed inside the plain envelope;
growers are cautioned not to en-
close any other material. Also, do
not write on the plain envelope. This
assures the secrecy of your vote.
The plain envelope should then be
put inside the envelope with the
statement on the back. This state-
ment is a certification that the bal-
lot was marked by the farmer per-
sonally without undue influence by
any person. The envelope should
then be mailed or otherwise de-
liver to the ASCS county office.
"Be sure to sign this statement
on the back of the outside en-
velope," the Chairman urges. "If it
is not signed, the ballot will not be
considered as a vote."
LEGION AUXILIARY TO MEET
The Marshall Alexander Post No.
72, American Legion and Auxili-
ary, will meet Monday evening,
September 25, at seven o'clock in
the post home. Mrs. Anna Belle Ed-
wards, Mrs. Moore Joyner and
Mrs. H. B. Houston will serve as
hostesses at the pot-luck dinner,
preceding separate meetings of the
Legion and the Auxiliary.
S. F. Beta Club Officers Named
Officers of the South Fulton Beta
Club, elected last week are: Teresa
Fields, president; Karen Taylor,
vice president; Vickie Mayhall, sec-
'WADE FUR/i. CO. retary; Barry Rozzell, treasurer,
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, K and Deborah Beard, reporter.y.
1:057/..ii 90:7101
Sure you're tired of being just another
*number ... we all are! BUT .. at the
'Wonderful Woodner Hotel, from registration
to eheek out you enjoy an individuality so
scarce today. You're YOU ... not just
another number. We much prefer the real live
person to the number any day. We think you'll
like it better, too. Try it some time, won't you!!
REGENCY ROOM—For Excellent Cocktails. Dining. Dancing
THE BEVERLY LOUNGE
Telephone: HUdson 3-4400
Teletype: 202-965-0506
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The News takes pleasure in wish-
ing "Happy Birthday" to the follow-
ing friends:
September 22: Mrs. Robert Hol-
man, r:s. Jasper Vowell; Septem-
ber 23: Tommy Bodker, Harlan
Craven, Rita Jean Vaughan; Sep-
tember 24: Mildred Cloys, Edye
Dowdy; September 25: Kerry
Michael Frields, David L: -.;;;
September 26: Bobby Hotline,
Stan Hurt, Frances Workman;
September 27: Mike Bailey, John-
ny Holland, Morris Gale Menden-
hal, Harry H. Murphy; September
2: P. D. Blaylock, Mrs. Hugh Fly,
W. S. Mangle, Phil Parker.
Kentuckians Receive $41 Million eligibles in the Paducah district.Payment made
In Medicare Payments First Year 
 
in this district dur-
ing the past year totaled $539,600.
'Ilene are still some Problems
In one year of Medicare $41 mil-
lion has been paid for the hospital
arid medical care of Kentuckians,
Charles M. Whitaker, Paducah So-
cial Security District Manager re-
ported today.
The Hospital Insurance Plan has
paid or over 5,000 hospital inpati-
ent admissions, 3100 outpatient
hospital bills, and 300 ,admassions
to extended care facilities in the
eleven-county Paducah Sociad Se-
curity District, Whitaker said.
Payments to district facilities have
amounted to $2.4 million.
"When Medicare began, one
year ago, only 4 of the 12 hospitals
in this area were participating in
the program. Now, 9 are fully par-
ticipating and 2 others receive pay-
ment when emergency services are
furnished to Medicare eligibles,"
Whitaker continued.
"When the skilled nursing care
part of Medicare began on January
1, 1967, 4 facilities were participat-
ing. Nov: there are 8 extended care
facilities in the area receiving pay-
ments for the care of Medicare
patients."
"With about 6 percent of the
state's population, the Paducah
eral hospitals and extended care .
a
to be worked out in connection with
both the Medical Insurance anddistriet has 11 percent of the gen-
fpeaciiilicetintesol, t(h7pbredselltincapagcita;bothut the 
Hospa risuran1 I — •' Whitaker
state) to which Medicare payments saMti-dicLea'rebuhtastwhr°ork 
the area
ed_out much bet-
may be made." ter than anticipated by us and
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company, the medical insurance
payment Mice, has received some
29,000 claims for payments toward
doctor bills and other services from
others administering the program.
Certainly the first year's experi-
ence should be reassuring to the
over 23,001 oldsters here who know
they will :.,Ave help on both hos-
pital and doctor bills."
ENTRY BLANK PLEASE PRINT
I Would Like To Enter Your Talent Contest:
Name 
Address 
Mail Entry Blank With $5.00 Fee Attached To:
Joe Johnson, International Banana Festival, Box 428
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Pontiac announces the
great American sport for '68
Wide-Tracking has never been farther removed from just
plain ordinary driving. One look at our stylish '68 Pontiacs
should tell you that. One ride will convince you!
Our sporty new Tempests and Le Mans are new from the
wheels up. There's a new 175-hp Overhead Cam Six. New
sports car feel. Smoother ride. Superior stability and response.
Disappearing windshield wipers on all GTOs and Le Mans.
Even wider Wide-Track. And you can choose from two new
regular- or premium-gas 350 Cu. in. V-8s!
Our fabulous GTO boasts the neatest engineering innova-
tion of the year—an exclusive revolutionary new bumper.
It's the same lustrous color as the car. But it won't chip, fade
or corrode. And you won't believe what this bumper does
until you see it with your own eyes!
Naturally, our new Bonnevilles, Grand Prixs, Catalinas,
Executives and Vent.,Iras won't take a back seat to anyone!
Especially with their bold new integral bumper-grilles that
are nearly twice as strong as before. There's also new
Wide-Track ride. Improved handling. Smoother engines. And
more new features for your protection, like a buzzer that
warns you when you forget your ignition key.
Isn't it about time you decided to give up plain ordinary
driving? Don't fritter away another hour. See your Pontiac
dealer today and start Wide-Tracking!
6ee the Bonneville, Brougham, Grand Prix, Executive, Ventura, Catalina, GTO, Le Mans, Tempest and Five Firebirds at your Pontiac dealers.
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs, Carey Prleads
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Lassiter of
lietroit, Mich., arrived several days
ago for a visit hero with all their
relatives. They were guests Friday
in the home of his brother, Buton
I.assiter, and Mrs. Lassiter near
here. They also visited the Eretta
BrOwn and George Brown families
mar Lynnville.
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. m and also at the evening
, iorship, held preceding the meet-
ing of the Baptist Training Union.
Mrs. Dave Mathis, of this village,
has been feeling some better the
oast week. All her friends hope she
ill continue on the upward trend.
On next Sunday Bro. Charles
Wall will fill the pulpit at Knob
Creek Church of Christ at 11 a. m.
Bible School opens at 10 a. m.
J. T. Puckett, who is employed
in Nashville, spent the past week
end here with his family, Mrs.
l'uckett and daughter, Paula and
family, in Dukedom.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and
,ori, Kerry, of Tullahoma, Tenn.,
arrived Friday for a week end visit
%vith children, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
irgo, in Hickman and other rela-
tives around this locality. They re-
turned home Sunday and had a nice
visit while here.
Henry McBee is about the same
;is last reported. He is spending
some time with his daughter near
Lynnville.
Rev. Russell Rogers was called
to the pastorate at New Salem Bap-
tist Church in a called session more
than a week ago, and has already
entered upon his duties. This begins
his fifth year as pastor there.
OTHER NEWS—
(Continued on Page Two)
a total cost of $4410,000 to replace Ohl
IMP, and up the total to 104.
The new Bookmobiles carry
i„itiks for everyone, from the 11-
ear old girl with an extraordinarily
high I. Q., who doesn't care for
comic books, to housewives looking
for new recipes and do-it-yourself
information for the man of the
house.
Approval has been given during
this administration for 28 library
construction or remodeling pro-
jects costing a total of more than
53.5 million in State bond issue, lo-
('al and Federal funds. Most are un-
der construction or completed.
Of great use has been the big
new State processing center we
built in Frankfort. Here the Library
Department workers select, order
and process books and materials
for regional libraries and Bookmo-
biles. Nearly 212,000 books were
processed hcrc last year and sent
on their way to local libraries.
I recently appointed a 53-member
Governor's Planning Committee for
the Development of Libraries in
Kentucky to provide long-range
planning for statewide access by all
Kentuckians to general and special-
ized information through good li-
braries.
State Librarian Margaret Willis
has been largely responsible
through her competence and dedi-
cation for the many improvements
in what Kentucky State Govern-
ment is doing about library service.
She's a modest lady--but how ef-
fective!
Our objective, as Miss Willis put
it, is not only to provide access to
the best and most readable books
on a wide range of subjects, but
also to entice former non-readers,
both young and old, to become
readers.
We want to see the library be-
come the informational, education-
al, cultural and recreational center
of every community. We want to
help people develop a habit and a
love of good reading.
Edward T. Breathitt
Governor of Kentucky
Whiffle' Funeral Home
offers
1). Prompt, courteous ambu-
lance service with 2 staff mem-
bers on duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.
Telephone 472-2332
Speaks
The Parson
Scripture Heb. 10:19-25; 1 Cor.
12:12-31; Text I Sam. 20:18.
"Thou shalt be missed, because
thy seat will be empty"
Jonathan was, of course, per-
fectly right when he said to his
friend David, "Thou shalt be miss- .
ed." These words touch our com-
mon lives at so many various
points. Let us use them as a basis
for two or three very simple exhor-
tations. Men and women are missed
from three well-defined spheres of
human activity.
In the first place, there is the
place of worship. Let me speak
about our public worship or church
attendance. So many empty scats,
so many vacant pews!
Then, again, is it not true to say
that those who neglect public wor-
ship are missed by their worship-
ing brethren? They impoverish the
corporate witness- and worship of
the congregation. They are with-
holding from it that personal testi-
mony which they promised and
which their presence in church
makes real and authentic.
Again we may apply these words
to the circle of discipleship. "Thou
art missed, for thy seat is empty".
How much deep disappointment
and heartbreak gather here! One
naturally thinks of that best-loved
of Jesus' parables, the story of
the Prodigal Son. We might as ac-
curately call it the story of a brok-
en-hearted father. His heart went
out to his missing boy. And Jesus
says to all men: "All that is a true
picture of the way in which God
the Father yearns for the return
of each one of his erring children."
He misses them. They need him.
But he needs them.
Then, thirdly and lastly, God
misses men and women from the
field of service. And they, too miss
somehow his plan of life for them,
I ask you to believe that God has
a plan for your life and that he has
work for you to do, work which
only you can do, work which, if
not done by you will never be done
at all. Moreover, others are missing
your service, for God's Chief agents
are men, women, boys and girls.
You all know, of course, the
story of the Roman soldier at Pom-
peii long ago. His post duty was at
one of the gates of that city. There
was an unexpected eruption from
Vesuvius and lava rained down on
the doomed city. All who could es-
cape made off. But while panic
raged about him, he stood faithful
and steadfast even to death. Dur-
ing the excavations his remains
were discovered. In his bony fing-
ers he still grasped his sword. The
pagan soldier preached a sermon
to all Christians. He says to us:
"Be faithful to the end." Beware
lest you be found wanting when the
hour of testing comes. Let us all
answer gladly the roll call to faith-
ful service"
Rev. Maral B. Proctor
News From Our
Boys In The
SERVICE
NORFOLK, VA. Army Private
First Class Joseph G. Newton, 20,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph II. New-
ton, 717 Magelia St., Hickman,
Ky., completed a 23-week basic
bandsman cenesse, Aug. 1, at the
Naval Amphibious Base's School of
Music, Norfolk': Va.
During the course, he received in-
struction in performance techni-
ques, theory and harmony, plus
various military subjects in order
to qualify him for one of the 89
Army bands in the United States
and overseas.
AUCTION SALE!
The South Fulton Methodist
church will hold an auction sale
Saturday night at 7:30 in the Tay-
lor-Chevrolet Buick building on
Fourth Street. The proceeds of this
sale will go toward the building
fund.
First Religious Service
The first Christian religious ser-
vice in Kentucky was celebrated
May 28, 1775, under a giant elm at
Boonesborough.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 66 Years
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons '
W. D. Powers Greenfield
Fulton J. B. MANESS & SONS phe„. 235.22e3
Phone 472-1851 Greenfield, Tenn.
Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
WALNUT GROVE METHODIST CHURCH
The Walnut Grove Methodist Church meets with only one
thing in mind and that is to worship the Lord our God.
FRIENDLY - Wu try to make each one feel welcome and let
them know that we have a God that is very much ALIVE.
CONCERNED - We are concerned about each soul and want
everyone to have the opportunity to know about God and His
love.
SMALL - But we try hard to carry the Cross that our Lord
(Photo by Gardner's)
has called upon us to carry. That is, to speak the Word to all men.
EVANGELISTIC - "Go into the highways and the hedges and
compel all to come in." We would like to give each one a special
invitation to come out and worship with us.
Walnut Grove - Sunday School every Sunday at 10 a. m.
Church services 2nd and 4th Sundays at 11 a. m.
Dukedom - Sunday School every Sunday at 10 a. m.
Church services 3rd Sunday at 11 a. m.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope Dal More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
- INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton Phone 472-3951
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky, Phone 472-1303
PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-3311
E. W. James & Sons Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky. Union City, Tenn,
South Fulton, Tenn,
JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.
Phone: 469-5414 — Dukedom, Tenn.
Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing horne. For reservation calf 472-3386
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.
THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 336-2655
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Fulton, Kentucky
418 Lake Street 472-1362
Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc.
Kentucky Ave., Fulton Phone 472-1471
Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Rexall Store"
Lake Street Dial 472-2421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Excellent Food
Private dining for 2.50
King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
101 W. State Lino Phone 479-2211
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CLASSIFIED ADS Join The Patron's Bunch
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex-
-haw Furniture Co.
WAITRESS WANTED: Thursday,
Friday and Saturday nites; 4 hours
only. 8: pm to 12: pm; must be
iver 21 years old; apply Ray's
Sandwich Shop. $1.00 per hour.
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
APPLES FOR SALE — Grymes
Orchard, 409 Forestdale, South
Fulton.
COMMONWEALTH Of KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT Of MOTOR
TRANSPORTATION
In the matter of the Application of
Gulf Transport Company for the
Abandonment of its Intrastate
Operating Authority between Ken-
tucky-Illinois line at Cairo Bridge
to Kentucky-Tennessee line in Ful-
ton County, Kentucky
NOTICE OF FILING OF APPLI-
CATION TO ABANDON
Pursuant to the Kentucky Revised
Statutes and the Rules and Regula-
tions of the Department of Motor
Transportation of Kentucky, notice
is hereby given of the filing by the
undersigned with the Department
of Motor Transportation of an appli-
cation for permission to abandon
its intrastate motor bus operating
authority between the Kentucky-
Illinois line at Cairo Bridge to the
Kentucky-Tennessee line in Fulton
County, Kentucky, via the following
routes:
(1) To operate from Kentucky-
Illinois line at Cairo Bridge to
the Kentucky-Tennessee line in
Fulton County, Kentucky, via:
Bardwell, Hailwell, over High-
way U. S. 51, Kentucky 123,
290 and 127, through Ballard,
Carlisle, Hickman and Fulton
Counties.
(More correctly described in
view of changes in Highway
numbering as from Cairo
Bridge South on U. S. High.
way 51 to Bardwell, from
Bardwell South on Kentucky
Highway 123 to the intersection
of Kentucky Highway 123 and
Kentucky Highway 239. Thence
South on Kentucky Highway
239 through Cayce ti the Ken-
tucky-Tennessee line in Fulton
County.)
(2) To operate from the junction
of Kentucky Highviay 123 and
Kentucky Highway 127 over
Kentucky Highw:iy 123 to the
junction with Kentucky High-
way 58 to Columbus, Ken-
tucky, and return, serving all
intermediate points except
points within one (1) mile of
the corporate limits of Clinton,
$300 Patrons
Southern Bell Telephone Com-
pany.
$150 Patrons
The Great A&P Tea Company,
Pure 11-1k Company.
$130 Patrons
Ken-Tenn Construction Company,
McDade Construction Company.
$100 Patrons
Henry I. Siegel Company, May-
field Merit Clothing Company.
Bushart Clinic, Fulton Hospital,
Fulton Bank, City National Bank,
Browder Milling Company, Charles
Fields.
$90 Patrons
City Coal Company.
$110 Patrons
Evans Drug Company, Graham
Furniture Company.
$50 Patrons
Fulton County Oil Company.
Baldridge's, City Drug Company,
The Keg, K. P. Dalton, Ferry-
Kentucky, and unauthorized
off-route points, a distance of
eleven and four-tenths (11.4)
miles. (More correctly de-
scribed in view of the changes
in Highway numbering as
from the intersection of Ken-
tucky Highway 123 and Ken-
tucky Highway 239 over Ken-
tucky Highway 123 to the
junction with Kentucky High-
way 58, to Columbus and re-
turn.)
The changes requested in the
above application will become ef-
fective on a date specified by the
Department of Motor Transporta-
tion in the event permission to
abandon is granted by that body.
Gulf Transport will continue to
operate in interstate commerce in
the Commonwealth of Kentucky
from the Kentucky-Illinois line at
the Cairo Bridge South on U. S.
Highway 51 to Bard-well, from
Bardwell South on Kentucky High-
way tEl to Columbus, thence South
on Kentucky Highway 58 to the in-
tersection of Kentucky Highway 58
and Kentucky Highway 123, thence
South on Kentucky Highway 123 to
the intersection of Kentucky High-
way 123 and Kentucky Highway 239,
thence South on Kentucky Highway
239 to the Kentucky-Tennessee line
in Fukon County, Kentucky. Any
persons desiring to protest this ap-
plication may do so by filing a pro-
test with the Department of Motor
Transportation at its offices in
Frankfort, Kentucky, such protests
to comply with the Rules and Regu-
lations of the Department.
GULF TRANSPORT COMPANY
By J. H. Bachar
Traffic Manager
LIQUORS
Morse Seed Company, Jiffy Steam-
er, Southside Drug Company,
Drive-In Liquors, P. H. Weaks'
Sons.
E. W. James and Sons Supermar-
ket.
$40 Patrons
Fall & Fall Insurance Agency.
Hornbeak Funeral Home, M. Liv-
ingston and Company, Park Ter-
race Motel, Varden Ford Sales,
Piggly-Wiggly.
$30 Patrons
Joy Lynn Flower Shop, Mr. and
Mrs. Abe Thompson, Jones Coal &
Concrete Company.
Jerry Atkins, Leeks Cigarettes,
Mr. and r!rs. I. M. Jones, Coca-
Cola Bottling Company, Hillview
Hospital, Kingsway Motel.
0. K. Parisian Laundry, Dr. and
Mrs. J. A. Poe, Edwards Trucking
Company.
$20 Patrons
Swift & Company, Whitnel Fun-
eral Home, G&H Discount Furni-
ture Company, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Fry,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Holland, Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Pirtle.
Fulton Hardware, Wade Furni-
ture Company, Mrs. Wilburn Hol-
loway, Bay Family Shoe Store,
Ben Franklin Store, Western Auto,
Lawson Roper, Helen King, Leader
Sporting Goods, Elmer McNatt,
Roy D. Taylor, WFUL, Clarice
Shop, Roper Television, Richard
Cardwell, James Warren, A. Hud-
dleston, Frank Moore, Jr., Mrs.
Gilson Latta, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Gregory, Happy Hogan, Charles R.
Bennett, Dr. Robert Peterson, Paul
Hornbeak, Harvey Pewitt, Albert
Johnston Company, Mr. and Mrs.
Seldon Reed, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
A. Martin, Jones Construction Com-
pany, Ralph Puckett DX Station,
Melrose Chemical, Speight Taxi,
Puckett's Service Station, Travelers
Inn Motel, William Ward '.:...estock,
DeMyer's Mark t.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Halterrn_..,
Charles Burrow, Dr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Rudolph, Teddy Barclay, Pat-
terson Nursery, A. C. Butts and
Sons, James Menees, Earl Lohaus,
Mrs. C. W. Fenwick, Rodney A.
Miller, Dukes Auto Parts, Kentucky
Hardware Company, International
Harvester, Dr. Philip Barker, Wcod
TV, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Murchi-
son, Mr., and Mrs. Ernest Cardwell,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Nanney, David
Pirtle.
E. J. McCollum, James Butts,
Harvey Caldwell, Dan -Cream Sand-
wich Shop, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Hy-
land, Paul Boyd.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Hale, Gard-
ner's Studio, Dr. and Mrs. Shelton
Owen, 'Mr. and Mrs. Rollin Shaw,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Treas, King
Motor Company, Pipe Line Oil
Company, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Powell, Marine Oil Company, Dr.
and Mrs. R. V. Putnam ,Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Campbell, Mr. and Mrs.
Brooks Henderson, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Bondurant, Mr. and Mrs. Wal-
ter Voelpel, Fulton Daily Leader,
Waymatic Welding Company, Ful-
ton County News.
MO Patrons
Interstate Oil Company, Fulton
Wholesale Florists, Kentucky Derby
Motel, Mrs. Robert Thompson,
Burnette Tractor Company, Fred
Bondurant, Mrs. H. C. Sams, Sr.
Congratulations
TO
Taylor Chevrolet - Buick Inc.,
WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE DONE
ALL THE PLUMBING
YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
OPEN HOUSE
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER, 21st
AT
Taylor Chevrolet - Buick Inc.,
STANLEY 307
HIGHWAY
MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR, INC.
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
Miss Kentucky 1967, Jo-Ann Clark presents a Kentucky
Puckett, Jr., Fulton, Standard Oil Co. (Ky.), for his ha
contest sponsored by the Kentucky Petroleum Council.
isville, director of Ine Council; William B. Young, Lou
and Herndon Evans, Lexington, president of the Ken
some 3,000 stations, was based on "housekeeping,"
participation in community affairs.
Dixon Antiques, Brundige Sausage
Company, Little Castle, Railroad
Salvage, The Leader Store, Anna
Belle Edwards, Katherine Hancock,
Louise Galloway, Ruth Scott, Ruth
Johnson, Phil Par , Mrs. Mary
Butler, Mrs. Laverne Cloys, Kath-
erine Williamson, Mrs. T. E. Wil-
liamson, Mrs. George Moore, Wil-
son Motors, G & N Rootbeer,
Vick's General Merchandise, Mrs.
W. S. Atkins.
Jack and Jill Shop, Kasnow's,
Noffel's, Coffee Shop, Fulton In-
surance Company, Dorothy Wil-
liams, Sherwin-Williams Company,
Rice Insurance Agency, Gertrude
Murphey, Mrs. Paul Wright, Mrs.
Morgan Omar, Mrs. R. C. Joyner,
Lake Street Liquor Store, Rebel
Store, Derby Restaurant, K. Hom-
ra's, Mrs. Bob White, Mrs. Lillian
Blagg, Ruth Elaylock, Mrs. Lois
Haws, Mrs. Rob Fowlkes, Mrs. Ann
Whitnel, Reed Brothers, Fulton
Roofing Company, Green's Garage,
South Fulton Cleaners, Colonial
Bread, Sears Roebuck, P. N.
Hirsch and Company, Gordon Shell
Station, Southern States Co-op, Joe
Campbell, Mrs. Robert Gress, Dud-
ley Morris, James White, Phillip
Andrews, Mrs. Earl Taylor, H. H.
Rugg Grocery, Bennett Electric
Company, Ralph Wade, Jewell Mc-
Clain, Willette Kearney, Mary Moss
Hales, Mrs. C':-c'e Williams, Sr.,
Mrs. E. E. Pit an, Mrs. How: -d
Adams.
Andrews Jewelry Com-
pany, The -Smokehouse, Ray's
Sandwich Shop, Sam's Sales,
Katherine Willingham, Milton
Counce, Ray Williams.
Gilbert's Market, F. M. Vander-
ford, Fulton Theatre, Mrs. Hoyt
Moore, Grisham's Men's Wear,
Mrs. Harry Hicks, Wade Television,
Holland's Service Station, Mrs. P.
D. Campbell, Whistlin' Pig, Mr.
and Mrs. Mansfield Martin, Mrs.
Hugh Pigue, Miss Mary Martin,
Mrs. Jesse Owen, Milton 'Exum,
National Store, Quality Cleaners,
Dr. J. L. Jones, Dr. D. L. Jones,
Mrs. Uel Killebrew, Fulton Roofing
Company, Jim Owen, Mrs. Billy
Gore.
15 AMIGOS—
(Continued In .•apz One)
co-chairman is Mrs. J. L. Jones,
Mrs. Fenwick presented Mayors
Rex Ruddle and Gilbert DeMyer,
who gave the official welcome to
the Festival and the Twin Cities.
Also introduced was Mrs. Florence
Ballesteros, the coordinator of the
Amigo project in Ecuador. This is
Mrs. Ballesteros' third trip to the
Festival.
The following Ecuadorian Amigos
were presented:
Lupe Vivanco, 16, guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Parks Weaks; Maria Del
Carmen Cueva Eguiguren, 20, guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Caldwell;
Hortensia Paredes Yrovi, 19, guest
of Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Burnette;
Catalina G-odoy Becerra, is, guest
of Mrs. Jean Sensing; Diana
Jacome, 17, guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Champion; Myriam
Elena Aguirre Montero, 19, guest
of Mrs. Carbilene Bolin; Magdalena
Cueva Aguirre, 21, guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Dickie Gossum;
Paulina Cueva Eguiguren, 17,
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Shelton
Owens; Maria Violets Molina
Maldonado, 17, guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Carver; Molina Maldon-
ado, 18, guest of Dr. and Mrs. J. A.
Poe; Luis Ernesto Bucheli Barons,
16, guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Jeffreys; Hector Marcelo Luna
Caceres, 16, guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Gore;
Alfonso Naranjo P., 16, guest of
Mr. and Mrs. James Campbell;
Juan Sebastian Kingman J., 16,
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Flynn Pow-
ell; Ruben Cevallos, 18, guest of
Mr. and Mrs. George Winter.
A busy schedule has been plan-
ned for the visiting Amigos includ-
ing a farm tour, an appearance on
WPSD-TV Dance Party, a trip to
Kentucky Dam Village, football
games, and the Festival activities.
New School
Vocational education classes in
six subjects are scheduled to begin
within a year for Letcher County
students when a new $400,000 build-
ing, now under construction, is
completed at Whitesburg. It will be
an extension of the State Area Vo-
cational School at Hazard.
Service Station Dealer of the Year Award to Carl
ving placed among the top fen dealers in the state in a
Looking on, from left, are Thomas H. Maxedon, Lou-
isville, Division Manager for Standard Oil Co. (Ky.);
tucky Travel Council. Judging in the contest, open to
service, safety, personnel practices, and the dealer's Subscribe To The News
In another course I will study
"Recent American History," "His-
tory of American Foreign Policy,"
and "History of the South." I have
the added prerogative of sitting in
on any class I choose that in my
judgment is compatible with my
Fellowship proposal. It is an op-
portunity of a lifetime.
---
So many of you have commiserated
with me about the problems I may
encounter in adjusting to stringent
study habits at my age. I agree
that this may present a problem,
although the difficulty I anticipated
most is being away from home, in
a strange land, in strange surround-
ings and in the presence of people
who, at first, will surely view me
as "some kind of a nut."
I shall see you soon. Remember
me, won't you?
NOTEBOOK—
(Continued from Pape oh&
warm greeting and hand-shake as
that of a very old friend.
His smile, his cordial welcome
and his understanding of my be-
wilderment was to me like life-
saving resuscitation to a victim of
strangulation. He delved right away
into my courses of study. He made
them exciting. He interspersed
them with suggestions that I con-
sider field trips to other univer-
sities, North Carolina, Texas; to
internships of observation in gov-
ernors' offices, Senators' offices in
other States and in Washington.
He outlined the professional back-
grounds of some of my professors,
many of whom have distinguished
themselves in political science and
in molding the processes of our his-
toric and governmental structures.
I felt that old exhiliration of ad-
venture into a new kind of life for
the nett tsar u I strolled across
the .nalti -d, _r_e•IMed ainpus
to Calhoun Hall where most of my
classes will be conducted. The ex-
citement was enhanced by the warm
smile of scurrying students, all in-
volved with the same objective as I,
getting squared away on a curri-
culum for this Fall semester.
While I was impressed with the
exuberance and friendliness of
these students. I was catapulted
into despair again as I realized sud-
denly that these young people were
surely thinking I was a member of
the faculty. Yes, I'm sure that's
what they were thinking when they
gave their greetings so generously.
Nothing, but nothing makes the
mounting years so real as being
surrounded by individuals a score
and ten years younger. Among
other things I said to myself:
"Lady Clairol please work thy
magic on me."
My classes start on Wednesday at
nine a. m. In political science I will
study "State and Local Govern-
ments," "Field Students in Politics
and Administration," "Political
Parties," "Methodology of Political
Science" a course conducted by
Professor Walter, a dynamic and
brilliant teacher who handled the
election projections for the Ameri-
can Broadcasting Company during
last year's general election. What a
fabulous opportunity for me.
Kentucky born
and bred.
Old Medley is bourbon in the
finest traditions of Old Kentucky
Especially made by
Fleischmann to be smooth and
mellow—a 90 proof bourbon
remarkably rich in flavor and
character. Yet you'll find it
surprisingly modest in price.
For bourbon you'll be proud to
serve, ask for Old Medley. $4.25 Fifth
(7...444,4011y
('AetrAW7I2.dr,
•Ialrea,
Ttlaiat a It/Milk CaiTVAIIK
Cowman. Warranty
90 Proof Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey.
Dlatillecl by the Firslechrnann Distilling Corporation, Owensboro, Kentucky.
Congratulations
TO
Taylor Chevrolet-Buick Inc.,
ON THEIR BEAUTIFUL NEW BUILDING!
COME OUT TO THEIR GRAND
OPENING — THURSDAY, SEPT. 21
WE WERE PROUD TO HAVE DONE THE
BLACKTOPPING WORK
KEN - TENN
CONSTRUCTION
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Symbol of international friendshiF
a U S Navy band plays
as Fultonites stand at attention
4nd the flags of countries represented at the
festival are brought together
Clarice, Shop
— WELCOMES —
BANANA FESTIVAL
VISITORS
—Come in and see our—
DRESSES COATS
SUITS HATS
GLOVES JEWELRY
PURSES LINGERIE
Anything The Lady
Might Need For The
Fall Season
MON al
Weems
The Ashland Oil Purchase Prize Collection ot
contemporary oil paintings drew large crowds
to the Fulton Public Library during
the week long festival.
Festive Fultoi, scenes: a new
International Banana Festival princess is
crowned. She is Cynthia Gay Vincent. a Um
versify of Mississippi freshman; puffing her
crown in place is her predecessor as prm
ce11. Vicki Ann Hii,n
Kitchen Towe
Prinfied Terry Cloth
REG. 3fc 1/
27c r
69 RAMBLER American,
straight shift
63 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door
hardtop, automatic, local
car
63 CHIIVROLET ',lair, 4-door,
automatic
63 PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mileage
62 FORD 3-4 ton pickup truck;
local, clean
62 FORD Galaxie 4-door, extra
clean; power steering
61 PONTIAC 2.dr. hardtop, real
sharp
58 PLYMOUTH station wagon
60 BUICK 4-door hardtop
60 FORD 4-door sedan
58 FORD wagon, clean, local
•r
SO DODGE t7 -ton wit+, flat bed,
local truck, good old truck
20-25 other cars, trucks
WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472.3362
Worth bypass; Ky. side
35th ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL
•114.1 NAT ..110,1• •••.10.0
America's Favorite
Family
PHOTOGRAPHER
ONE 8x10
BLACK AND WHITE
PORTRAIT
Cannot be used in conjunction with other advertising offers,
Clarice Shop
300 Main St.
REG. $7.00 VALUE
ONE TO A FAMILY
Very few things you do this year
will be cherished more or re-
membered longer than your
photograph.
Take advantage of this offer
made in celebration of the
thirty-fifth year OLAN MILLS
has served as the nation's studio.
870
Groups $1.00 extra Per Person
— Please come early to avoid
waiting
— Bring a copy of this ad with
you
— Children or adults
— Wide choice of proofs
Traveler's Inn Motel So. Fulton, Tenn.
Tuesday, Sept. 26 Hours 1-8 P. M.
Name
Mailing Address
Phone No.
ALWAYS
WFULal WITH YOU
IN TUNE
RAIO THE NEWS MUMUMW
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Bananas And Good Friends
iecOe fte heohie-to-heohie
efihiontacy—gatin-,finieeica 11 die
By {Foliate E. Kaialit
Across the land there are festivals.
Community celebrations are held
to honor the commercial proPer-
ties of the strawberry, black wal-
nut, soybean and tulip, the peanut
and the pumpkin, horseradish and
hog. Choose a princess, have a
parade and a dance, give away
samples. Festivals are fun.
And then there is the Interna-
tional Banana Festival, held annu-
ally in the border-straddling Twin
Cities of Fulton, Kentucky and
South Fulton, Tennessee.
There's nothing in the world
quite like it. It is a fiesta with a
purpose far greater than that of
publicizing a product or attracting
tourists. The International Banana
Festival is an experiment in
human relations that has achieved
remarkable success in just four
years. This has been accom-
plished, too, without taking one
hit of the fun away from it. In fact,
,it fiesta time, Fulton swings.
All of Fulton participates. The
process of putting on a festival of
this sort' involves hundreds of
volunteers, and they come from
both sides of State Line Street,
technical division between the two
municipalities.
And when festival week comes
in the early fall, still other people
become involved in its activities.
They come from the banana-
producing countries of Latin
America — students, diplomats,
artists, musicians, newsmen,
educators.
This year 41 young people
arrived in Fulton two weeks before
festival time. A band played and
hundreds greeted them as they
and their chaperones alighted
from the bus that had. brought
them from Miami. In ensuing days
they were house guests of Fulton
families; they visited schools and
churches, went to parties and
meetings, toured the surrounding
countryside, business places,
clubs and community centers.
For the most part the young-
sters weFie seeing the United
States for the first time. Most were
students, 16 to 20 years of age;
some, but not all, could speak a
smattering of English. -Whatever
their concepts of the United
States and its people might have
been before the visit, it was quite
clear within a few days that Ful-
ton's genuine friendliness had
done more to enhance under-
standing and good will than a
hundred textbooks and a thousand
lectures could provide.
Then came the week af, the
festival itself, and more visitors
came to town from both the
banana growing countries and
from many parts of the United
States.
They saw brilliant exhibits of
arts and crafts from Venezuela
and Ecuador; an authentic Latin
American village dubbed "Cabana
City" was opened; they heard a
marimba band whose members
are Guatemala army men; they
viewed parades, beauty pageants,
talent shows, an exhibit of Latin
American paintings, a music
fiesta.
They also saw, in the Fulton
library, the Ashland Oil Purchase
Prize Collection of 21 contempo-
rary oil paintings, each of which
has been a first-place winner in
Louisville Art Center annual ex-
hibits. This collection has been
widely shown in galleries, mu-
seums and universities, and a
number of its paintings were
shown abroad a few years ago.
On hand as. well was the Ken-
tucky iArt,Guild Train, displaying
handcrafted goods and art objects,
and exhibits of drawings and
paintings by individual Kentucky
artists.
They were invited to have a
taste of the world's largest banana
pudding, made in a vat bigger than
a bathtub; they peeled bananas
and ate them, and had banana
bread with their meals. They got
their pictures taken by a United
States Information Service film
crew making a motion picture on
the event, and they shook hands
with government officials from
Kentucky, Tennessee and other
states, met business leaders, and
saw the selection of a beautiful
new Banana Festival Princess,
Cynthia Gay Vincent, an 18-year-
old University of Mississippi
freshman.
One element of this vivid fes-
tival invariably brings the follow-
ing question from people not
familiar with Fulton — "What do
bananas have to do with this?"
The answer is overwhelmingly
simple; Fulton is the crossroads
through which most of the ba-
nanas for the stores and fruit
markets of the United States and
Canada are shipped.
The bananas enter the country
at Gulf ports, and then are loaded
into rail cars for delivery. They
move north — and at Fulton the
trains stop so that the bananas
can be checked and temperature
regulated, by icing or heating as
the weather dictates. The chief
clerk of the Illinois Central rail-
road yards noted that last year
about 2,376,000,000 bananas
were shipped through Fulton.
This vast activity led area peo-
ple four years ago to undertake a
program recognizing the impor-
tance of the commodity; and,
significantly, they chose to view
the banana business as a link be-
tween people—the people of
their town and those of the remote
countries where the bananas were
grown.
Those countries no longer seem
remote to Fulton nor does the
United States seem like a distant
impersonal colossus to the hun-
dreds of Latin Americans who
41
a hunur or honoreu v,sdpfS -- the Laun
Amer,can youngsters who *of two weeks
in the area as guests of Fulton resulenr4
ADILLE
PHOTOs
"What is needed are more industrious groups
such as yours who make genuine efforts to
acquire a full knowledge and understanding
of other countries."—Jack Hood Vaughn. Di-
rector, Peace Corps.
 •
FOLDING •
STOOLS ;
*See The Big Parade,
* In Comfort *
• Only •
t•• 97c .• •
eaaibtoact Sakarte 
ake St. - Fulton K .
Of interest to Homemakers
have since been so warmly re-
ceived during the annual Fulton
celebrations. Indeed, the festival
has even brought exchanges of
visitors; last April, for example, 30
Fulton area people toured Ecuador
and met a range of people there
that included the country's presi-
dent and banana harvesters.
Many local leaders have
emerged to take over portions of
the organization and coordination
of the festival. None has worked
harder, however, than Mrs. Paul
We3tpheling, 1965-66 president,
whose husband is publisher of the
Fulton News. Jo Westpheling
helped start things four years ago;
she and Paul were among the
group that visited Ecuador; she
gives her time liberally and effec-
tively to make the festivals suc-
cessful. This year, for example, it
appeared that Kentucky Governor
Edward Breathitt might have to
forego visiting the festival because
of a subsequently-received invita-
tion to attend a Washington brief-
ing on federal financial matters
by President Johnson. Mrs. West-
pheling took the direct approach;
she called the White House, force-
fully explained the significance of
the Fulton activities to a presi-
dential aide—and Governor
Breathitt consequently was able
to arrange other representation
for the Washington _meeting.
Fulton people take their festival
seriously despite all of the fun it
involves. Most define its aims as
a gesture of friendship. From an
impartial, -outside view, however,
it involves diplomacy — the best
kind of people-to-people diplo-
macy.
Together Fulton and South Ful-
ton comprise a community of
fewer than 7,000 people. What
these Americans have done is
remarkable!
RAY'S
SANDWICH
SHOP
OPEN SUNDAY
4 p. m. p.
WELCOME
Banana Festival
Guests!
HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
* THE JEWEL BOXi
Main at Mulberry *
Fulton, K. *)
Distinctive Gifts
for all occasions
*Diamonds - Watches Jewel
**************
 
viimmlinur
BLACK WELL'S
SHOE, OUTLET STORE
We Now Have ALL NAME BRANDS SHOES
Including:
PARADISE KITTENS
SOFT-EES, LOAFERS
One Table $1.00 and $2.00 Pair
LOCATED 1 mile from South Fulton City Limits
On Martin Highway
yours more of a man in
Tapered Ivy
Permanently
Pressed
Famous Male fashion., with
the swingin' clingin' fit...
and a permanent press that
will last FOREVER. Come in.
Buy an armload. Every pair
has the mark of good taste
...the authentic Male label
In the waist.
it Advertised In Playboy°
and Esquire
$700
at K. HOMRA'S
 4
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This is a typical twin cities' scene during the International Banana Festival. The photograph was taken at the
lower end of Lake Street and is a portion of the nearly 60,000 persons who jammed the cities on Saturday. Oc-
tober 1 to see the 3-mile long parade which will be even longer this year,.
Paducah Firm Is
Low Bidder On
Day Care Center
MAYFIELD, Ky.
A Paducah firm, the W. P. Wilk-
erson Construction Co., has been
awarded a contract to construct
here a new day care center for
mentally retarded children. The
bid was $348,338.00.
Total cast of the project will
be about $406,000, including land
and equipment for the building.
The day care center will be built
on Central Road, near the city
limits in south Mayfield.
David West, vice chairman of
the regional advisory board on
mental health, said construction
would begin within a month, and
living proof of the
COMPLETE WAYNE NOG PROGRAM
Mese are some of the 48 pigs on the Jim Dawes
farm being weighed by Paul Butts, Jim Dawes and
Dean Collier, and Ralph Edrington, Wayne feed
salesman. Pigs Were 8 Weeks Old
Here is the Complete Report From The
JIM DAWES FARM
that you have been waiting for
4 SOWS _ ___ 48 PIGS
8 weeks old, pigs averaged 56.6 pounds each
PIG FEED COST PER 56.6-LB. PIG
IS $3.66 PER PIG 
Average Age Per Hog Marketed
Average Selling Weight
5 mos.
226 as.
FEED COST PER 100 LB. GAIN:
$11.25
Amount of Feed Per 100Lb. Gain - -
(Grain Plus Wayne) 307 Lbs.
— FEED COST SUMMARY —
Wayne Tail Curler Rockets, /SO Lb.  $ 22.30
Wayne T. C. Starter, 3400 Lbs. $151.69
Wayne Pig Bal and Hog Bal, 5280 Lbs. 
  $317.20
24,500 Lbs. Corn At $1.31 Bushel 
  $516.94
Corn Storage, Grinding, Delivery $130.34
$1215.47
IT PAYS TO FEED
479-2641
Broadway in South Fulton
ITS MIL
is expected to be completed in
about a year.
The new day care center will
accommodate approximately 50
retarded children in workshop
and education programs.
The center was designed by
Lee Potter Smith & Associates,
Paducah architects, and will be
constructed on a 10-acre tract,
according to Gene Gillian, presi-
dent of the Kevil Foundation.
Five other firms submitted
bids on the project.
Dr. H. W. Ford, Benton, was
named chairman of the West
Kentucky Advisory Board on
Mental Health at a meeting in
Paducah Thursday evening. West
was named vice chairman, and
James V. Dorsett, Jr., of Mc-
Cracken County secretary-trea-
surer.
Other trustees who will serve
for one year are: Ballard Coun-
ty, Judge J. L Walters, Dr. J.
M. Hunt and William Shatloan;
Fulton County, Rollin R. Shaw;
Dr. Glynn F. Bushed, Mrs.
James Whipple, the Rev. George
McKelley; Carlisle Count, War-
ren L. Owens and Charles J.
Baker; Graves, Dr. Clem F.
Burnett, Eugene M. Gillian,
West and Jack Boston; Living-
ston County, Mrs. Cordie Rich-
Jets Topple
Fulton Co.
HICKMAN, Ky.
North Marshall's Jets scored
their second grid victory of the
season by knocking. off Fulton
County's Pilots 13-6 here.
The host Pilots scored first
on Bacon's 14-yard pass, but
North came back to take the
lead on Pat Walker's 6 yard run,
followed by Jimmy Dedmon's
plunge for the extra point.
The Jets added the clincher
In the third period, with Walker
again scoring, on a short sneak.
North outrushed the losers 221
to a minus 13, and led in first
downs 12-2. Fulton County com-
pleted 8 passes in 12 tries for 65
yards, while North failed to com-
plete a pass.
North's rugged defense has
now held its opposition to 85
yards rushing in three games.
No. Marshall 0 7 S 0-13
Fulton Co. 0 0 0 0—
PC--Bacon yeas 14 (kick felled)
NM—Walker • run (13edanon run)
NM—Walker 1 run (run failed)
China Coast
3,492 Miles
WASHINGTON—According to
U.S. records, mainland China
has 3,492 nautical miles of coast-
line, longer than the U. S. At-
lantic and Pacific coasts com-
bined.
TEEN FAVORITE — Dancing
polka dots on dark colored cot-
ton add flair to the skimmer.
The elongated torso, accented
by its own hip belt, swings into
a flouncy skirt. White rick rack
adds dainty detail to the Peter
Pan collar and cuffed sleeves.
By Darling Debs.
anlaial, Mrs. J. Harold Brown,
Mrs. Melvin Vick and Dr. Steph-
en Burkhart; Calloway County,
Dr. W. Ben Humphreys, R. L.
Cooper, Robert G. Wilson and
A. W. Simmons Jr.; Hickman
County, Judge E. H. Padgett
and Robert L. Veatch; Marshall
County, Dr. Ford, W H. (Toad)
Brien; Robert L. Ross, Mrs
Joe T. Haltom and McCracken
County, Dr. Martin McCullough,
H. C. Mathis, Dorsett and Mrs.
William H. Beaman.
Approximately 100 old and new
trustees and guests attended the
session.
Lass Awarded
Chicago Trip
Bonita Burrow, a member of
one of Obion County's most
prominent dairying families, has
Deed awarded a trip to the In-
TA BURROW
ternatIonal Exposition in Chi-
cago the last of November.
Miss Burrow, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Mac Burrow of South
Fulton, was awarded the trip be-
cause of her shoeing earlier this
week In the district dairy show
conducted at the West Tennessee
Fair in Jackson.
The award, presented by the
Jackson-Madison County Cham-
ber of Commerce, was made ma
point basis and on the number of
animals shown.
Of the six animals shown,
Miss Burros exhibited the Grand
Champion Guernsey. Her junior
Guernsey calf, three-year-old
Guernsey and six-year - old
Guernsey all toot firsts while
her junior yearling Guernsey
ranked fourth. Her senior heifer
Ayrshire was pieced in the red
group and her junior yearling
Ayrshire was first and Reserve
Champion.
In all, 24 animals were en-
tered by °Mon County young-
sters. In county group com-
petition, the local youngsters saw
their Guernseys place first, Ayr-
shires s•cood and Jerseys fifth.
A county group Is made up of
five animals of the same breed
sod owned by five different in-
dividuals.
There were 161 animals en-
tered In the show.
Other Onion Countlans show-
ing animals were Robert Bur.
row, Jerry Elliott, Marilyn
Hardy, Billy Green, Katie Mal.
ray, Gwen Browder, Wayne Holt,
Roger Holt, Danny Johnson, Beth
Corum, Joyce McWhorter, stove
Mcwherter, Jimmy atcwherter
and Ricky Madding.
Preicriplion .Service
DAY
OR
NIGHT
Ragisterod Pharmacists
FREE DELIVERY
• RUSSELL STOVER CANDY
FAMOUS COSMETICS
AMBASSADOR CARDS
Dedicated to Serving
Pharmaceutical Needs
with All Precision RUMFELT DRUG CO
III CLINTON - HICKMAN. KY,
236-2740
Nighh Di.I 236-3113
WELCOME . . . .VISITORS
TO THE FIFTH INTERNATIONAL BANANA FESTIVAL(
NORMAN Bunn, Distributor
GULF OIL PRODUCTS
PHONE 472-3181 FULTON, KY.
0 HOLDS YOUR CHOICE
'TIL NOVEMBER!
Special Value! The Chatham 'Avon'
72 x 90" HIGH-LOFT FIBERWOyEN BLANKE1
94% Rayon-6% Acrylic Fibers
with 100% Nylon Binding
FIBER-FIXED FOR LASTING BEAUTY
- LESS SHEDDING AND PILLING
Washable, allergy-free and guaranteed moth-
proof. A really outstanding blanket . .
Fiberwoven for more loft, greater strength,
less shrinkage, longer life. Outperforms any
ordinary blanket you ever knew. Choose from
nine bright and clear solid colors.
94% Rayon-6% Acrylic Screen Printed
"ROSE CHARM" .. • by Chatham
A soft, warm blend in beautiful
printed floral design. Rose, lilac
and gold.
100% Acrilan* Acrylic Fiberwoven
"METEOR" by Chatham
Look for the big red "A" on the pack-
age . . Ion% Acrilan` acrylic in
beautiful solid colors.
• Reg. TM
Solids and prints in assorted colors. 1000/.
nylon binding. Popular 72 x 90-inch
Chatham "Night Song"
VIRGIN ACRYLIC
THERMAL BLANKET
White, pink, blue, $ 8 99
gold, green and
aqua. Fiber-fixed.
Chatham "Loomaire"
RAYON-COTTON-ACRYLIC
THERMAL BLANKET
70% rayon. 24%
cotton-6% acrylic. 5 3 99
Pink, blue, gold,
green, turquoise,
lilac, orange.
100% COTTON
THERMAL WEAVE
BLANKETS
Completely washable and lint
-free
. . never needs ironing. 100%
American cotton with 6" nylon bind-
ing. Four use in homes, hospitals,
camps and nursing homes. White,
pink, blue, green, beige, orchid, gold
and turquoise.
Chatham "Beautynap"
85% RAYON-15% ACRYUC
THERMAL BLANKET
New low price.
Pink, blue, green, $ 5 99
beige, gold, white
and azalea.
Chatham "Atarhsectro Rose'
SCREEN PRINTED
THERMAL BLANKET
Screen printed
rose pattern.
Gold, rose and
., 5 99
blue. Fiber
-fixed
for lasting
beauty.
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WE HAVE FOR SALE
THIS WEEK
GRAND CHAMPION
OBION COUNTY
4 - II FAIR BEEF
WONDER TWIN PACK
lb. 29c
lb. 15c
lb. 39c
REELFOOT (THE BIG DADDY BACON)
SLICED
BACON
POTATOE -CHIPS 39c
CHEESE AMERICAN 
 Lit 59'
BRIGHT STAR
FLOUR 25 lbs. $1.99
KELLY'S BRAND 15-oz.
SPAG & Meat Balls 4 for $1.
E0 LITTLE ANDY
LIBBY'S 303 SIZE
FRUIT COCKTAIL 4 for $1.00
ASSORTED FLAVORS
CANDY BARS 10 for 39c
STICKS 5
TOOTHPASTE COLGATEKING SIZETUBE 5-oz.
$1 00
Lu
9c
U. S. Government Choice Corn Fed
SIRLOIN
STEAK
REELFOOT
LB.
FRANKS 12-oz. Pkg. 49c
REELFOOT CORN VALLEY PORK
SAUSAGE
With Additional
$5.00 Purchase ex-
cluding Milk &
tobacco products
Limit
Please
PETER PIPER
2 lbs. 89c
GRADE
HAMBURGER lb. 39c
lb. 69c
OUR OWN BARBECUE
CHICKENS
LB
WE HAVE FOR SALE
THIS WEEK
GRAND CHAMPION
OBION COUNTY
4 -H FAM BEEF
APPLESAUCE 300 SIZE CAN 1 015 oz canPOTATOES FROZEN FRENCH FRIED Bs. 69c
QUART JAR
BLACKBURN SYRUP 39c
STOKEY'S 46-oz.
ORANGE JUICE 46-oz. 3 for $1.
KELLOGG'S 8-oz. BOX
CORN FLAKES
BETTY CROCKER 16-oz. BOX
21c
BROWNIE MIX 33c
HNUo.N272 hni94
PEACHES SIZE CANCARE BUNNY ANGEL FOOD
FOR 
$ 1 00
J..
11-oz. 39c
QUART JAR ZESTEE
SALAD DRESSING 39c
CRYSTAL WHITE GT. 48-oz.
DETERGENT For Dishes 59c
KREY 15-oz. CANS
CHILI with BEANS 3 for 89c
R-WAY QUART JAR
SWEET PICKLES 49c
FROZEN WHITING
FISH 10 lb. box $2.19
BOOTH FROZEN BREADED 2 LB.
SHRIMP TIDBETS $1.89
BOOTH FROZEN BREADED 7-oz.
OYSTERS Box 69c
FROZEN 20-oz. BAG
CUT CORN each 35c
CATS
SORE
ALLENS 300 SIZE CANS
TURNIP GREENS
1p JACK SPRATTOMATO14-oz. BOTTLE
SWIFT'S 12-oz.
LUNCHEON LOAF
5 FOR $1..00
M HOME MADE HALF GALLON 
$i 39
10c
49c
BUCKET 
•
JENNIE LEE CUT 303 SIZE
GREEN BEANS 2, for , 29c
KNIFE AND FORK 300 SIZE
SWEET POTATOES 2 for 25c
E. W. JAMES BRAND 8-oz.
TEA or TEA BAGS 49c
WAGONER BRAND BREAKFAST
ORANGE-DR I Nilo/lain
COOKED FRESH DAILY IN OUFL STORE
INF CHIP CheeseOnion Garlic BagBar-B-0 39c
BANANAS
LETT E
GOLDEN
RIPE
LB.
HEAD
10
15c
STORE HOURS
MONDAY-THURSDAY 8 A . M. TO 8 P. M.
FRIDAY 8 —8 P. M.
SATURDAY 8 — 9 P. M. SUNDAY 9 A. M. —7 P. M.
WE HAVE THE NEW QUALITY STAMP CATALOG.
Come By and Get Yours Now
,
ii4 LOAN
viiro Sift's! APPLEGOOD EATING RED
U. S. No. I Red or
Golden Delicious
(Ill. Finest)
LB.
POTATOE 20 LB. BAG
SOU-11-1 FULTON, TENNESSEE
4/
V 46,
DOUBLE QUALITY
STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAYV V
Wheel Alignment Service
Scales Tire Service
Middle Rd. & Hwy. 51, Phone 472-3531
FULTON, KY.
MARILYN ANN BELLERS, 18,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Bellers, Jr., Piggott, Ark. ,is a sen-
ior at Piggott High school. Titles
include Miss Pollard, Miss Clay
County, Watermelon Festival
Queen and National Soybean queen.
KATHY ANN SCOTT, 18, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert N.
Scott, Murray, Ky., is a freshman
at Murray State University. Titles
include 1st runner-up, Miss Callo-
way County Fair and 2nd runner.
up, District Purchase Fair.
Aes
GLORIA MODEANA LYKIMS, 17,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Lykins, Union City, Tenn., is a sen-
icr at Martin High School. She is
"Miss Martin", 1967, and has par-
ticipated in various Tennessee
pageants.
RRAPARAPRIMIVIRAPARRRAPARARARARAPARBAAPRAWROURRRAI
BRENDA JOAN SEAL, le, dau-
ghter of Mrs. W. L. Seal, Kingsport,
Tenn., is a sophomore at East Ten-
nessee tSate University. Titles in-
clude 1st runner-up, Miss Tennes-
see, 1967, Miss Kingsport, 1966,
1%7 Strawberry queen, Kingsport
Jr. Miss, 1945, 1st runner-up, Ten.
messes Jr. Miss, 1166.
ELIZABETH ANNE PETERSON,
19, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. 0.
Peterson, Jackson, Tenn., is a
sophomore at Union University and
• member of Chi Omega sorority.
Previous titles include Miss Union
University, 1st alternate, West
Tennessee Strawberry Festival, 2nd
alternate, Miss Okra.
PAMELA GAYE SHAW, 20, dau-
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Shaw,
Georgetown, South Carolina, is a
junior at the University of South
Carolina. Previous titles include
Miss Georgetown, South Carolina
Peach Queen and 3rd runner-up In-
ternational Banana Festival Prin-
cess Pageant, 1946.
MARHIE POSTON, 20, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest T. Poston,
Memphis, is a junior at Memphis
State University and a member of
Delta Gamma and Phi Gamma Nu
sororities. She has participated in
national championship roller skat-
ing matches and exhibitions and is
a ballroom dancing expert.
DIANE LINDA BUXTON, 19,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
Buxton, Martin, Tenn., is a junior
at the University of Tennessee,
Martin and a member of Zeta Tau
Alpha sorority. She has participated
in various pageants and in 1965 was
id to Miss Martin
JANIE WALKER, 18, daughter el
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Walker,
Bumpus Mills, Tennessee, is a
sophomore at Austin P•ay Univac.
sity. Titles include Miss Stewart
Ceurity, 1966, 2nd maid to Miss
Tenn. Valley, 1966, 1st maid to Miss
Montocniery County, 1947.
Our Discount Prices
Save You Big Mone
NOT A SALE!
Just Every -Day Low Prices!
NO TRADE-INS NECESSARY
2-Piece Living Room Suite $75.00
Maple Hutch and Buffet $74.50.
Hi-back Early American Hide-a-bed $139.95
Sofa, floral cloth cover 
_ _ $59.95
2-Piece French Provincial living room suit* $189.95
- 8-Piece country kitchen ovenware set $ 3.25 •
Large recliners, naugahyde cover $39.95
Large Assortment Hassocks $4.95 to $9.95
Just Arrived! Large group table lamps, $7.95 up
5 - Piece Dinette $37.50
Nice Early American living room suiie $149.95
Complete line RCA Whirlpool Appliances,
RCA-Victor TV, etc.
WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN BUY THE BEST FOR LESS
NO MONEY DOWN, UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY,
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH.
A Cordial Welcome - - - - To The
International Banana Festival
- - - and let AMLENE Show you how you can have that
Warm Central American Climate in your home all winter!
Make
sure
the
Warm Air
Heating
systems
you install
include
these
Quality and
Performance
features
Every Rheem gas..fired furnace is
fire-tested and given a 48 point
inspection for operating efficiency
under actual operating conditions
with all contro:s hooked up and
burners ignited at the factory. Every
furnace must function perfectly
or it isn't delivered. All Rheem
gas furnaces carry AGA approval.
All Rheem furnaces are equipped
with cast iron burners to'assure
quiet—lifetime operation. Special
casting eliminates warping and
provides maximum heat transfer
to air stream.
Satisfied customers mean an end to profit killing
call backs and replacement. Quality materials and
skilled workmanship mean an end to costly ad-
justments and repairs. Rheem is known the world
over for the performance and quality leadership
that assures satisfaction. That's why more and
more Rheem heating systems are being installed
every day.
-
Every Rheem Gas and Oil fired
furnace is equipped with Nation•
ally Accepted and guaranteed c)on•
trots. Control placement allows
easy—fast hook up and immediate
access for check-ups and service.
15 gas and 5 oil fired mcdels in-
cludirg the famous Rheemglas
furnace otter a wide range of
types and s.zes to fit every need,
space requirement, even zero in-
stallations! All Rheem furnaces
are designed for the addition of
the rovolutionary Rheemaire air
conditioning system.
RHEEMGLAS
LINED
COMBUSTION
CHAMBER
AND
HEATING
ELEMENT
Available on Inc Rheemglas
models to eliminate rust and
corrosion. Assures longer furnace
life and maximum heat transfer.
Conversion to air conditioning can
be made without fear of rust
caused by condensation. Guaran-
teed for a full 10 years.
1 , DYNAMICALLYBALANCEDBLOWER FOR
•: QUIET
' OPERATION
Blowe and Motor on all Rheem
furnaces are dynamically balanced
and have rubber cushion mounts.
Blower is mounted on track—
slides out like a drawer for easy in-
spection should servicing become
necessary.
PROPANE GAS — GAS EQUIPMENT
WE LEASE TANKS
603 West Parkway Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-1353
You can rely on Rheem ...the BIG NAME in comfort products for the home
THE RSA MAR
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"MERSA MARIE RESIG, 17, is
His daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
V. Resig, Murray, Ky. and a fresh-
man at the University of Kentucky.
She was Jackson Purchase Fair
- Queen in 1%6, 1st runner-up, Cal-
loway County Fair, 1964 and in the
state finals of Miss County Fair.
Page 5B
CAROL JUNE ELAN, 19, Is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
K. Elam, Calvert City, Kentucky,
and a sophomore at Paducah Jun-
ior College. Titles include Miss
Western Kentucky, Miss Jackson
Purchase RECC, and 1st Runner-
up, Miss Paducah, all in 1967.
Jackson's Funeral Home
NANCY MARILYN NICKS, 19,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Doyl
Hicks, Gleason, Tenn., is a sopho-
more at the University of Tennes--
see, Martin and a member of Alpha
Delta Pi sorority. She was "Miss
Gleason" in 1966, "Miss Weakley
County", 1967, second runner-up to
Miss UTMB, 1967 and Miss Con-
geniality at the 1967 Watermelon
Festival.
LINDA ELAINE JOHNSON, 19,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Alex Johnson, Jackson, Tenn., is a
sophomore at Union University.
Previous titles include Maid to
Miss Ripley,
CHERYL KAYE UNDERWOOD,
19, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Underwood, Fulton, Ky., is sopho-
more at Murray State University.
Precious titles include 1st runner•
up Jaycee pageant and 1st runner-
up in South Fulton Booster page-
ant. She was selected outstanding
freshman at Murray State,
DELORES ANN CRENSHAW, 20,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. R.
Crenshaw, Shepherdsville, Ky., is a
senior at Nar•reth College. She is
Miss Bullitt County and has par-
ticipated in the Miss Kentucky
Pageant, Hardin County Fair and
Kentucky Burley Tobacco pageant.
More Pictures On Page Eight
Ray Alford, 28-year-old Dukeaom, Tenn., man, was charged with
murder and public drunkenness and released on $7,500 bond
"ten he waived preliminary hearing in General Sessions Court.
Alford was charged in connection with the shooting death of
Carl Knupp, 50, in a polishing and buffing shop operated by Mr.
Knupp In South Fulton. Mr. Knupp ,aS reportedly shot about 2:10
p.m. Wednesday and died from a single bullet wound in the throat.
The weapon was reported to
be a four-shot, 22 caliber Der-
ringer.
"We haven't positively estab-
Itsheri a motive as yet," Sheriff
Bob McCowan said today." There
were witnesses to the shooting
and it appears that the two men
were arguing, possibly over
money."
Sheriff McCowart quoted one
. . _
witness as sayingMr.Knuppask-
ed someone to call the police,
that Alford was drunk and dis-
turbing the peace. The witness
sail Mr. Knupp struck Alford
on the head with a stick and
that the shooting followed.
Alford was taken into cus-
tody by South Fulton Police Chief
Joe Byrd until Deputies B. E.
Brown and Ed Guess arrived to
transfer the suspect to the county
Jail in Union City.
Sheriff McCowan sald Allord
was bleeding slightly from ahead
wound and was taken to Obion
County General HosPitel Wed-
nesday night. X-rays revealed
no fracture, the sheriff said,
and the suspect was released
from the hospital this morning
for the preliminary hearing be-
fore Judge Ebb Gwaltney,
Alford, Sheriff McCowan
said, is a former resident of
Obion County
River Punished
TEHRAN—Xerxes, the Persian
king, got so mad when a pontoon
bridge over a river was de-
stroyed by a storm that he be-
headed his chief engineer and
even ordered 300 lashes as
punishment for the river!
Mayfield Highway Authorized Sales & Service Phone 472-1621
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There are four days of festival fun for you.
Three Generations of motorists have bought with confidence at the Standard Oil Sign...
I. STANDARD OIL COMPANY
• (KENTUCICY)
•
 E. J. McCOLLUM, Agent FULTON, KY. 472-1632•
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JAMES ROBEY
Head, stock and receiving
With A&P 21 years
J. D, FIELDS
Head, stock and receiving
With A&P 21 years
JAMES ADAMS
Meat department
With A&P 20 years
WILLIAM D. YATES
Meat department
With A&P 17 years
HUBERT WRIGHT
Dairy Dept. head
With A&P 17 years
WELCOME TO THE
INTERNATIONAL BANANA
Wed. Sept. 27T" Thru 301
41-13011K 1011FL EOM CHOPS
SUPER - RIGHT 7- RIB ROAST
Rib End Rib Loin Rib Chops
Lb. 1 9C Lb. 59C Lb. 79C 11.89C Lb. 59C
SLICED4 PORK LOIN Lb.
OUR EMPLOYEES WELCOME EACH OF YOU TO THE INTERNATIONAL
SUPER RIGHT CENTER CUT FIRST CUTLoin End
PRODUCE
MANAGER
ELSON McGUIRE
Elson has been an A&P employee
for 22 years, and he is looking for-
ward to serving his friends in the
Twin-Cities area many more.
SUMMER ISLE SLICED
Pineapple CAN 8 °Z 10
SUPER-RIGHT
Chili WITH BEANS 215 1/2-0Z. 49CAN
A&P GOLDEN
Kernel 
17-0Z.Corn Whole CANS 39 C
New Pack!
A&P, FRUIT 5
Drinks
Varieties
1-Lb.
14-oz.
Can 29c
HEAD
BOOKKEEPER
ELIZABETH WILKINS
Sept. 22 will be Elitabeth's 25th
anniversary with A&P; on this date
she will receive a certificate from
the Company and a cash award.
A8,13 Dairy Selections!
Cheese Slices
ALL VARIETIES
49c12-oz.PKG.
TWIN STACK
.1111 69A
PKG.
SAVE 10c
MARGARINE NUTLEY 5 14-Is31.S. 99c
SALADS A&P FRESHFRUIT COCKTAIL 2 LB. 49cCTN.
MP COFFEE VACUUM 2LB. $1.39PACK CAN
SHOP A&P And SAVE!
5
IS F
BMA
Chia
23 ye
and i
liness
to k
Ploy.
Fulton, Ky.
A
10T"
CUT
OPS
C
5thANNUAL
FESTIVAL!
IS FULTON'S FESTIVAL TIME
ALLGOOD SLICED
BACON
2 iPBKG $129
1 Lb Pkg. 69c
U. S. D. A. INSPECED
FRYERS
Cut-Up
or
Split
Lb. 33c
WHOLE
Lb. 21c
No Limit None Sold To Dealers
TIONAL BANANA FESTIVAL AND HOPE YOU
STORE
MANAGERPER
INS
• th's 25th
n this date
'cat* from
award.
ACK
C
9c
9c
.39
r
CHARLES FLYNN
Charles has been with ASP over
23 years, is enjoying the Twin Cities
and is enthusiastic over the friend-
liness of the people here. He likes
to keep the friendliness of AAP em-
ployees high, too!
Buttermilk
Bread
SAVE
11c
Whole Breast
With Part
Rib Attached
or
WHOLE LEGS
CHICKEN
PARTS
U. S. D. A. INSPECED
59cLB.
ENJOY ALL THE GALA ACTIVITIES PRESENTED!
MEAT
MANAGER
4 1 - LB.
4- OZ.
LOAVES 
89c
Twin Bolls _ Doz. 25csoils Brown - N - Serve
Cherry Pie mc each55c LOUISIANASAVE
Glazed Donuts D°Z. 39(i-- Yams
BARNEY YATES
Barney has been around about as
long as ASP . he is working on
his 25th year. For the best in meats,
come in and see him.
U. S. No.1WHITE 20
Potatoes it 18c
ICEBERG HEAD
Lettuce
RED or YELLOW
Apples
2
LBS.
READ 29c
Lb. Bag 
4 59c
29c /I'
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JAMES HICKS
Checker
With ASP 16 years
CHARLES SINGLETON
Produce Dept.
With ASP 15 years
CAROLYN ALEXANDER
Checker
With ASP 1 years
MICHAEL ALEXANDER
Clerk
With ASP one year
MP CARES --- ABOUT YOU!
DANNY ZICKEFOOSE
Clerk
With ASP one year
KATHRYN PAULETTE PRUITT;
17, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil Pruitt of Vinton, Ky. and a
senior in high school. Previous titles
include Miss Hickman County,
1967-8.
Not Right Loot
MILWAUKEE, Wis.
The thief who stole 64 shoes
valued at $460 from the car of
salesman Chester R. Chastner of
Rockford, Ill., got off on the
wrong foot. The shoes were
samples—all for the left foot.
REAT
IPPLIANCE
!!!ifTER
50 GAS GRILLS • 500.000 T V Stamps
to be pen away
Fulton Gas Utility
FULTON, KY
South Fulton Gas Dept.
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
LYNN MARIE ROLAND, 19, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. R.
Roland, Jackson, Tenn., and a jun-
ior at Memphis State University,
where she is a member of Alpha
Delta Pi sorority. Previous titles
include Miss Jackson, 1964, Miss
Okra, 1967, Campus beauty, campus
cutie, 1st runner-up, Miss Dixie
Belle, 2nd runner-up, Miss Tennes-
see Universe, finalist, Catfish Der-
by.
JEAN NEELEY, 18, is the days*.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Neeley
of South Fulton and a sophomore
at the University of Tennessee,
Martin. Titles include Miss H t
Festival, 1963 and Miss Obion Coed.
ty Fair, 1966.
S—Tebdras hambre
E—You must be hungry
S—Si, podria corner algo
E—Yes, I could certainly eat
something
SUSAN ODNEY BUCHWALD, 19,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. M. Suchwald, Memphis, Tenn.,
and a junior at Memphis State Uni-
versity, where she is a member of
the Alpha Gamma Delta sorority.
Previous titles include Miss Mem-
phis, 1966-7, Miss Smile, 1966-7, sec-
ond alternate, Miss Tennessee,
1967, first alternate, Miss Bells,
Miss Putt-Putt and the talent win-
ner in the Mist Tennessee Portant
DOROTHY ANN GLOVER, IS, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
Glover, Jackson, Tenn. and is •t•
tending Union University. She is
Miss North Side High in Jackson in
1967.
S—Hay un buen restaurant en e
motel
E—There's a good restaurant a
the motel
S—Es una buena idea. Vamos
CHARLOTTE ANN BROWN, 18,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R.
E. Brown, New Albany, Indiana
and a freshman at Indiana Univer,
sity, Southwestern campus. Prievi•
Gus titles include Miss Houseboat
Regatta and 2nd runner-up in Jun.
ass- Miss pageant.
BONNIE MARIE DeHOFF, 21, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George W. DeHoff, Murfreesboro,
Term., a graduate of Middle Tenn-
nessee State University in /965,
now working on her PhD at George
Peabody College. A country music
singer, she recently toured Viet
Nam and Thailand with Roy Acuff
and company, entertaining Ameri-
can troops.
E—That's a good idea. Let's go
1 there
S—Camarero! Carnarero!
t p,
--Waiter!! Waiter!!
E—Digame senor
r,—Yes. sir?
Double Oven
Magic Chef
Electric Range
$319.95
SANDRA JOYCE FORCE, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Force,
Memphis, Tenn., is a senior at
Mississippi College and a .m•mber
of the Luguna Social Tribe. Previ-
ous titles include National Catfish
Derby lueen, Miss Clinton (Miss.),
2nd alternate, Miss Mississippi, 1st
alternate, Miss Tennessee Universe,
2nd alternate, Miss Memphis.
SHEILA FAY HUDSON, 17, dau-
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie C.
Hudson, Paris, Tenn., is a senior at
Grove High School, Paris. Titles in-
clude "Fairest of the Fair", 1967,
1st runner-up in 1966, and finalist
in Hostess princess, 1967.
Welcome To The Festival!
— Visit Our —
Newly - Enlarged Store
Special Invitation To Ladies
GAYLE PERKINS, 17, is **dau-
ghter of Mrs. Gertrude Perkins,
Portageville, Mo., and a senior in
high school. Previous titles include
Miss Mississippi River, Soybean
Festival Queen and Miss New
Madrid County.
All your favorite
brands of Gins,
Scotch, Whiskies,
Rums, etc.
HAPPY'S LIQUOR STORE
COMMICIAL AVENUE (Formerly known u Church St.)
— Fulton. Ky. —
• Double Dresser With Mirror
• Bookcase Bed
• 4 Drawer Chest
• Innerspring Mattress
• Box Spring
• Pair Vanity Lamps
BEFORE YOU BUY - - GET THE MONEY SAVING WADE DEALS
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WELCOME
FESTIVAL VISIORSJ
HAM'S GARAGE
AND WRECKER SERVICE
1 DEPENDABLE SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
fi OF CARS AND TRUCKS
Phone 472-3262
406 East State Lin. Fulton, Ky.
PRESENTING . e68''s
Ottawa/fit Impala
TAYLOR
r
Do.ce
THURSDAY,
September 28
September 29
9:00 to Midnight _ _ _
"Reins del Ejercito"
— Marimba Band-
Admission $1.00
HOMEOWNERS MAY SAVE ON INSURANCE COSTS
You may be able to avoid an increase in the cost of lia-
bility insurance-and keep your entire family safer at the
same time if you follow these safety tips when remodeling
your present home or building a new one
T-7- 1. Use panel-
ing materials
that are both
fire retardant
and self-ex-
tinguishing.
2. Insist on
tempered
safety glass in
all storm
doors, sliding
glass doors,
glass parti-
tions and ceil-
ing - to - floor
windows.
3. Be sure at
electrical
equipment is
of approved
design and
manufacture.
.4. Fabrics and
wall coverings
should be of
the non-com-
bustible vari-
ety. Wher-
ever possible,
specify fire-
proof or fire-
retardant ma-
terials.
Adoption of a new building
code may help keep your ha-
FREE COKES1
FREE PEPSIS!
FREE POPCORN!
FREE CHOCOLATE 
MILK!
GIFTS FOR EVERYONE!
bility insurance costs lin.
The model code, appr.i‘i.d
recently by the United States
of America Standards Insti-
tute. gives specifications for
safety glass in glass doors and
Panels in private homes and
commercial strom...,-,
1
Fulton, Ky. September 21, 1967
A spokesman for the Na-
tional Safety Council recent-
ly stated. "'A,- look upon the
approval of the new standard
as a major accomplishment in
our efforts to make the homes
of our nation as structurally
safe as possible
"And we urge those respon-
sible for the administration
of building codes under their
Page 98
jurisdiction to incorporate
the specifications contained
in the new standard within
such codes at the earliest pos-
sible opportunity.
"Little safety will be pro-
vided by this standard unless,
and until, it becomes a legal
requirement in communities
and states throughout the en-
tire country."
Week-End Special!
Polaroid and Foster Grant
SUNGLASSES . . • . . 20% OFF
(HAND AND BODY LOTION)
DESERT FLOWER . . 1/2 PRICE
PLAY TV-BINGO 3:30 P. M. WPSD-TV!
COME BY OUR STORE AND GET YOU FREE CARD!
EVANS DRUG CO.
"The REXALL Store"
.131/111 LAKE STREET ___ ____ FULTON, KY.0%
1 1 11 :1 11 Illi 11!
PT, 21
J11;11W RIZIA-Y -ROVE* 
This is the day we've been waiting for! Come
•=i• MEN 
4M. ... I
visit us in our spacious new home and see what
excellent facilities we no w have to take care of
your car ...and at the same time get your first
look at the beautiful
•BANANA FESTIVAL HITS LEXINGTON — This miniature float depiciting Fulton's Banana Festival was
entered in Fayette County's Little Kentucky State Fair last fall by Lin Eckdahl, a seventh-grade student at
Jessie M. Clark Junior High School. The float builder is a granddaughter of Mrs. Lera Weatherspoon, Fulton,
and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Eckdahl, Lexington. Mrs. Eckdahl is the former Mary Norma
Weatherspoon. The float won a third place white ribbon.
THE KENTUCKY STORY—State Commissioner of
Commerce Katherine Peden gives a few pointers on
area development, speaking before 200 delegates to
the Inter-American Development Seminar in Arequipa,
Peru. Shown with Miss Peden are (left to right) Fer-
nando Chauez Belaunde, president of the Development
Board of Arequipa, and Juan Albors, director, Eco-
nomic Development Office, San Juan, Puerto Rico.
CIVIC LEADERS TARGETS
FOR SAFETY CAMPAIGN
Local civic
leaders a re be-
ing called
upon to help
increase the
`safety of all
Ajcommunity
residents.
A campaign sponsored by
the National Safety Council
urges all communities in the
nation to adopt a new build-
ing code that tells how thick
and strong safety glass
should be in sliding glass
doors, floor-to-ceiling win-
dows, and other large-area
applications.
In Memphis. . . Sept. 22-30
SEPT, 22 at 8:30 P.M.
SEPT. 23 at 1 ,30, 4:30, 8:30
SEPT. 24 at 1:30 & 4:30
Country 'n
Western Show
SEPT 29 at 4 & 8 30
TICKETS NOW ON SALE
$350 • $300 • $250 • $200
CHILDREN $I in 12 Sections
ROY ROGERS
& DALE EVANS
SHOW
See the Sons of the P,onstsers
SHOW
ALL STAR CAST
SEPT 30 at 4 & 8 30
MAIL ORDERS • COLISEUM
GOLDSMITH'S DOWNTOWN
Enclose stamped, sell
addressed envelope.
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S—La senorita Blake
E—Miss Blake
S—Mucho gusto, (muy contento)
F.—Very glad
S—En conocerla
E—To meet you
S—Mucho gusto en conocerla
F.—Very pleased to meet y^u.
s—Como eats usted?
E—How are you?
S—Muy bien, gracias
E—Very well, thanks
S—Es usted de Sur America?
E—Are you from South America?
S—Si, Senor, yo soy
11—Yes, I am
S—Habla usted Ingles?
E—Do you weak English?
S—Tin poco
E—A little
S—Aqui eat., senor
F.—Here you art sir.
S—Vengo a vet el apartamiento.
F.—Pve come to see the apartment
S—Cual de ellos?
E—Which one?
S—El que se alquila
E—The one which is for rent
S—Necesito una habitacion
E—I want a room
S—De que precio la desee?
F.—How much do you want for it?
S—Con aire acondicionado?
E—With air condition?
S—Poe supuesto
E—Of course
S--Strven cornida en el restaurant?
F.—Do you serve food in the res-
taurant?
S—Deseo alguna canticle tipLca de
Kentucky
'E—I want Kentucky's typical food.
S—IA cuenta por favor
E—May I have the cheek, please?
S—Tehdras hombre
E—You must be hungry
S—Si. podria corner algo
E—Yes. I could certainly eat
something
S—Hay un buen restaurant en el
motel
E—There's a good restaurant at
the motel
S—Es ima buena idea. Vamos
E—That's a good idea. Let's go
there
S—Camarero! Camarero!
E—Waiter!! Waiter!!
S—Digame senor
E—Yes, sir?
S—Queremos desayuno para dec
personas
E—We'd like breakfast for two
S—Que podria servirnos?
E—What can you serve us?
S—Jugo de naranja, cafe, con
leche, te con limon o con leche
E--Orange juice. coffee with milk.
tea with lemon or with milk
S—Con one to sirven?
E.--What do you serve with it'
S—Un cereal caliente o frio,
huevos con tocino y pan
tostado
S—Que puedo hacer pot Ud?
E—What can I do for you?
•S—Puedo ayudarlo?
E—Can I help you?
LECTIM Milk
CAPS — Coffee
AMMAR — Suga
AGUA — Water
It—Tea
PAN — Bread
MANTEQUILLA — Butter
SOPA — Soup
(air civ iliza-
tion requires the
ise of our eyes
nore today than
at any other tune
n our histdry
curs vvVF,
11:Ole to Sec
distance and
IF YOU BO NOT FrF.
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OTHER PRODUCT
10ft THE SAME PV
':UR TULL PURCHA‘
WILL BE REFUNc•
v it. tuda. we use them more
indoors than out. We have ere,
MIA stresses and strain, that ate
far greater than normal. There-
fore, it is extremely inmortant to
have our eyes examined regularly
and to uear the proper prescrip-
tion.
Most of us do not see as melt as
'Se could if see were to have our
eyes examined and %sore the cor-
rection recommended by our eye
doctors. We accept a world not
quite clearly defined—mostly be-
cause we were not au are of grad -
Fulton, Ky.
ually fading vision. It happens so
slowly, we are not always aware
of it. As see approach middle age,
nature forces us to realize that
our vision is not all we could de-
sire it to be. It is then we take
action and visit the eye doctor
for an examination.
If we would only realize that
eye examinations every six months
could prevent blindness — some-
times our 0%%11 blindness — I am
sure it wouldn't be necessary to
continue to remind the public.
The National Eye Researclt
Foundation suggests you have
your eyes examined every six
months. It's good advice—take it!
See your eye doctor soon!
Found In Your Favorite Super
Markets. Everywhere.
MELROSE CHEMICALS, Inc.
P. 0. BOX 313 PHONE 901 - 479-2341
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
SEE THE 1968 DODGE-
PLYMOUTH - CHRYSLER
BEFORE YOU BUY!
LOOK! SEE! TEST DRIVE!
-DODGE —
Polara, Cornet, Dart, Charge
-PLYMOUTH —
Fury, Belvedere, Barracuda, Valiant,
Road Runner
300, Newport, New Yorker, Imperial
1968 DODGE MONACO 500 2-Door Hardtop
TELEPHONE 376-5235
Located 2 Miles East of Pilot Oak on Ky. 94
in Powell Emerson
Representing Taylor Motor Co., Murray
otessary to
• public.
Researclt,
you have
every six
e—take it!
n!
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WE HAVE GOOD BUYERS look-
ing for real estate in this area. If
you want to sell property, call or
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton,
Tennessee; phone 479-2651.
SAVE YOUR TIRES, make your
car drive better with expert wheel
aegnment at Scates Tire Service.
phone 472-3531 for appointment, or
rdit drive in.
CERTIFIED AND UNCERTIFI-
EAD SEED WHEAT. Complete fer-
tilizer service. Southern States Ful-
,ern Co-Operative, phone 479-2352.
Want to quickly step into a glani
orous, well paid secretarial Dos,
hurl, Only at our school can you
learn Speedwrifing - the natural,
easy shorthand that uses the
larmilar abc's, not strange sym
hots Day or evening classes
tslat,onw,de FREE Lifetime Place.
merit Service. Visit, phone or
write -
BRUCE BUSINESS INSTITUTE
308 POPLAR STREET
MARTIN, TENNESSEE 38237
TELEPHONE: 5117-7415
Pipes, elbows, damp- k
ers, stove boards
Exchange Furniture ;
Company
Commercial Ave; Fulton k
IMO rd PA PHI PA gaill /4
"Devil-
may-care
dogfights in
the skies...
devil-may-care
love affairs on
the ground!"
FOR SALE: Five room house,
running water, bathroom, electric
heat, air conditioning, with 21 acres
land. Two miles southeast of Duke-
dom on black-top road. Call Roy
lekkett, Dukedom, Tenn. 469-5678.
NEED farm supplies? Save by
buying now while our sale lasts,
but hurry, it ends this week!
Southern States Fulton Co-Opera-
tive, Central Avenue, South Fulton.
NEW PIANOS for Rent as /ow as
$10.00 per month Reconditioned up-
rights as low as $6.00 per month.
No obligation to buy. All money ap-
plied to purchase. For information
call: Mrs. L. C. Logan 472-2405 in
Fulton.
FOR SALE: Three-quarter ton,
four-wheel drive jeep truck. A real
bargain. See it at W. I. Gossum's
Route 2, six miles southwest of Ful-
ton, one mile west of Chapel Hill
Church ,two miles east of Harris
Station. Don't came at night to see
it. Phone 479-1827.
SOMETHING TO SELL
OR
A SERVICE TO OFFER?
If you knocked on 17 doors in
the Fulton trade area every day,
for the next year, you will visit
the same number of homos as
read this page every week.
3-Piece Bedroom Suite,
Odd divan, like new
Two brand-now club
chairs, •ach ...
Bunk beds, like new,
complete
Odd 2-piece living men
suites, 
 $10 up
New 3-piece Oak %Ids
bedroom suit, . $129.1111
Floor-type reversible fan, $10.00'
Refrigerators, $15 and up.
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Apartment-six. 'Nark stove,
like new, $90.00
Conte in and browse around; we
have lots of bargains not adv•r-
fitipdf
WADE'S USED
Week Days Open 7 P. M.
Saturday - Sunday's
Open at 1 P. M.
"Wild and
exciting
with
fighting
biplanes! j
Absorbing!" '
TAIL YLLL. •••
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Marimba Band To Thrill Festival-Goers Again
Contract To Be Awarded For
Day Care Center At Mayfield
A easistreetklit convect will be
signed today for the $348,000 day
care center for the mentally re-
tarded to be built on Central
Road near the Mayfield city
limits.
The landmark in the n i n e-
county regional mental health
and retardation program was
announced at first annual meet-
ing of the trustees of the West
Kentucky advisory board in Pa-
ducah Thursday night.
David West of Mayfield, vice
chairman of the advisory board,
said construction would start
within a month and is expected
to be completed in about a year.
The facility will accomodate
approximately 50 retarded chil-
dren in workshop asd education
programs. It is called the J. U.
Kevil Memorial Foundation
Multi
-Disciplinary Day Care
Center,
Dr. Dale Farabee, Kentucky
Commissioner of mental health
was present for the session and
was praised by Dr. H. W. Ford
of Benton, regional chairman,
for heading "the leading mental
health program in the nation."
Dr. Ford said Kentucky leads
all other states in the establish-
ment of regional health pro-
grams. Twelve of the 25 pro-
posed centers for Kentucky are
established while the next lead-
ing states, Pennsylvania did
California, have only four cen-
ters each, Dr. Ford said.
Dr. Marlow R. Harston, re-
gional executive director, said
DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
NION ciTy tUCION H. WA,/
— 4 B-I-G NIGHTS —
Fri., Sat., Sun., Mon, . 
THE SHATTERING TRUE STORY
OF THE HELLS ANGELS
IN( vet jr
VISHNU IN.
HAIL FISCH AS it /
II HAPPINSI 
•Li
HELLS •
ANGELS
ON WHEELS
PLUS - CO - HIT I
CHAMBERIAIN "%TA
'No MiMIEUX ThE
MORNING
since Apra, when thezine coun-
ties combined into a regional
cooperative program With state
and federal aid, new cases bar.-
died have increased from 38 to
91 a month.
; CHARGE you, purchases at Sheinberg's!
•
.
•
•
Take MONTHS to pay!
• Open 10 A.M. Daily Close 6 P.M. Mon. thru Thurs.
• 
I
•
, • iI
"She isn't interested in what other people are saying at
all. One cocktail always gives her that expression."
479-2811  I
MAC & FAY FLOWER SHOP
COLLIN WOOD
You'll find your
BRAND
of vacation fun
at the
.. . amid a tropical setting of
swaying palms. sunny skies,
and clear blue waters.
Spacious, colorful
accommodations,
friendly hospitality,
and a multitude of
outstanding features, including—
• Beautiful "Ranchero" Lobby • COFFEE POT—for snacks or
• Private white sand Beach meals
•• FresehwTvater Swimming Pool • GOLDEN NUGGET—for cocktail
• Shuffleboard sippin'
• GOLDEN NUGGET SUPPER
• 24-hr. Phone Service CLUB—for hearty dining 
ISTAMPEDE ROOM . . . West Coast Florida's largestNite Spot ... featuring LENNY DEE. top Deoca record-ing artist, organ stylist and comedian. Dancing nightly. 
All facilities for Conventions, Meetings, Seminars (for up to 300)
100% Air-Conditioned, Open All Year. writ, for colorful bnichur.
THE DESERT,,, "on the gulf" 6200 GULF BOULEVARD
RANCH ST PUTRCRIInr r.EACH, FLORIDA
Both are 65% Dacron polyester,
35% combed cotton . . machine
wash and dry, but never iron 'ern!
PLEATED-SKIRT STYLE with your
favorite Bermuda collar and roll-up
sleeves in gold, green, blue or
brick red. Sizes 10 to IS, and 14 l'2
to 24 1/2.
STRAIGHT SHIFT ulth marvelous
long sleeves, tucked fr. • ... In
choice of solid colors .r flower
prints, darker Fall colors. Sizes
7/8 to 15/16.
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Constitution Vs.
Caligula
Historians tell us that Caligula,
the evil Roman emperor, used a sly
trick to enforce his despotic rule.
He posted his laws on pillars, so
bigh up that the people could never
be sure what they were.
But if the lawmakers of today
should try to copy Caligula, they
would run head-on into the "due
process" clause of the Constitution.
Under this clause, no person may
be punished under a law that he
cannot reasonably understand.
Take the case of a motorist who
was cited for speeding. According
to the local traffic ordinance, the
speed limit applied to all "built up"
areas of the community.
But a court threw out the charge,
on the ground that the ordinance
was too vague to be understood.
The court said a neighborhood that
seemed "built up" to a visiting far-
mer might seem quite different to
his city cousin.
The mischief in a_vague law lies
not only in leaving the people un-
sure of their responsibilities but
also in allowing too much leeway
in its enforcement. Thus, a law on
the improper influencing of juries
was held unconstitutional because
there was too much scope in the
word "influence." The court said:
"A newspaper article, a bribe, a
gesture, a smile, a lifting of the eye-
brows—alt can be caught in its
broad net."
True, it may not always be prac-
tical to make the rules so plain that
there is no room for doubt. Perfect
clarity is not required. For example:
An accused hit-run driver claimed
that the statute under which he was
arrested was too vague to be con-
stitutional.
"It requires the giving of 'rea-
sonable' assistance to an injured
person," he said. "But what does
'reasonable' mean? Opinions may
differ a great deal on that point."
However, the court upheld the
statute and found the defendant
guilty as charged. The court said
the legislature could not be ex-
pected to spell out a specific treat-
ment for every possible injury.
In other words, the Constitution
allows vagueness that cannot rea-
sonably be avoided—but forbids
vagueness that leaves the public
unfairly in the dark.
"The posting of criminal laws
high on a semantic wall beyond
the vision of the people," said one
court, "cannot be given judicial
sanction."
IT'S UP TO YOU
By
Howard E. K ershner, L.H.D.
Our Educational Lack
CANE of the things we believe
are necessary if our civiliza-
tion is to survive and go on to the
fulfillment of its
potential is eco-
nomic knowl-
edge. We must
understand and
we must teach
our children
what motivates
and controls men
in the actions
which they carry
on in seeking a
livelihood and
the satisfaction
of their wants
Dr. Aershner and desires. We
have to know what causes men to
produce abundantly, or we shall
succumb to the false principles of
socialism and lose our economic
well-being. We have to know the
reasons for sound, non-inflatable
money, or we shall succumb to
the disasters of inflation. Indeed
this crisis is already upon us, be-
cause there is little understand-
ing of monetary principles.
We have to know the cause and
the cure of depressions, or they
will continue to afflict us. We
have to know why minimum wage
laws cause unemployment and
more poverty, or we shall con-
tinue to enact them to our own
undoing. We have to know why
something for nothing destroys
initiative, creates more and more
dependence, and will eventually
destroy all freedom and bring
totalitarian government upon us.
We have to know the philosophy
of the free market and how it
operates or we shall not be able
to maintain it. Indeed we have
already lost it in very large de-
gree. We have to know why col-
lectivism fails and freedom stic-
ceeds or we shall not have the
courage and the ability to remain
free.
The average person in our
world today knows almost noth-
ing of economic theory or history.
These subjects are not taught
effectively in our schools; in fact
not taught at all in most of them
below college level. Many of our
colleges offer nothing of impor-
tance in the realm of economic
knowledge. If we do not under-
stand what motivates men to suc-
cessful action, we shall not be
able to set up and maintain the
kind of economic system that will
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THIS IS 1.111.15.
111111YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR 
THE FIFTH HA
ANNUAL
INTERdTIONAL
Shin-Olg WI* The 
Illsb-Tklas 
September 29,
HAPPENING: Friday 
rsight,
Tint, Kitty 
League Park, 
730 p.m
Sing Out Ansorica Of National Fain.
HAPPENING: Saturday Afternoon, September 30,
Kitty League Park, 2:30 p. in.
World's Lamest Banana Pudding
HAPPENING: Freis Servings
Fulton City, Park, 12:00 p. m.
Delicious Barbecue MOO Plato
September 27 28, 29, 30
•
ENJOY FOUR BIG DAYS'
OF FUN, EXCITEMENT,
Exhibits, Beauty Queens, Famous
American And Central American
Talent, FREE BANANAS. t
(Complete Program Page 3)
Wednesday night, 
September,27,
Lake Street Dance, 
9:00 p• m• 
••••••••••••••
:tieOurL..:
• at the
•
• INTERNATIONAL
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• FESTIVAL
•
•
• Fulton- South Fulton
•
.• Chamber of Commerce
••••••••11
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Julius La Rosa 
HAPPENING 
And Other Stars
: Saturday 
Afternoon, 
September 30,Tent, Kitty League Park, 2:78 p.
Talent Show With Big Prizes
HAPPENING: Wednesday night, September 27,
Tent, Kitty League Park, 7:30 P. in,
Inter-Amitrican Music Plait.
HAPPENING: 
Thursday, 
September 20,Tent, Kitty League Park, 7:30
Princess Pageant. $2000 In Priest Scholarships
HAPPENING: Friday night, September 29, Preliminarieg
Saturday night, September 30, Finals
Fulton High School gym, 7:30 p. m.
p. in
•81
• P "Dub" ette 
OUR GVEST
w. Burn of the Purelstlk Company 
is shown 
here in the 
background helping 
1966 Banana 
I esti-
val Princess 
Vicki Lynn 
Hurd dish up 
some of t e 
two
-thousand pound 
banana pudding 
that will be 
served to
some 
10,000 
l goers 
after the 
Parade, at City Parkto 
. aving yourA. gian 
on 
Barbecue with all 
the 
trimmings will also 
be
served at the 
Park from 
11:30 a.m. on. 
It is a good 
idea plan 
h
Festiva 
 
h at City 
Park and get 
your
dessert FOR 
FREE.
010
Have Fun With Us
At ThP
Fifth
INTERNATIONAL BANANA
FESTIVAL
Sept. 27-28-29-30
FULTON, KY. — SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
Be Our Guest!
WHEN WE SERVE THE
WORLD'S LARGEST BANANA PUDDING
RIGHT AFTER THE PARADE
At The City Park
YOU'LL AGREE that Banana Pudding Mad
With PURE MILK CO. Boiled Custard Suits
The Taste of Any Queen...or King!
ENJOY FOUR BIG DAYS
OF FUN, EXCITEMENT,
Exhibits, Beauty Queens, Famous
American And Central American
Talent, FREE BANANAS.
4
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Ifteat the
MOTOR sTATE * SHOirs
Pure Milk Company
DIAL 472-3311FULTON, KY.
DISTRIBUTORS FOR
"QUALITY CHECK'D"
ICE CREAM
PURE MILK
COMPANY
Cottage Cheese — Butter
Chocolate Milk — Orange Juice — Buttermilk
,41titia 
.41144/
A Great Big
PURE MILK WELCOME
TO ALL OF YOU FROM
ALL OF US.
ASK FOR PURE MILK PRODUCTS
While You're In The Twin Cities -
Fulton, Ky
raw ..ism..ismo.
I This Is F
I 10:30 A. M.
£1T:30 10 1:
City I
2:30 to 4:30
It9;00 P. M.14.1
Monday,
12 Noon to M.
Wednesday
12 Noon to 7
Wednesd,
Cabana
91::°° 
P. M.
5M:00 I IN
2:30 P. M.
Woman's CL
7
Tent, Kitty
Lalv
T
Kitty 1_,(
7tet, to9:T MKitty
9:00 to Mid
Ferry-Morse
Gove
10:00 toll:
12:00 to 1:3
230P. M.
Tent, Kitty
5:00 to 6:00
7:30 P. M.
Fulton }fig
7:30 to 9:30
Tent, Kitty
9:00 to MI
Tent, Kitty
7:30 P. M.
Fulton Hig
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I This Is Festival Program-Save It! it
CONTINUOUS
Monday, Sept. 25 thru Saturday, Sept. 30
12 Noon to Midnight — Carnival and Midway,
Kitty League Park
CONTINUOUS
Wednesday, Sept. 27 thru Saturday, Sept. 30
12 Noon to 7 p. m. — Arts and Crafts Exhibits
CONTINUOUS
Wednesday, Sept. 27 thru Saturday, Sept. 30
Cabana City Exhibits — Lake Street
WEDNESDAY, September 27
2:30 P. M. _ Opening of Arts &Crafts Exhibits
Woman's Club, Walnut Street — Admission Free .,
7:00 P. M. Talent Show
Tent, Kitty League Park — Admission $1.00
9:00 P. M. Banan-a-rama Street Party V
Lake Street — Admission Free
THURSDAY, September 28
100 to 5:00 P. M.. Armed Forces Day I
Kitty League Park — Admission Free
7:30 to 9:30 P. M. _ _ _ Inter-American Music Fiesta i
Tent, Kitty League Park — Adm. $3.00 Reserved
$2.00 General
9:00 to Midnight Dance - "Reins del Ejercito" I
Marimba Band
Ferry-Morse Parking Lot — Admission $1.00 I
FRIDAY, September 29
Governors' Day — Latin American Day
10:00 to 11:30 A. M.
12:00 to 1:30 P. M.
Tour of Exhibits
Luncheon — Park Terrace
1:30 P. M. _ International Relations Program
Tent, Kitty League Park — Admission Free
5:00 to 6:00 P. M. Reception, Country Club
7:30 P. M. Princess Pageant — Preliminaries
Fulton High Auditorium — Adm. $3.00 Reserved
$2.00 General
7:30 to 9:30 P. M.
Tent, Kitty League Park
_ 
"Shindig"
- Admission: $1.50
9:00 to Midnight Dance — Marimba Band
Admission $1.00
SATURDAY. September 30
I 10:30 A. M. Parade
1411":30 to 1:3015-.
  _!fithiktie
City League Park Price $1.00
i
2:30 to 4:30 P. M. 
 Julius La Rosa I
"Sing Out America" Group
Tent, Kitty League Park — Adm. $3.00 Reserved I
I$2.00 General
7:30 P. M. Princess Pageant — Finals
Fulton High Auditorium — Adm. $3.00 Reserved
I
Tent, Kitty League Park
$2.00 General
k9:00 P. M. until? Princess Ball — No. I
Tent, Kitty League Park
Admission $2.00 V
9:00 P. M. to 12.00 P. M. _ _ Princess Ball — No. 2 I
Old Sawyer's Market Bldg
(Teenagers)
Admission $1.00
HOMELITE
XHOI
CHAIN SAW
Only 101/2 lbs. less bar and
chain. Come in and see its
new narrow bar that cuts
faster without pinching.
Test its big power and its
Easy-Pull starter. Handle it
yourself — you'll Agree the
XL•101 is a winner. see*
now at
Sales and Service 205 E. STATE LINE
DUKE'S
AUTO PARTS
\\\\\\\\•\\
***************************** ic***** ******
These Are Our Amigos
LOPE VIVANCO, age 16, is the
daughter of Mrs. Leopoldina Vivan
co of Loja, Ecuador. Her mother
is a teacher. Lupe speaks a little
English,
LUIS ERNESTO BUCHELI BA-
RONA, age 16, is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Ernesto Bucheli of Ambato,
Ecuador. He reads and writes Eng•
lish. His father is a doctor.
MARIAM ELENA AGUIRRE
MONTERO, age 19, is the daughter
of Dr. ard Mrs. Alfredo Aguirre of
Jeja, Ecuador. Her father is a den-
tist. She speaks a little English.
Come to the Banana Festival!
Take Advantage Of Our
HOSPITALITY!
Kee
tyckp
vSt4‘3
Free Ice Water Free Rest Rooms
STORM DOOR And WINDOW
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• Direct From Factory
AT
Wholesale Prices
6 SIZES - BOTH LEFT & RIGHT HAND
ALUMINUM
STORM DOORS
Cash And
Carry
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TWO DAYS ONLY
THURS - FRIDAY
Sept. 21-22
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TOP QUALITY! .
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Cash And
Carry
17 STANDARD SIZES
ALUMINUM
STORM
WINDOWS
FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE HERE TO MEASURE YOUR WINDOWS AND DOORS
BUY NOW AT THESE NEVER—BEFORE—HEARD—OF PRICES!!!
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BUY OF A LIFETIME
Builders Supply, Inc.
Walnut Street. Fulton '472-1434
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High Ranking Officials Coming Here
An undersecietary of state and former ambassador,
the president of a national organization whose diplo-
matic objectives are world-wide, gooernors, congress-
men and other high ranking governmental and diplo-
matic individuals are among the growing list of digni-
taries who will attend the fifth annual International
Banana Festival.
In the field of diplomacy high ranking individuals
signifying their intention to be at the Festival are: Un-
der Secretary of State for State Government Affairs,
Ambassador Winthrop Brown, land Mrs. Brown; Edward
Marcus, President, The National Partners of the Alli-
ance; J. Manuel Espinosa, Deputy Director, Office of
Inter-American Programs, Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs, Department of State, Washington, D.
C., and some forty State Department grantees, includ-
ing newspaper publishers, educators, attorneys, artists
and students.
Robert Hensley, president of the Life Insurance
Company of Kentucky and co-chairman of the Kentucky
Partners of the Alliance, of Louisville, will come to ap-
pear on the International Relations program and to in-
troduce Mr. Marcus.
• 
 
YOUR
SHELL
\i// DEALERS
in Fulton, South Fulton and Cayce Welcome you
to the Fifth International Banana Festival
INTERSTATE OIL CO.
JOBBERS
"We Don't Went Everybody's Business, Just Yours"
BILL MANTLE
In the political field those who
have accepted invitations are:
Governor Edward T. Breathitt of
Kentucky; Congressman Robert A.
Everett, representing the Sixtheenth
District of Tennessee; Congress-
man Frank Albert Stubblefield and
Mrs. Stubblefield, representing the
First District of Kentucky; Ken-
tucky Highway Commissioner
Mitchell Tinder and Mrs. Tinder;
Henry Ward, Democratic guberna'.
tonal candidate for Governor of
Kentucky, and Louie Nunn, Repub-
lican gubernatorial candidate for
Governor of Kentucky, and most of
the candidates seeking state office
from both parties.
In the field of public affairs ac-
ceptances have come from Mark
Davis, President, Kentucky Cham-
ber of Commerce, Louisville;
George N. Collins, Manager, and
Arthur Kober, assistant, Ernst &
Ernst, Consulting Engineers, Wash-
ington, D. C., and William T. Col-
loredo, Colleredo and Associates,
Consultant Engineers, of Memphis.
In the field of industry accept-
,ances have come from Katherine
Peden, Kentucky Commissioner of
Commerce and her deputy commis-
sioner, Leonard T. Kernan, of
Frankfort; James A. Alexander,
tDireetor, Division for Industrial
'Development, Nashville; All Barn-
Ate, Industrial Representative,
Tennessee Division for Industrial
)evelopment, Jackson; T. K. Irwin,
Director of industrial Development,
Citizens Fidelity & Trust Company,
Louisville; Gordon Turner, Public
Relations Director, Tennessee Di-
viison for Industrial Development,
and Mrs. Turner, Nashville; Bill
Sublett, Industrial Representative,
Tennessee Division for Industrial
Development, Jackson; W. N.
Laughlin, Director, Tennessee Di-
vision for Industrial Development,
Jackson; Glover Carey, Manager,
and Paul T. Mooney, Industrial
Representative, Texas Gas Trans-
mission Corporation, Owensboro:,
Marvin Orgill, District Manager, I
Southern Bell Telephone Company,
Paducah; J. Boyd Bullard, District,
Traffic Agent, Illinois Central Rail-
road, Jackson.
In addition. M. 0. Wrather, Act-
ing President of Murray State Uni-
versity, Murray, Ky.; Alberto Mar
4nez Forts, sales director, and
lsayticio Fernandez, public rela-
tions director, Ecuatoriana Air
Lines, Miami, Florida.
Peggy Hussy
Winning Fame
In Art World
Some of the out riding art works
of Peggy Scott Hussey, formerly
of Fulton, will be on exhibit during
the Fifth Annual Banana Festival
September 27-30.
Peggy, the daughter of Mrs.
Ruth Scott and the late E. M.
Scott, is an accomplished artist
making her home in Tulsa, Okla-
homa.
Originally working in the field of
commercial illustrations for an
agency, she is now free lancing and
has ,been for about two years.
Peggy's work is done with acrylic
paint on plastic. It is a new techni-
que and requires a good deal more
speed and accuracy than the tradi-
tional oil paints.
One of her first showings was in
the lobby of the Little Theatre in
Tulsa where shg had 35 paintings
on exhibit. Half of them were
bought the first night they were on
display.
At present galleries in Tulsa and
Bartlesville, Oklahoma; San Fran-
cisco, California; and Taos, New
Mexico have collections from the
brush of Peggy Hussey.
This summer Peggy's "Two on
the Hill" was the winner of the
miniature competition at the Larry
Babb Gallery.
Details of the exhibit that Peggy
will bring to Fulton will t announc-
ed at a later time.
Verb — Tenet'
To have
Tengo — I have
Time — You have, have you?
He has, has he?
She has, has she?
It has, has it?
Eats ocupado--He is busy
Eats enferrno—He is tick
Eats listo—He is ready
Eats solo—He is alone
Este enclado—He is angry
Eats furioso—lie is furious
Este aburrido—He is bored
Eats enarnorado—He is in love
Latin-American
Press Corps To
Cover Festival
(Ed's Note: The following letter
from the United States State De-
partment to the editor of the
News, who is serving as inter-
national relations chairman for
the Banana Festival, is self-es-
planetary. It is an indication of
the wide acclaim the Banana
Festival has received in Latin-
American countries. The Lein-
American newspapers that will
cover the Festival have the wid-
est circulation in that hernia.
phere.)
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
Thus far three of our Embassies
in the banana-producing countries
of Latin America — Quito, Teguci-
galpa, and Guatemala City—have
submitted the names of grantees
who, in all likelihood, would be
most pleased and honored to have
the opportunity of participating in
the festivities planned for the an-
nual Banana Festival as guests of
the Festival Committee.
Ecuador has indicated that four
prominent journalir.:: (Mr. Carlos
Endara, El Comercio, Quito; Mr.
Ernesto Alban, El Tiempo, Quito:
Mr. Carlos Delgado, El Mercurio,
Manta; and Mr. Jorge Vivanco. La
Kazoo, Guayaquil) will arrive in
the United States on September 15.
Arrangements can be made for the
group's attendance at the Banana
Festival. It is furthermore expect-
ed that they will wish to cover the
Festival for their respective news
papers.
Also arriving in the United
States on approximately September
15, are five grantees from Hon-
duras: Mr.  Jesus Nunez Chinchilla,
Honduras' leading authority on the
Maya Indians; Mr. Roberto Suazo
Tome, an eminent lawyer (former
university administraPur and diplo-
mat); and three university stu-
dents, Mr. Abner Elmer Perdomo
Oastro, Mr. Rciberto Izaguiire Her-
nandez, and Mr. Jose Israel Per-
damn Guinea
Another Latin American journal-
ist, Mr. Roberto Oarpio Nicol,
representing El Grafieo of Guate-
mala City, will be in the United
States during the month of Septem-
ber under our exchange program.
His itinerary can be arranged to
include Fulton during the Banana
Fastival celebration.
Attached is the biographic infer-
nuition which we have on these
grantees.
We are pleased with this en-
thusiastic response from Ecuador,
Honduras, and Guatemala. I will,
of course, forward to you the
names of any other grantees under
the Department's exchange pro-
grams who will be in our country
at the time of the Banana Festival.
In the meantime, I would appre-
ciate knowing on what dates you
would like to have these grantees
arrive in your city. Later, as the
dale of the Festival approaches,
program officers from our various
cooperating agencies will be in
touch with you to elicit further de-
tails.
J. Manuel Espinosa
Deputy-Director
Office of Inter-American
Programs
Shopping In rotten
De Comptes En Fulton
S--Que vale esto?
r,—HOW much is this?
S—Dies dolares
E—Ten dollars
S--Es bairtante earn. No tiene Ud•;
alio :nes barato?
E—That's rather expensive. Don't,
you have anything cheaper?
!Staeugai 74144
S—Tango tiempo
Z—I havn time
8—,No tango downy°
Z—I don't have time
g_yengo vintes
Z—I have company
S—Tengo cetarro
Z—I have a cold
a—Tento sled
It—I'm thirsty (I have thirst)
S—Tango trio
E—I'm cold
S—Tengo calor
E—rm warm
SL-Tango dolor de caber*
E—I have a headache
S—Tiene razon
12—You are right (you have
son)
S—Que tiene?
E—What's wrong with you? -
S—Cuantos anos tiene?
E.—How old are you?
S--Alberto ties* cinco linos
E—Albert is five years 01,4
usted un lap1z1
F,—Do you have a pencil?
S—Tiene Ud, una plume? '7' •
E—Do you have a nen?
.00,0
410
WELCOME!
FESTIVAL VISITORS! I
BUCK'S DRIVE-IN
LIQUOR STORE
EAST FOURTH STREET
COMPLETE SELECTION OF
Bourbons — Gins — Scotches
— Wines —
rot ICE - COLD BEER
TO GO
#111.414 al I I Ili"
laleneinnimemmia.
xa dc • Ner .1. 4r, abet Ag_Crt 5 abc.> !• -tile: >ie.
THE PARK TERRACE
WELCOMES YOU TO THE FIFTH
v • • Ala? 
-
INTERNATIONAL BANANA FESTIVAL
Entrance to the inviting Gift Shop
Amigos and Festival Visitors . . .
Come in a "browse around" the interesting and
beautiful
PARK TERRACE GIFT SHOP
You will find one of the largest stocks of gift ideas,
costume jewelry and pierced earrings in this entire
area. We buy from many major manufacturers
and have all kinds of gift ideas at all prices!
THE NEWS STAND IN OUR GIFT SHOP
offers a large variety of magazines, books, greeting
cards, and handles all major metropolitan daily
papers in this area. We will be delighted to have you
visit us!
Fine Foods in the relaxing atmosphere of the Restaurant
and exciting shopping in the beautiful Gift and Antique Shop
THE PARK TERRACE RESTAURANT
Any kind of meal at any time. The food is delicious, whether it is a dinner with a tangy
salad from the salad bar and home made rolls or a quick lunch. Plan ahead with us for
special meals for your Christmas parties and banquets.
Fulton, Ky.
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Ambassador Brown, Edward Marcus
Speakers For International Relations
Ambassador Brown
Ambassador Winthrop Brown Is
Personal Representative Of Rusk
A man, hand-picked by the President of the
United States to work with the governors of all fifty
states on matters of international significance, will
be one of the principal speakers at the International
Day program of the Fifth Annual Banana Festival.
The distinguished guest comes here at the personal
request of Governor Edward T. Breathitt.
r_.••••••••Pe1RtitiMtIY5rW1 5rTIM1113111M7
Speaking to six New England
Governors at a conference at Brad-
ley Field, Conn., on May 15, Mr.
Johnson outlined the Department's
latest effort to contribute toward a
greater community of understand-
ing between the people of the United
States and the officials who repre-
sent them in the conduct of U. S.
foreign relations.
"Ambassador Brown will be the
link between the President and the
Secretary of State and the respec-
tive Governors of the States in
connection with all matters con-
cerning our relations with other
naticns," the President said, add--
ing:
" . . He will also be an enlight-
ened voice in presenting their (the
Governors') views in connection
with imports and exports, in con-
nection with the many problems
they have in their States as related
to other nations."
The President said the veteran
diplomat will "speak with the voice
of the Secretary of State with all
the Governors, and be available to
the Governors of each State, each
of the 50 States and the Territories,
Upon request, at any time
President Johnson explained that
the Secretary of State briefs the
Governors regularly and takes up
questions "like the Kennedy Round,
bringing home troops from Europe,
forces in Southeast Asia, foreign
aid, Alliance for Progress."
Ambassador Brown received the
President's Award for Diitinguish-
ed Federal Civilian Service—the
highest honor in the Federal ca-
reer service—from President Ken-
nedy at a White House ceremony
on June 12, 1963.
The Award was given for achieve-
ments which "exemplify to an ex-
ceptional degree imagination, cour-
age, and high ability in carrying
out the mission of the government."
Ambassador Brown began his
Government career in 1941. He
served with the Lend-Lease Admin-
istration as Executive Officer for
the Harriman Mission and for the
Mission for Economic Affairs in
London.
Ile was appointed to the State De-
partment in 1945 and has held a
number of increasingly important
economic and Foreign Service as-
signments in this country and
abroad. He received the Depart-
ment's Superior Service Award in
—ANTrftt
$erv ice
served as the United States envoy to Korea since A native of Seal Harbor, Maine,
1964 and who was designated by Secretary of State 
and of Yale Law School.University 
Mr. Brown is a graduate of Yale
Dean Rusk as special assistant for liason with the He was Minister-Counselor at New
Governors, will speak on September 29 at 2:30 p. m. Delhi before his appointment in
July 1960 as Ambassador to Laos.Mrs. Brown will accompany Ambassador Brown
After serving as the U. S. envoy
there until July 1962 he returned to
the United States to assume the
position of Deputy Commandant of
the National War College. In 1964 he
was named Ambassador to Korea.
Mr. Manell, has served tours of
duty at the American Embassies in
Paris, Lisbon and Brussels, and at
the American Consulate General in
Marseille. As Puiblic Affairs Ad-
viser in the Bureau of Far Easetrn
Affairs, 1960-65, his travels took
him to the countries of Southeast
Asia, as well as to Korea, Japan,
Republic of China, Malaysia, Indo-
nesia, Nepal and India. More re-
cently, his duties as a member of
the Board of Examiners entailed,
along with travel in this country,
an extensive journey in Africa and
ir Latin America.
For three years during the sec-
ond World War, Mr. Mandl was on
active duty in the Navy as a com-
manding officer of amphibious
ships. He served in the Department
of Justice, Washington, D. C. from
1942 to 1943. His service with the
Department of State, and with
USIA, began in 1948.
Educated at Middlebury College,
Vermont (RS, 1934), he also has
an MA in Political Science, and the
Ph.D. in International Law from
the University of California at
Berkeley. Mr. Manell spent a year,
1964-65, at the University of Wash-
ington, Seattle, on the Department's
University Exchange Pro am
WE FIT THEM ALL! . .. REGULARS, LONGS,
SHORTS, STOUTS AND EXTRA LONGS.
SIZES 34 TO 54
2 REGULAR PRICE OFSUITS FOR THE
..PLUS $1.00 1
. or buy on* suit and sport coat and slacks on the same deal.
FACTORY OUTLET
STORES
510W. Main St., Fulton 218 Main St., Murray
211 S. 6th St., Mayfield 516 Broadway, Paducah
—;
—;
s 411111•••••1
VALUABLE COUPON
THIS COUPON IS
WORTH ONE DOLLAR
WHEN YOU BUY OUR FAMOUS DEAL, '2 SUITS FOR
THE REGULAR PRICE OF 1 . . . PLUS ONE DOLLAR.
NOW THIS COUPON IS WORTH THE DOLLAR SO NOW
GET SECOND SUIT... FREE!
I'm POSSIBLE TO.
BUY I SUIT AT REGULAR PRICE,
COUPON GOOD AT ANY OF OUR 4 STORES
COUPON EXPIRES SEPT. 30, 1967
FACTORY OUTLET STORES
MAYFIELD - MURRAY - FULTON - PADUCAH
I T 'I'
to.
" ' MIA:AtAN '
otowo4moo•lsibodiN10.0..M.oimp•uipmplAINI~9111011
Welcome To The Fifth Annual
INTERNATIONAL BANANA
FESTIVAL
September 27 'Mu September 30
Mr. Marcus Is Partner Of
Dallas' Famed Nieman-Marcus
Edward S. Marcus, a partner in the famed
Nieman-Marcus Department Store in Dallas, will be
one of the principal speakers on International Day
during the Fifth Annual Banana Festival. Mr. Mar-
cus comes here in his role as president of the Na-
tional Partners of the Alliance, whose headquarters
are in Washington, D. C.
Mr, Marcus' visit here is under the auspices of
the Kentucky Partners of the Alliance of which
Mrs. Paul Westpheling, international relations
program chairman for the Festival, is the state co-
chairman.
Mr. Marcus, second of the ,lour
Marcus brothers, was born in Dal-
las, Texas on October 13, 1909.
Prior to entering Neiman-Marcus
Company, he attended Terrill
School for Boys in Dallas. Harvard
University and the University of
Texas, From 1928 to 1938, he held
various positions at Neiman-Mar-
cus and was named General Mer-
chandise Manager in 1938. In 1940
he took a six months leave of ab-
sence from Neiman-Marcus to work
in behalf of the Inter-American De-
velopment Committee.
In July, 1942, he received his
commission in the Air Force and
was discharged in the Fall of 1945
with the rank of Major, at which
time he re-entered the Neiman-
Marcus organization as Executive
Vice President, in which position he
is currently serving.
Since 1950, Edward Marcus has
owned, developed and operated a
1,200 acre Registered Angus cattle
ranch twenty-five miles north of
Dallas.
In 1955, when the Neiman-Mar-
cus Company opened in Houston,
Texas, Mr. Marcus resided in that
city for almost a year as head of
the Store.
He is the first 'President of the
newly founded National Association
of the Partners of the Alliance and
has been actively involved tor more
than 25 years with inter-American
affairs. Mr. Marcus has been Chair-
man of the Texas Partners of the
Alliance with Peru since its forma-
tion in 1964. He holds the Grand
Oficial del Orden del Sol from the
Peruvian Government, the nation's
hiebest civilian award.
Mr. :Marcus was Chairman of the
first International Conference, Part-
ners of the Alliance, held in Wash-
ington in June, 1965, Co-Chairman
of the second such conference held
in Rio de Janeiro in September,
1966, and Chairman of the Coordi-
nating Committee for the next In-
ternational Conference to be held in
The United States State Depart-
ment recently both noted and com-
mended the work of the Texas Part-
ners by presenting the Depart-
ment's Special Award for Leader-
ship to Mr. Marcus.
1-1.e4s a Director of the South-
western Medical Foundation, the
Texas Research Foundation, the
Dallas Museum of Fine Arts and the
Hillcrest State Bank. His previous
civic activities include serving as
President of the Texas Psychiatric
Foundation, Executive Vice Presi-
dent of the Dallas Little Theater
and Division Chairman; Women's
Clothing Industry, for Project
HOPE in 1960.
Hon. Edward Marcus
1 
WOOD TELEVISION
300 WALNUT ST. 472-3704
Authorized Admiral and RCA Dealer
(Color)
We service all make e of Televisions
We inns yea to cm by mml fade Ibe bedIssila Iowa!
After The Parade
Eat And Refresh
With US!
MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT THE
DAM - CREAM
STATE LINE
SANDWICH
FULTON, KY.
• Vtiar." 
DAR I•cn EAM
SANDWICHES
PIT iiiR111-elk
WELCOME!
VISITORS
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•There's Art In Making Friends With People In Two Hemispheres r
Friendship is an art, and art
makes friendships.
That's the philosophy of the pro-
gram planners for the Fifth Annual
International Banana Festival.
During the four-day festival,
which begins officially on Septem-
ber 27 and closes on Saturday,
September 30, artists from two
hemispheres will display their tal-
ents in various exhibit areas
around the twin cities.
From the banana-producing coun-
tries of Central and South America
the Pan-American Union in Wash-
ington is sending a collection of
famous works of artists in Costa
Rica, Panama, Guatemala, Mexico,
Dominican Republic, Nicaragua,
Colombia, Ecuador and Honduras.
At the same time, an art show
featuring the work of area artists
will be a part of the Fifth Inter-
national Banana Festival.
A total of $240 in cash prizes will
be awarded to winners in profes-
sional and amateur divisions.
Prizes will be given to each of
three categories within the two di-
visions-
First prize in the professional
division is $25.00; $10.00 for second
prize and $5.00 for third. Fourth
place will receive a ribbon.
In the amateur division the first
prize is $20.00, the second prize is
$10.00, and third is $5.00 with a rib-
bon going to fourth place.
Each visitor to the art exhibit
will be allowed one vote for his
Entrants Sought For Talent
Show On September 27
The Talent Show of the Fifth In-
wrnational Banana Festival will be
held Wednesday night, September
?7, at the Kitty League Park.
A total of Saia.00 in prize mon2y
will be awarded.
The contest will be divided into
five categories with a 875 cash prize
going to the winner in each group.
The categories are (1) vocal solo,
(-2) vocal group, (3) instrumental
solo, (4) instrumental group and
(5) either individual or group
dance.
On Thursday night the category
finalists will participate in the In-
ter-American Music Fiesta and
from these five the grand winner
will be chosen, with a prize of $100
going to that person or group.
The deadline for entering is Mon-
day, September 25.
Interested entrants are invited to
use the coupon printed elsewhere
in this issue.
ENTRY BLANK PLEASE PRINT
I Would Like To Enter Your Talent Contest:
Name 
Address 
Talent
Mail Entry Blank With 0.00 Fee Attached To:
Joe Johnson, International Banana Festival, Box 428
Fulton, Kentucky 4204)
YOUR FEED & GRAIN
Marketing Headquarters In This Area!
WHEAT SEED
Now In Stock!
REGISTERED
MONON
UNCERTIFIED
MONON
(In 1-Bushel
Paper Bags)
10 Bag Lots Loose
At Mill 40%
HOG SUPPLEMENT
MASH
$114.00 Per Ton
35% HOG
SUPPLEMENT
MASH
$108.00 Per Ton
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1300
FESTIVAL SPECIALS! t
Eternal "27" Reg. $14.00 $9.00 I
I Revlon Reg. $2.20
I Aquamarine Hand Lotion  $1.10 A
$2.50 VFaberge, Special
Desert Flower hand lotion, v, Price Special $1.00 I
Excedrin (60's) Reg. 98c 
Excedrin (36's) Reg. 73c
Arpege, Special 
Sudden Beauty Spray 
r
POLAROID and KODAK
All types and sizes of film
66c
 
 
49c
 $3.50
favorite picture Oh a $15.00 prize
going to the work receiving the
most votes.
Mediums in which works may be
entered are oil and acrylics, water
color, and pastel.
The following rulas have been re-
leased by the Art Committee:
Painting must b.. original idea of
the artist; work must never have
won in competition; work must be
framed and ready to hang; name
and address must be on back of
each painting; artist may exhibit
in all mediums; each person may
bring no more than 3 pictures of
which at /east one will be hung.
Pictures must be at Woman's
Club between 10:00 a. in. and 1:00
p. m. September 25. The Festival
is not responsible for loss or dam-
age to art work.
Judges will be furnished by Ken-
tucky Art Commission. For addi-
tional informati.n call 472-2975 or
Write:
Art Committee
q• International Banana Festival
Box 428
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
The Pan-American Union an-
nounced today the countries and the
works of the artists to be exhibited
as follows:
Panama: Alberta Dutary, Guil-
lermo Trujillo, Manuel Chong Nato.
Guatemala: Efrain Recinos, Ro-
dolfo Mishaan, Rodlofo Abularach.
Mexico: Rafael Coronel, Hector
Navarro.
Dominidgn Republic: Dario Suro.
Nicaragua: Dino Aranda, Ale-
jandro Arostegui.
Colombia: Enrique Grau, Ale-
jandro Obregon.
Ecuador: Estuardo Maldonado,
Rendon, Anibal Villacis.
Honduras: Loan of work by Velas-
quez.
The Pan American Union is also
sending flags of all the banana pro-
ducing countries in Central and
South America to be displayed
during the Festival
Cheryl Underwood of Fulton, left, a student at Murray State University is shown
here filling out an application blank to enter the Princess Pageant to be held on Sep-
tember 29 and 30. Looking on is Elaine Johnson of Jackson, Tenn. performing the
same duties. Enjoying such pulchritude is Joe Sanders president of the Fulton Ro-
tary Club which sponsors the spectacular event. More than $2,000 cash in scholar-
ships will be awarded by the Price Foundation.
SPANISH LESSON
• primavera—spring
El verano--irummer
El otono—fall
El invierno--winter
Enero
Febrero
Marzo
Abril
Mayo
Junio
Julio
Agosto
Septiembre
Octubre
Noviembre
Dictembre
Pordria darme listed attune in-
formacicet?
Could you give me some infor-
mation?
No conozco Is chided y no
puedo orientarme.
I Aon't know this town 0,14 I
can't find my way around.
Pues, es muy senclUo.
Well, it's quite simple.
Es que soy forastero.
You see, I'm a stranger here.
En es* MO le ensenara Is
ciudad.
In that case, ru show you the
town.
Puea, se to agradeceria macho.
I'd appreciate that a lot.
'Then, I'd be very grateful to
you,'
S—Que vale esto?
E--How much is this?
S—Dies dolares
E—Ten dollars
S—Es bastante caro. No tiene Ud.
algo mas barato?
E—That's rather expensive. Don't
you have anything cheaper?
S—En el mlsnio genero?
E—Of the same sort?
S--En el mismo genero u otrr
parecido,
!.—The same sort, or something
similar.
S—Como cite
E—LAke Ws?
S—No tiene Ud. alto en otra clase
que the puede mostrar?
F.—Don't you have any other kind
you could shim me?
S—De manos precio?
E—Less expensive?
Comprar — To Huy
Me susta -- I like
44,41 Ifife O./
IA.' 472- 93
- -woo Asosi. 41 44:
1. Qua Puedo Hazer Por Hated?
What can I do for you?
2. Puedo Ayudsrlo?
Can I help you?
3. Nos Sentimos Mvy Contentos
Con Su Presenels.
We are so glad you're here.
4. He Gustarla Visiter Su Pais.
I would like to visit your coun-
try
Al Kasnow's---
5. Espero Volver La A V.
Hope to see you aagin.
6. Hags Listed El Favor De Entre,
Please come in.
7. Slentest Aqui Por Favor.
Please sit here.
8. Tense Qua Irme.
I have to leave.
9. Perdonerne.
Excuse me.
ty Tese Chloe*
IT'S.taoRE FUtfo shopirogetuer,
Collect your whole kit and kaboodle and
stock up on our quality clothes. accessories
for onool and festivities happening soon,
Come now while stocks ore complete
Visit our store while attending
The Banana Festival
WELCOME
VISITORS and GUESTS
To The
INTERNATIONAL
BANANA FESTIVAL
SEPTEMBER 27 - 28 -29 - 30, 1967
IIELP EAT THE
LARGE BANANA PUDDING
THE CABANA CITY
And Other Big Attractions
GIGANTIC PARADE SEPTEMBER 30
FULTON BANK
LAKE STREET
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4I Mr. Butler, news director of
WPSD-TV in Paducah and Mr. Wil-
• ham, a news commentator and
; program personality of the same
station will meet their thousands of
viewers wlien they appear in "star-
ring' roles, in person here. Mr.
• Butler will be master of ceremonies
for the Inter-American Music
• Fiesta on Thursday night and Mr.
Williams will perform the same
' for the giant talent show On Wed-
nesday night
'ulton, Ky._it September 21, 1967 Page 7-C
TV Personalities To Emcee Talent Show, Music Fiesta, Pageant;
List Of Dignitaries Coming To Festival Headed By Ambassador
Two of this region's most popular television person-
alities will add luster to the Fifth Annual International
Banana Festival when Tom Butler and John Williams
take over the master of ceremonies duties for two of the
Festival's most outstanding programs.
Both events will be held in the
giant tent to be erected in Kitty
League ball park.
With a tremendous following in
the five-State area, the appearance
of both personalities here has caus-
ed as much enthusiasm for Festival
goers as the famous personalities
they will introduce and perform
with at the two events.
Mr. Butler was born in Martin,
WELCOME!
Visitors to the
Fifth annual
International
Banana Festival
September 27-28-29-30
Drop by for a visit with us!
WESTERN AUTO STORE
204 LAKE STREET
Tennessee, and lived there until It
age of six, at which time he movt
to Union City, Tennessee, where he
attended the first and second
grades. Following World War II his
parents moved to Jackson, Tennes-
see, where he finished school and
graduated from Union University
with a B. A. degree.
His broadcasting career began at
the age of fifteen when he covered
high school basketball games. At
the age of seventeen he was broad-
casting high school football games.
In 1956, while a college student, he
went to work for Radio Station
WTJS and remained with the sta
lion until 1962, at which time ht
joined the staff of WPSD-TV in Pa
ducah, being elevated to News Di-
rector in 1965.
Mr. Butler is 29 years of age and
married to the former Phyllis
Butts. They have two children,
TOM BUTLER
Tommy, age 6, and Amy Leigh, age
2.
At the present time he is part-
time choir director at the East
Baptist Church in Paducah.
Mr. Williams was born in Union
City. Tennessee, and has had eight
years experience in the field of-
broadcasting, five of which have
been spent in television His career
began in Union City at station
WIL'C, which is no longer in ex-
istence. He was then employed by
WENK in Union City as an an-
nouncer and sportscastee
In 1960 Mr. Williams went i.
work at WDXI-TV in Jackson. Ten-
nessee. as host to a Dance Party
program, as well as sports director
and news announcer. In 1964 h'-
joined the staff of WPSD-TV in Pi
ducah as a news announcer at
was elevated to Account Executiv
in 1965, continuing his duties as a
announcer on the 600 PM news.
The past few years he has served
as judge for the Miss Kentucky
Pageant, Miss Magnolia Ball in
Cairo, Illinois, Miss WKYX, the
Catfish Derby Pageant, Obion Coun-
ty Hullabaloo Contest, and various
other judging and emceeing chares.
Mr. Williams is a native of Union
City, married and the father of a
six year old daughter and a two
year old son.
At the present time he is active
in Paducah civic work, currently
serving on the board of directors in
the Downtown Kiwanis Club and
the Paducah Jaycees.
Dick Hawley, of WMCT•TV,
Memphis, is planning to be mas-
ter of ceremonies for the Princess
Pageant on Friday and Saturday
nights. Hawley is coming here for
his third time.
JOHN WILLIAMS
Dick Hawley
IT'S
FESTIVAL
TIME!
Have Fun And
KEEP YOUR CAR
ON THE GO
With Expert Service At Cecil!
ALIQNMENT
BRAKE WORK
MOTOR TUNEUP
MAJOR OVERHA
Call 472-1762
For
Cecil McDaniel
and Jerry Turner
Cecil's Garage
Next door to Trecis 8 Menees St'r, S
fts4
I Welcome To The Festival
it's time for
a quick recov
electric water heater
it's time for
a quick recovery
electric water heater
••••
1
The quick recovery electric water heater takes care of all of these
hot water needs — and any others you have. It's the water heater
that keeps hot water on tap for all home needs.
See your dealer today! It's past time for a quick recovery
electric water heater!
The Directors and management
of the Hickman - Fulton Counties'
Rural Electric Co-Operative Corpo-
ration extend congratulations to the
Twin Cities and to all of the dedicat-
ed people who are working so hard
to make this Fifth International
Banana Festival the outstanding
success that we are sure it will be
Your success will be reflected in
growth and prosperity for this whole
area, and we are proud to be a part
of it.
• •
COOLNESS
is for summer
WARM f
is for winter
ELECTRIC
HEAT PUMP
gives 
Tyliu
Your home's prepared for any weather, any temperature, any time ... when
it has an electric heat pump. This is the one-unit, year round air condition-
ing system thai "pumps" coolness into your home in summer, warmth in
winter.
The electric heat pump costs less to operate than separate heating and
cooling systems. It's more convenient than any other system. With one
setting of a thermostat, you get the temperature you want . . . you get
cleaned, dehumidified air — summer, fall, winter, or
spring.
Prepare your home for any-season comfort. See us or
your electrical contractor for full details about an elec-
tric heat pump installation.
HICKMAN - FULTON COUNTIES
Rural Electric Cooperative Corp.
HICKMAN. KY.
MONABC.I.
PAIN ,
New and Used FurnitureSpecial Prices On Recon-ditioned 
Refrigerators andElectric and Gas Ranges,All Guaranteed
also a complete
I
selection of
WALLPAPER
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
Commercial Ave. Fulton
Shindig, With Ebb Tides And Galaxy Of Stars Coming To Festival
The Ebb-Tides, one of the fastest
rising young vocal and instrument-
al groups in America today, will
be featured on a Shindig A Go Go
"Record Revue of Stars" appear-
ing on Friday, September 29, dur-
ing the Fifth International Banana
Festival, an official of the Festival
announced today. They will appear
in a tent at Kitty League Park at
7:30 p. m.
This talented foursome of vocal-
ists and musicians are rated as the
best and most likely to succeed in
becoming one of the top ten attrac-
S—Queremos ayuno para dos
personas
E—We'd like breakfast for two
S—Que podria servirnos?
E—What can you serve us?
S—Jugo de naranja, cafe, con
leche, te con limon o con tech's
E—Orange juice, coffee with milk,
tea with lemon or with milk
S—Con que to sirven/
E--What do you serve with it?
S—Un cereal caliente o trio,
huevas con tocino y pan
tostado
"r! --iscrersoirmis-
E—Good morning
S—Suettos dias Senor Fernsssdss
Z—Good morning Mr.Fernandes
S—Cosno asta usted?
Z—How are you?
S—Muy Men. fractal
Z—Very well, thanks
8.—Es usted de Sur Ameeioa?
L—Are you from South America?
S—Si, Senor, yo soy
IL—Yea I am
S—Rabin usbed Lngtes?
Z—Do you speak linglish?
S—Un ppm
Z—A little
S—Le preeento a ml amigo . . .
Z—May I introduce you to my
friend
S—Me alegro mucho de conocerle
!.—Glad to have met you
S—Encsntado
E—I'm very hap)y to have met you
S—Erpero vo/ver a verie pronto
Z—Hope to see you again soon
S—Asi to espero
E—I hope so
S—Aqui tine usted ml direction
y ml teflefono
E—Here are my address and tele-
phone number
S—Tiene usted ml direction
E—Do you have my address
S—Nb, demela Utter).
Z—No, let me have it
3—Cuando as Is puede telefonear
a Lusted?
Z—Whe% can I phone you
S—Por la rnanarut
1Z—In the morning
S—Hasta luegol
Z—So long
S—Buunos dies, co eats usted?
Z---Good moanin& how are you?
S—Yo estoy bien, grades
7.—Very well thanks
S—Bulanas tardes
--Good afternoon
S—Buenas noehes
Z—Good night
tions in the country. Their ability
to steal a show and completely
overwhelm an audience has gone
down in the record books.
The Ebb-Tides have appeared at
McCormick Place in Chicago many
times over, with the top notch in-
strumental and vocal groups of the
world, and have literally stolen the
show out from under such name
attractors as The Dave Clark Five,
Herman's Hermits, The McCoys,
Freddie and The Dreamers, Beau
Brummels and many others. Words
cannot justify such a statement,
but seeing them in person would be
believing.
Appearing with the Ebb-Tides
will be the Varju Brothers, Char-
lene and the Ginny Kelly Dancers.
The Varju Brothers, a couple of
musical maniacs who need no in-
troduction in many world-wide
circles, have been producing shows
as far back as 1942, staging pre-
sentations for War Bond rallies
that included such stars as Jimmy
Durante, Marlene Deitrich, Gene
Autry, Buddy Ebsen and many
ethers. With the use of 18 different
harmonicas and compatable hu-
mor, they have entertained all
over the world and have been
labeled as The Musical Maniacs."
Charlene, who acquired the repu-
tation of being the Tiny Bundle of
Dynamite in the show his circle,
stands a bit over five feet tall and
supremely vocalizes tones that
would hit the highest ratters of any
auditorium. Bubbling over with
personality and projection, gleam-
ing from head to toe and enjoying
every note, her professional de-
livery of any song is outstanditv
The Ginn), Kelly Dancers h.5i.
danced their way across the coun
try many times over, /initializing
in the foremost artistic tiLsplay of
dance productions. From the most
recent youth inspiring dances back
to an era of dances that no one can
forget, refreshing memories of the
past to the colorful progressive
choreography of the present day
generation. A real sparkling and
talented group of girls, with the
professional touch of wardrobe au
preme.
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Price Foundation Announces Scholarship
Awards To Festival's Princess Pageant
Colonel Mercer Lee Price, presi
dent of the Price Foundation 431
Ormond Beach, Florida, while meeting
with Banana Festival officials an-
nounced that he will again award col-
lege scholarships to the top winners of
this year's Princess Pageant. The Price
Foundation has awarded scholarships
to the winners, and to a few other se-
lected participants, for the past two
years.
The Price Foundation's contribu-
tion to the Festival this year has been
generously increased to $2,000 in cash
awards. The awards will be given as
follows: 1st Place Winner - $1,000;
1st Runner-Up - $400; 2nd Runner -
Up - $300; 3rd Runner - Up - $200;
9th Runner - Up - $100.
The Price Foundation is also con-
sidering aiding the Banana Festival
Princess in good will missions with the
Latin American countries in which the
Festival is so vitally interested.
In making the announcement Col-
onel Price was high in his praise of the
Festival's significant program that is
growing each year in the fields of in-
ternational relations. Of the program
he said:
"You people in the twin cities are
to be highly commended for what you
have done with a small undertaking
and projected it into an event of na-
tional and international significance. I
consider your Festival the number one
independent Festival in the United
States and perhaps the world. I am
privileged to have a small part in it."
Colonel Price has indicated that he
wishes to study a program of interna-
tional goodwill missions in connection
with the Princess Pageant and the
young lady who will reign over the ac-
tivities for an entire year. Details of
this program are being discussed with
Mrs. Paul Westphelingrinternational
relations chairman of the Fifth Annual
event.
MILDEW AND FUME-
RESISTANT PAINT FILM
Por wood, brick, stucco, maaal, concroto
block, all masonry.
• Esclusly• NEW Vngradlent com-
bats mildew growth on point
tam
• Illist•r•rtssistant. llettv odh•sion
ond durability.
• Drias In 30 minul•s. Clean up
arab worm, loopy wal•r.
• rad•-rasIstont colors. White.
stay whit*, tool
The Price Foundation, with its
home office in Ormond Beach, Florida,
has awarded over 350 college scholar-
ship grants to beauty contest winners
in the U. S. and Col. Price annually
serves as a judge in some 25 State and
regional pageants throughout the coun-
try, including the "Miss" pageants in
rennessee, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska
this area.
He became interested in the Inter-
national Banana Festival two years
ago, has awarded generous grants to
the five winners here for the past two
years, and was an enthusiastic partici-
pant in last year's good-will trip of a
local delegation to Ecuador, not only
making the trip himself, but also pay-
ing the way for four guests, including
Princess "Vickie" Hurd.
In addition to scholarships to
pageant winners. Price has also volun-
tarily awarded substantial scholarships
to girls here who were not finalists,
but whom he considered as especially
worthy of financial help in their col-
lege education.
i 14 WELCOME! 1
FESTIVAL VISITORS!
To The Fifth Annual
ST1VA4
September 27
Thru September 30
301 MAIN ST. 472-3201
SOME OF THE BETTER BRANDS WE ARE PROUD TO STOCK AND FEATURE.
ALL THE NEW
111
PONTMC RAMBLER 
MODELS% 'AP ancsrmeftcacs
I'HURSDAY, SEPT. 21
Good Styling In Fine Shoes. Sizes To 13
Widths A to EEE
THEY LOOK WONDERFUL
THEY FEEL WONDERFUL
THEY FIT WONDERFUL
Fine Fitting, Long Wearing Shoes For
Children, With Up To Date Styling.
We Carry From A to E Widths
ALL NEW FROM PONTIAC — Two of Pontiac Motor Division's newest
most distinctive 19613 models are shown above, the GTO convertible and
Le Mans two-door hardtop coupe,
r uiton, ny, eptemDer 1, 19t5'l Page 10-C
I.
his is proud to belong to the twin-city
It has been our pleasure to be a part of the business life of
the twin cities for many years. The friendships we have
made, the respect and admiration we hold for your will
to forge ahead, and the progress all of you have made
working together, makes us proud to share your
growth. Congratulations on the tremendous ef-
forts undertaken to stage another giant
Banana Festival.
—The Siegel Family
Sam Siegel
community
WELCOME TO THE FESTIVAL
WELCOME TO OUR PLANTS
•
ABOUT THIS ADVERTISEMENT
The illustration in this advertisement is part of the intensive nation-
al advertising program of the Henry I. Siegel Company. Appearing
in all the leading men's apparel magazines and periodicals in the
country, the H. I. S. label is becoming synonymous with distinctive
fashions everywhere.
Glenn Puckett, left, manager of the Henry I. Siegel Fulton, Ken-
tucky plant and Phil Matrone, manager of the South Fulton Tennes-
see plant examine a pair of the thousands of pants made in the two
plants annually. Both Gla•tn and Phil are dedicated Banana Festival
workers.
ROSA B. VA
age 18, is the d,
Mrs. Ulpiano
Ecuador. Her I
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These Are Our Amigos
:****************************************
ROSA B. VALDIVIESO ARIAS,
age 18, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ulpiano Valdivieso of Loj
Ecuador. Her father is a farmer.
Rosa speaks a little English.
MEMBER: F. D. L C.
JUAN SEBASTIAN KINGMAN J.,
age 16, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Eduardo Kingman of Quito, Ecua-
dor. His father is an artist. Juan
speaks English.
PAULINA CUEVA EGUIGUREN, VICENTE VELEZ PLACIA, age
age 17, is the daughter of Or. and 22, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Vic-
Mrs. Carlos Cueva of Loja, Ecua• tcriano Velez of LoJa, Ecuador. His
dor. Her father is a doctor of medi• father is a farmer. He speaks a lit-
rine. Paulin. speaks a little Eng. tic English.
lish.
ALFONSO NARANJO P., age 16, DIANA JACOME, age 17, is the
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jorge daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vicente
Naranjo of Quito, Ecuador. His Jacame of Quito, Ecuador. Her
father is an economist. Alfonso father is an engineer. She speaks
speaks a little English. English.
(No Phcto Available)
SYLVIA CHIRIBOCA VALENCIA,
age 18, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. °Mort° Chiribogar-of Rio-
bamba, Ecuador. Her father is a
farmer. Silvia speaks a little Eng-
lish.
(No Phcto Available)
SUSANA CHAUVIN FALCONI,
age If,, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ricardo CfsiNevin of Quito,
Ecuador. Her father is in Civil Ser•
vice. Her mother is a teacher. Sus•
ana does speak English.
MARIA DEL CARMEN CUEVA
EGUIGUREN, age 20, is the daugh-
ter of Dr. and Mrs. Carlos Cueva.
Her father is a doctor of medicinil:
Maria does speak English, Nor
hcrne is in Loja, Ecuador.
Fulton, Ky. September 21, 1967
CATALINA GODOY BECERRA,
age 15, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Neptali Godoy of Quito, Ecua-
cr. Her father is an industrialist.
She speakk English.
Page 11-C
ANA MARIA DONA •
DERO, age 16, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ruff° Didonato of
Riobamba, Ecuador. Her father is
an importer. Ana Maria does not
.speak English.
The House of Famous Labels
VILLAGER FOR 104 YEARS
BRADLEY
LORRAINE
PHOENIX
GOSSARD
JADE EAST
PALM BEACH
VAN HEUSEN
ALLIGATOR
HANSEN CORO BATES MORGAN JONES ESQUIRE
CANNON PEQUOT SHIP 'N SHORE MUNSING WEAR
DONNKENNY JUSTIN BUXTON PARIS MALLORY
SUE BRETT WEMBLEY H. I. S. HUSH PUPPIES
MEMBER: FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
tPRI::7 SMUDGED
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STOKES OIL CO.
AND j
YOUR FRIENDLY PHILLIPS 66 DEALERS
Welcome You
TO THE 5th ANNUAL BANANA FESTIVAL
We are proud to be a part of the twin city community, to share
with them their significant efforts to bring about friendship and
understanding with our Latin-American friends with whom we
share a strong coincidence of interest.
When In The Twin Cities, Visit ... Our
Modern Phillips Station In South Fulton
KILLBREW'S
WAYNE KILLEBREW, MANAGER
Fulton, Ky.
Come
AT
The bin
Pa!
A. C
WE
SERVICE
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Come to the Banana Festival!
AT YOUR SERVICE
LET US STORE
YOUR CORN!
We have installed grain
dryers to .dry your grain,
and store your corn in
good shape!
WAYNE EDS
The but feed — at a Popular Price! It will
Pay You to check our Service and our
Prices. Now!
A. C. BUTTS and SONS
PHONE 479-2641
WE WELCOME YOU
TO THE
INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL
:These Are Our Amigos i l
MARIA VIOLETA MOLINA
MOLDONADO, age 17, is the dau-
ghter of Dr. and Mrs. Ezequiel
Molina of Loja, Ecuador. Her fath-
er is an attorney. Maria speaks
some English.
HORTENSIA PAREDES YE.
ROVI, age 19, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Jorge Paredes of
Amb•to, Ecuador. Her father is •
banker. Hortensia speaks very lit-
tle English.
There are no application blanks
nor pictures to cover the following
two young ladies who are also corn•
ing:
PHONE 472-2831
MAGDALENA CUEVA AGUIR•
RE, age 21, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Victor Flavio Cueva of
Loja, Ecuador. Her afther is •
farmer. She speaks a little Eng-
lish.
cAHcEERCETs0 
age 
aM1a RAC
is 
ELO LUNA
% Mr. and Mrs. H'ector Lu 
the 
na n of
Ambato, Ecuador. His father and
, mother are both teachers. He does
speak English.
Banana Beauties Begin
"Boardwalk" Bandwagon
A small army of beautiful girls, headed by the 1966
Banana Queen, Miss Kentucky and Miss Tennessee, the
Kentucky Dairy Princess, and the North Carolina Blue-
berry Queen, will invade Fulton when the Fifth Inter-
national Banana Festival gets under way September r
27-30.
Reigning over all the activities
will be the lovely Banana Princess.
Cynthia Vincent of Martin. Tenn., a
sophomore at the University of
Mississippi. The charming and tal-
ented Cynthia has won many area
contests.
Miss Kentucky. Jo-Anne Clark of
Jeffersontown, won over a group
of glamorous and talented girls
several months ago. The Miss Ken-
tucky Contest was televised from
the Brown Theatre in Louisville and
was shown on WPSD-TV. Jo-Anne
MIRIAM GONZALEZ XELTZ, age
17, of Quito, Ecuador.
CRISTOBAL SANDOVEL, age 16,
°I Quito, Ecuador.
lb
is an accomplished musician.
Linda Sue Workman, Miss Ten-
nessee. nails from Portageville,
N10., but was entered from the
Uni‘ersity of Tennessee at Martin
Linda Sue's talent at the Miss
America Pageant was singing. Miss
Tennessee's escort at Atlantic City
was P. D. Blaylock of South Ful-
ton, a senior at UTM.
Pam Sollars is the North Carolina
Blueberry Queen, and Judy Tindle
is the Kentucky Dairy Princess.
Thus for 15 girls have entered the
Banana Princess Pageant with four
states, Kentucky, Tennessee, Ar-
kansas, and South Carolina, being
represented.
Lake Street Liquor Store
204 KENTUCKY AVENUE
Cold Beer, - Wines, - Liquors, - Drive-In Window
Welcome To The
INTERNATIONAL BANANA FESTIVAL
SMALLMAN
TIN SHOP
* HEAT
LENNOX FURNACES Call 472-1912 iPPLIANCEGAS - OIL -COAL
FULTON,KY. OLIVE STREET
LENNOX HEAT PUMPS TOO!
ALE
REGISTER
50 GAS GRES • 500.000 T. V. Stops
I. be given away
We Invite You To Stop By For
A - Visit During Your Stay Here
ICE COLD BEER
By The-Case-Carton-Or Can. All
Your Favorite Brands
Complete Stocks!
WHISKEY
WINES
GINS
BEER
RUM
By The Baffle Or By The Case
LIQUOR STORE
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Fulton, Kentucky
THEY'LL BE BACK 
AGAIN - Indeed, it 
won't be long 
before the twin cities 
will be alive once 
more with eager
citizens from the 
banana-producing 
countries of Central and 
South America to 
participate in the Fifth 
Annual
International Banana 
Festival. Not only do we 
welcome the Amigos 
for the third 
consecutive year, we also 
ex-
tend cordial 
greetings to the many 
other distinguished 
diplorriats, newspaper 
editors, prominent 
government
personalities, and all others 
who will share the 
feeling of friends and 
welcome with us 
during the Fifth 
Annual
International Banana 
Festival.
• ENJOY THE FESTIVAL
If you're looking for a place to
live —locate an industry -- attend
the churches of your choice - - en-
joy good schools, cultural groups,
civic development - - you'll find
a great big
Welcome
TO OUR
GROWING
CITY
• TRADE WITH US
• SHOP IN OUR STORES
COME BACK TO SEE US OFTEN
ALL YOU VISITORS AND GUESTS
Fulton, Kentucky's Official Family Welcomes You
W. P. Burnette, Commissioner
Charles Robert Bennett, Comissioner
Gilbert DeMyer, Mayor
William Scott, Commissioner
Rollin Shaw, City Manager Charles Gregory, Comissioner
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STRAIGHT TALKER
HENRY
WARD
speaks with confidence because he's
knowledgeable. And Capable. Work
is his specialty. ite's been tinny-
long years of experience. He talks
performance, certifies it witittacts.
•And backs both up with a record of
proven achievements. Henry Ward is a
big reason Why
 more people are look-
ing for the opportunity to elect a no.
nonsense governor.
This is no time
 
for a change
Paid for by hentucklans for Ward, Foster Oekerman, Chairman. Robert Everts, Treasurer, Sheraton Hotel, Louisville.
Rte.•
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THE CITY OF
South Fulton, Tennessee
is proud of
princess Cynthia Gay Vincent
• The reigning International Banana
Festival Princess
• She is native of Martin, Tenn.
• She wears the royal crown and the
regal robes with honor to the
Volunteer State.
our dedicated citizens
• Those Who Work For Our Schools,
Industry, Civic Improvement,
Cur Churches and Progress.
our industrial climate
• Our Utilities, Tax Structure,
City Government -- Everything Is
Geared To Make Industry Location
A Pleasant and Profitable Move.
Her Royal Highness Princess Cynthia Gay Vincent
Welcome to the Banana Festival!
YOUR SOUTH FULTON
OFFICIAL FAMILY
Janws Hickman
Acting
City Managor
Harry Allison
Commissioner
South Fulton is proud too of the many outstanding young boys and girls who honor us with their presence in our
homes, our schools, and our cities during the Banana Festival program. We hope that they will take a little bit of our
hearts and our lasting friendships home with them to remember us always.
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